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Addresses and Speeches

[The President of India, Shri V. V. Giri, addressed the two Houses 
of Parliament assembled togather in the Central Hall of Parliament 
House and outlined the policies of the Government of India on 
various issues and the legislative programme for the session. Repro
duced below is the text of the President’s Address—Editor].

Honourable Mebers

You have assembled to perform the exacting tasks which lie 
ahead of you. Not only have you to transact the formal legislative 
business but also to take stock of the problems that the nation faces 
and give guidance to the Government and the people.

Drought in the Country

Barely had the country overcome extraordinary challenges of 
1971, when we were confronted with fresh problems. The after
effects of the influx of refugees and the war were aggravated by 
drought in several parts of the country. Our hearts go out to all those 
who have been affected by drought and in certain other areas by 
cyclone and floods. Works on a large scale have been undertaken in 
all affected areas to provide employment and relief. Our buffer stock 
of foodgrains, along with the strengthening of the public distribution 
system, enabled the Government to meet the situation. In 1972, about 
10.6 million tones of grains were distributed through the public sys
tem.

Fall in Food Production

Inevitably, the drought led to a fall in food production, particularly 
in the areas of rainfed cultivation, and this, in turn, influenced prices, 
which have registered a sharp increase since May last year. This has 
been a matter of grave concern to my Government. In addition to 
strengthening the public distribution system as mentioned above, an 
emergency programme was launched to increase rabi and summer 
foodgrains production to offset the loss of kharif output. We expect 
a good rabi crop this year. Nonetheless we must husband all avial 
able food resources and avoid waste. •
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Take Over of Trade in Foodgrains

Prices of food articles cao be broût under check and the interests, 
of the common people safeguarded by taking over the surplus of wheat 
and rice, by eliminating wholesale traders and by organising distribu
tion of foodgrains, especially to scarcity areas and the vulnerable 
sections of the population. The wholesale trade in wheat will be taken 
over from the coming wheat marketing season. This will be followed 
by the takeover of wholesale trade in ribe. The success of this pro
gramme calls for the wholehearted cooperation of surplus as well as 
deficit States.

Credit Policy

The emphasis on credit policy tontinues to be one of the restraint, 
consistent with the need to maximise production, meet priorities and 
attend to hitherto neglected sectors. The Government’s pro
gramme of market borrowings during the year was designed to absorb 
the surplus liquidity of the commercial banking system.

Increase in Industrial Production

The relatively sluggish rate of growth of industrial production in 
1970 and 1971 gave place to an upward trend in 1972. Industrial 
production increased by over 7 per cent during the year. It would 
have been still higher but for the shortage of power in most parts of 
the country. Government is taking shortterm longterm measures to 
improve the generation, transmission and distribution of power.

Curbs on Monopolies

Government has recently clarified its industrial Licensing Policy 
of curbing monopolies and the concentration of economic power, con
sistent with the objectives and the priorities of production during the 
Fifth Five Year Plan. Several measures which should stimulate in
vestment on a wide front have been announced. The larger number 
df applications and approvals for licences, capital goods, finance from 
industrial financing institutions, i«gistration of companies and capital 
issues—all indicate a gathwing teirtpo of industrial activity. Govern
ment is also laying emphasis on the active iihplementation of industrial 
licences already granted and is devising practical measures to increase 
the pace of implementation.



Sick Textile and Engineering Units

Government has devoted attention to the problems of tektiJe and

engineering units which have been lying closed or are facing setious 
diliiculties due to mismanagement and failure to itivest surpluses aiid 
to modernise the plants. The management of a number of these units 
has been taken over this year in order to revive production and ensure 
continuous employment. With the restoration of law and ord̂ in 
West Bengal, industrial recovery is gaining momentum under a 
16point programme.

Public Undertakings

In our steady march towards socialism, and increasingly wide seg
ment of economic activity has been brought under public ownership and 
management. This covers a major part of transport and communi
cations, power, coal, steel, heavy engineering, banking; insurance and 
important segments of external and internal trade. As a result of the 
vigorous steps taken by Government, a definite improvement was 
discernible in most public sector units last year. Ultimately produc
tion and the quality of service to the people in all these fields depend 
on the dedication and sense of involvement of managers and workers. 
In the changed context, both managers and workers have to give up 
the traditional concept of their roles. Manacement has to develcp 
new attitudes and look upon workmen as participants in the service 
of the people. Workers should not allow trade unions rivalry to pre
vent them from fulfilling their historic role of being in the vanguard of 
socialist transformation by making our public enterprices successful 
and models of service to the people. On its part, Government recog
nises the central role of the worker in the economic process and will 
do everything in its power to ensure that his legitimate rights are pro
tected. I appeal to workers, particularly in vital industries and sectors, 
to place the country first and keep in mind the conditions of the vast 
multitude of the low paid and the unemployed.

Government will continue its efforts to bring about a consensus 
among trade unions on the critical problems of Uninterrupted produc
tion, increase in productivity, wages and participation in manage
ment.

Government has been considering methods of improving the per
formance of public sector undertakings. Some of these need to be

Presidenfs Address to Parliament
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restructured ̂ holding companies so as to combine entrepreneurial 
vigour with effective public accountability. The Steel Authority of 
India Ltd. has been set up to reorganise the steel industry on these 
new lines. Further improvements in management practices and 
general administrative procedures are under examination.

The Five Year Plan and the Problem of Poverty

The Approach to the Fifth Five Year Plan has been approved by 
the National Development Council. The Approach indicates the 
effort necessary to attain the twin objectives of selfreliance and the 
removal of poverty within a reasonable period. A number of pro
grammes proposed lo be taken up in the Fifth Plan—the National 
Programme of Minimum Needs, the Employment programme, the 
accent on the development of backward classes and backward regions 
and the reorientation of the pattern of production with emphasis on 
goods of mass consumption—are design̂ directly to attack the pro
blem of poverty. The Approach is based on Government’s considered 
view that growth and social justice are interlinked. Social justice needs 
growth to be meaningful and growth needs social justice to be sustained 
and durable. The quality and content of growth are more important 
than growth by itself.

The new directions given to the Fifth Plan and the magnitude ot 
its targets call for major efforts on the part of all sections of our people. 
We have to sustain and transfer the unity, morale and confidence 
which we demonstrated in meeting external danger to the fields of 
economic and social transformation of the country. I have no doubt 
that the people will respond to this challenge. It will be the privilege 
of this fifth Parliament of our Republic to give shape to the Fifth Five 
Year Plan and make it the turning point in our advance towards eco
nomic independence.

Programmes for Rural Employment

A number of programmes intended for the benefit of rural masses 
have been in operation for the last two to three years—̂the 
small and Marginal Farmers’ Programme, the programme for Rural 
Employment, Drought Prone Areas Programme, provision of house 
«ites to landless labour in rural areas and the Nutrition Programme. 
A special programme to provide employment opportunities for 5 lakh 
«ducated persons in the coming year has been ■ formulated. These 
schemes for the provision of house sites to landless labour, creation of
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rural employment as also provision of water supply and electricity to 
rural areas will be further accelerated. The implementation of land 
reforms will be expedited.

Advance Action jor Fifth Plan

Simultaneously, a programme of advance action for the Fifth Plan 
has been prepared. It is proposed to increase the production of pulses, 
oilseeds, sugarcane and cotton, and to accelerate irrigation projects, 
improve the working of power stations and hasten the commissioning 
of those which are nearing completion. The production of steel and 
fertilisers is also being increased.

Educational Reconstruction and Development

Realising the significance of education, both for social transforma
tion and economic growth. Government has decided to take steps, in 
concert with State Governments, for programmes of educational re
construction and development in the Fifth Five Year Plan.

Science and Technology Plan

A Science and Technology plan, which will form an integral part 
of the economic plan, is being prepared. This will help us to harness 
science and technology in a more purposive way for selfreliance and 
economic growth. At the same time, we must take measures to pre
serve the quality of the natural environment.

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

A new Department of Space and a Space Commission have been 
constituted to utilise fully the benefits that can accrue to the country 
as a result of the peacefol uses of outer space.

Developments in Andhra Pradesh

Government has been deeply concerned at the recent developments 
in Andhra Pradesh. The problem in that State has a long history. We 
view with grave anxiety the resort to violence in an attempt to settle 
this problem. Such violence is opposed to the basic values we cherish; 
it has resulted in the loss of valuable lives and extensive damage to 
public property. I express my sympathy and sorrow for those who 
have suffered. There is no problem for which a reasonable solution 
cannot be found through calm and rational discussion. Government’s
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l̂e cQoŝr̂tipQ is to safeguard the interests of all sections of our 
people. ) appeal to the people of Andhra Pradesh to cooperate fully 
with the Government in finding a peaceful solution.

Relations with Pakistan

I now turn to relations with neighbours, near and far. We have 
desired the establishment of mutually beneficial and friendly relations 
with Pakistan. We signed the Simla Agreement as the first step to
wards the establishment of durable peace. The Agreement lays em
phasis on bilateralism for the solution of differences by peaceful means 
and excludes outside agencies and third party involvement. I am 
glad that India and Pakistan have been able, through bilateral nego
tiations, to determine a line of control in Jammu and Kashmir which 
is to be respected by both sides. Similarly both sides have withdrawn 
their troops to the international border; in the process. India has 
vacated about 5900 sq. miles of Pakistan’s territory. This by itself is 
concrete evidence of India’s friendly intentions towards Pakistan.

The prisoners of war of the Western front have been exchanged. 
It is hoped that Pakistan will create the necessary conditions which 
would enable the three parties to the conflicts in the Eastern theatre to 
hold discussions for the repatriation of the prisoners of war who sur
rendered to the joint command of India and Bangladesh Forces. The 
Simla Agreement holds promise not only of improving and normalising 
relations between India and Pakistan but also of establishing durable 
peace in the subcontinent as a whole. This will enable the countries 
of the subcontinent to devote their energies and limited resources to 
the urgent task of furthering the economic and social wellbeing of 
their peoples.

Friendship with Bangladesh

Our friendship with Bangladesh has taken concrete shape m the 
historic Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Peace and in Agree
ments on various matters of mutual interest. Bangladesh has made 
remarkable recoveiy from the ravages of the liberation struggle. With
in a year, Bangladesh has adopted a Constitution and is about to hold 
her first General Elections. Seldom has a nation which has been 
through so harrowing an ordeal progressed so rapidly on the road to 
political stability and economic recovery. We hope tĥt Bangladesh, 
which has been recognised by 95 countries, will take her rightful place



VI the Unit̂  We share B̂ (̂̂ h’s conceit  natio
nals who are detained in Pâsta«k ̂ d h(̂ Aat they y(ill soon be 
released. ............................................ M

Friendly Relations with Nepal

Our friendly relations and close cooperation with Nepal continued 
to grow during the year. In ̂ril ây, 19.72 we had the pleasure of 
receiving the Prime Minister of Nepal, the Right honourable Shri 
Kirti Nidhi Bista, as our guest. Our Prime Minister paid a visit to 
Nepal earlier this month and a useful exchange of views took place 
during the visit. These visits have helped to further strengthen the 
already close, friendly and mutually beneficial relations between the 
two countries.

Strengthening of Close Friendship with Bhutan

In the death of His Majesty Jigme Dorji Wangchuk, Bhutan lost 
a great statesman and India a dear friend, "nie news of his demise in 
Nairobi was received in India with a deep sense of shock and sorrow. 
We extend our co operation to the new King, His Majesty Jigme 
Singye Wangchuk and are confident that during his rule the existing 
ties of close friendship between Bhutan and India will be further 
strengthened.

End of War in Vietnam

We are happy that Ae long delayed peace agreement in Yictnany 
has beM cpnqlud̂ and  th® terrible war that raged for a whole 
generation,, causmg great sufl(pring ̂  hardsj?̂ to the people, has 
ended. We hope that the ceasefire ŵ lead to a durable peace which 
will enable the people of Vietnam to address themselves to the tasks 
of reconstruction. We hope also that peace and order will come to 
the neighbouring States of Laos and Cambodia.

Friendfy Relations wifh other Countries

We have strengthened our ties of friendship, mutual understanding 
and cooperation with all countries. It is gratifying that with many 
of them our trade has also registered an increase. We value our 
close tî with Ac Soyiet Union and will continue to strengthen them.

Bresidenfs Adf̂ess tp ̂rlfffnient,  jjBi



It is our earnest desire to improve understanding and coopera
tion with the United States of America.

The emergence of a new Western Europe, following the entry of 
the United Kingdom, Denmark and Ireland into the enlwged Eurô 
pean Economic Community is a major development. It is our hope 
that this bigger European Community will look outward rather than 
inward and pursue a helpful approach to the problems of the deve
loping countries.

Detente in International Situation

We welcome the positive trends in the international situation 
which have created an atmosphere of detente. My Government would 
like to normalise relations with China. We view the moves towards 
reconciliation between the United States of America and China, 
Japan and China, and between North and South Korea as positive 
steps in favour of the relaxation of tensions. In Europe, the accept
ance by the Federal Republic of Germany of existing frontiers has 
led to relaxation of tensions between the Federal Republic of Ger
many and German Democratic Republic, in particular, and other 
European States in general.

Tensions and Fight against Colonialism in Africa

We shared with the Zambian people their shock and anger when 
Rhodesia closed its border with Zambia and stopped the transit over 
Rhodesian soil of all Zambia’s imports and exports. We have offered 
to help the Zambian Government with such assistance as we can give. 
We regret that because of the situation created by the Rhodesian 
action, the Zambian President, Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda, could not pay 
his State visit to India last month. ’

The expulsion of Asians from Uganda has been a matter of 
serious concern to the Government as it has led to the uprooting of 
several thousands of people of Indian origin who had made Uganda 
their home and had contributed to its development. During my visits 
to Ethiopia, Tanzania and Zambia, I found how these actions had 
embarrassed enlightened opinion in African countries which are 
striving for rapid economic development and racial equality and 
tolerance. We continue to make common cause with the people of 
Africa who are fighting against colonialism, injustice and oppression. 
I am happy that our technical and economic cooperation witfr 
African countries is rapidly increasing.
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Vacation of Arab Territories by Israel

We regret that there has been no progress towards a solution of* 
the problem created by Israel’s occupation of Arab territories. Our 
stand on this critical issue is based on principles which we have again 
supported in the last resolution in the United Nations calling on Israel 
to vacate these territories.

Clarity of Vision and Unity of Purpose Necessary

Honourable Members, the correctness of our internal and external' 
policies and the basic vitality of our economy, our institutions and 
our people have been proved time and again whenever the country 
has had to face grave situations. I am sure that our present difficulties 
are temporary and that we shall overcome them and emerge more 
united and disciplined. We shall have to work with clarity of vision' 
and unity of purpose to meet these challenges.

New Legislative Proposals

During your present Session, you will be dealing with the Demands 
for Grants for the next financial year as well as with legislative busi
ness. Government will bring before Parliament a Bill to replace the 
Coal Mines (Taking over of Management) Ordinance, 1973, Gov
ernment also intends to bring before Parliament a Comprehensive 
Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill. In addition, legislation to regu
late foreign contributions and to establish a Newspaper Finance Cor
poration for rendering financial assistance to small and medium news
papers as well as Bills to amend the Election Law, the Cinemato
graph Act and the Delhi Development Act will be among the mea
sures that will be brought before Parliament.

Honourable Members, I summon you to your new endeavours 
and wish you well.



/articles

IMPACT OF UNANCJAt- COMMTITEES’ RECOMMENDA
TIONS ON ADMfi>nsniATION*

[A series of articles highlighting the impact of recommendations 
of the Financial Committees of Parliament on the Administration was 

started with the April, 1970 issue of the Journal  Cotitinuing the 
series, we publish in this issue three articles on "Delhi Milk Scheme , 
"Employees State Insurance Corporation'’ and the “National Indus
trial Development Corporation Limited” bâed on the Reports of the 
Public Accounts Committee, Estimates Committee and the Committee 
.on the Public Undertakings.—Editor]

I. DELHI MILÎ SCHEME

.Introduction

The Delhi Milk Scheme started functioning in November, 1959. 
Tbe object of the Scheme is to reorganise the milk supply in Delhi city 
with a view to increasing milk production by assuring a remunerative 
rparket to the milk producer on the one hajid and supplying good 
"wholesome milk at a reasoua,blc price to the consumer on the other.
Schenae is a public utility undertaking and is to ru,n n;iore or less 

■oij, ‘noprofitnploss b̂is’.

The activities of the Scheme for the period ending 31st March,
1965 were reviewed in Section XXIII of Audit Report (Commercial),
1966 and commented upon by the Public Accounts Committee (4th 
Lok Sabha) in their Twentyseventh and Eightysecond reports. The 
■Committee (5th Iok Sabha) further examined in detail the perform
ance of the Delhi Milk Scheme in their Sixth report (197172) and 
action taken by Government is indicated in the Fiftyseventh report of 
Ihe Committee (197273).

•Prepared by the Library, Reference and Information Service of the 
i;x>k Sabha Secretariat.
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Conversion of the Scheme into a Statutory Corporation

An Expert Committee appointed by Government tecQBUnen«l̂<l 
in 1964 the registration of the Delhi Milk Scheme as a Company undei 
the Companies Act, 1956,. The recommendation could not, however, 
he implemented due to certain difficulties, particularly that ̂elating to 
the demand of employees of the Scheme for retention of their states 
as Central Government Servants. The Government decided in De
cember, 1969 to convert the Scheme into a Statutory Corporation and 
a Bill to this effect was introduced in Lok Sabha on 4th September, 
1970. The Bill, however, lapsed consequent on the dissolution of tlie 
4th Lok Sabha. The Public Accounts Committee in their Sixth re
port expressed the hope that Government would bring forward a fresji 
Bill early. They also suggested that a provision should be made in 
the Bill for audit of the Corporation’s accounts by the Coipptroller 
and Auditor General.̂

The Government accepted this recommendation of the Commit
tee. It was pointed out that the D.MS. Employees’ Union who were 
earlier opposed to conversion of the Scheme into a Statutory Corpora
tion, had now given their consent, if adequate safeguards were pro
vided for protecting their service rights. These matters were stated 
to be under consideration of the Government. The Committee desir̂ 
ed that Government should come to an early decision in the matter 
and introduce a fresh Bill for the constitution of Delhi Milk Supply 
Corporation.*

Working Results of the Scheme

The Public Accounts Committee in their 27th Report (4th Lok 
Sabha) took note of the fact that the Delhi Milk Scheme was incurring 
losses since its inception upto 31st March, 1967. The Committee 
were disturbed to find that the working results of the subsequent years 
had also disclosed losses. The biggest ever loss of Rs. 146:71 lakhs 
was incurred during 196768. The cumulative losses upto the 31st 
March, 1969 amounted to Rs. 417:68 lakhs. The Committee there
fore, desired that Government shonld keep a close watclj on tjie Sche
me, taking expert advice as and when necessary. Subsequently, the 
Committee were informed that during the year 196970 the Delhi

1P.A.C., sixth Report (6tb Lc* Pabfia), Para 1.8
*P.A.C., Fifty-seventfe Peporl; (5tb Îk S»b}i9), Para 1.6.
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Milk Scheme had shown a net profit of Rs. 73:34 lakhs. The Com
mittee stressed the need for wiping out the cumulative losses and 
functioning of the Scheme on a *no profit no loss’ basis.

Referring to the rising trend in procurement transportation, pro
cessing, distribution and overhead charges, the Committee further em
phasised the necessity for itemwise control of cost with the help of 
periodical cost analysis.”

Accepting the recommendations of the Committee, Government 
stated that the National Dairy Development Board had been entrusted 
with the task of studying in detail the various sections of the Delhi 
Milk Scheme and to suggest ways and means of improving its work
ing. It was added that the technical team deputed by the Board had 
completed the study and its recommendations were awaited.

The Committee, therefore, desired to be informed of the findings 
of the technical team and the action taken thereon by the Government. 
The Committee also obser/ed that in the absence of adequate costing 
data and maintenance of detailed operationwise commercial accounts 
by the Scheme, it was not possible for Government to give an accu
rate breakup of the gross profit made by the Scheme during the year 
196970. They desired that necessary costing data should be main
tained by the Scheme in figure.*

M9k Procurement

(i) Milk Producer̂ Cooperatives.—̂The Committee expressed 
their dissatisfaction over the arrangement for the procurement of milk 
under which bulk of the purchase was made on commission basis 
through middlemen and observed that the milk producers should get 
the benefit in full instead of allowing the middlemen to derive the 
profit. “To achieve this end, in close cooperation with State Govern
ment’s concerned”, the Committee suggested, “the Scheme should 
encourage establishment of genuine milk producers’ cooperatives in 
the milk shed areas from where the milk is at present procured.’”

»P.A.C., 6th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Paras 2.24 and 2.28.
<P.A.C., 67th Report (6th Lok Sabha), Paras 1.11 and 1.12.
•P.A.C., eth Report (5th Lok Sabha). Para 3.34.
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Government accepted the recommendations of the Committee, and 
stated that following measures had been taken by them to encourage 
formation of milk producers’ cooperatives:*

(1) If a milk producers cooperative society offers to enter into 
an agreement for regular supply of specified quantity 
of milk, the supply of milk from that area through con* 
tractors is discontinued after expiry of the agreement with 
the contractor.

(2) Agreement for supply of milk on the new routes was be
ing executed with the milk producers cooperatives in 
preference to private contractors. The entire milk shed 
district of Rohtak had been earmarked for the coopera
tive societies of milk producers.

(3) The Governments of U.P. and Haryana had been request
ed both at the Minister’s and official levels to encourage 
the formation of cooperative societies of milk producers 
in the milk shed areas where they did not already exist.

{it) Optimum utilisation of Plants.—̂Discussing in detail the po 
curement of milk, the Committee enquired about the latest position in 
the matter of installation of Spray Dry equipment purchased by the 
Scheme, which, they were informed was expected to be commissioned 
in March, 1971. They expressed the hope that appropriate measure 
would be taken to step up procurement of milk, in order to ensure 
optimum utilisation of the plants throughout the year and to reduce 
the unit cost of milk and milk products.'

In reply Government apprised the Committee of the measures be
ing taken by the Scheme to step up procurement of milk which in
cluded:

(i) Intensified efforts for procurement from milk shed areas,
including establishment of new milk collection and chil
ling centres.

(ii) Incentives to existing supplies; and

•P.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Pages 28-29.

TP.A.C., 6th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Paras 2.13 to 8.38.
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(iii) l̂eveiitilig the setting u)p of new milk pfodticts factbries 
in the milk shed areas of the Delhi Milk Scheme.

It was added that the plant of the Delhi Milk Scheme was working 
to its optimum processing capacity. The shortfall in the procurement 
of milk was made good by utiliisation of increased quantities of s.m.p. 
(skimmed milk powder) and butter oil [White butter.

As regards the Spray Drying Plant, the Cbmittfttee Were informed 
that the equipment could not be commissioned for want of four milk 
pumps and some Spare t>arts Which had been lost in transit. The 
Plant was expected to cottimence functioning from the winter season 
of 1972. The Committee expressed the hope that the commissioning 
of the plant would not be further delayed.®

Intensive Cattle Development Projects

For increasing rtiilk ̂jroduction around Delhi ahd serving the 
Delhi Milk Scheme, four Intensive Cattle Development Projects were 
started in the districts of Meerut in U.P., Gurgaon and KQrnal in Har
yana and Bikaner in Rajasthan. The programme were sponsored by 
the Central Government to be executed by State Governments and 
financial outlay as follows was provided for the projects over the 
Fourth t̂ve Year Plan period;

Meerut—̂Rs. 7T32 lakhs.

Kamal—Rs. 8352 lakhs.

Gurgaon—Rs. 7708 lakhs.

Bikaner—̂Rs. 12000 lakhs.

The programmes provided for comprehensive schemes concerned 
with increasing production of milk.

In the course of their examination of the Delhi Milk Scheme the 
Public Accounts Committee enquired about the work results of these 
projects. The Secretary, Department of Agriculture, admitted that 
the Intensive Cattle Development Scheme was not intensive enough. 
He added that enough was not being done for the breeding programme 
and for the fodder and feed.

cp.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.18.
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Hifc Cofbmlttlse, therefdtii, dfesefVcd that ffi sjpile d£ considerable 
eSîAditUtt oh tlie Ihtedsive '’Cttttire beVelopimeht t̂rojec'ts, there was 
ho ajf>()reciable iliipi’oVbnibnt ih '|ff'ocUrement of milk. As against 
the quantity of 3,35,745 quifttals 6f Ihilk puichased in these areas 
in 196667, the quantity procured in 196970 was only 3,39,503 quin
tals. The Cditlmfftee eĴprfcssed the hope that GoverOtaent would at
tend systematically to the shortcOihings in the programme in the in
terest of improving milk jproduction. The Committee were also not 
in a position to assess the ihcrbase in the yield of milk consequent on 
the implementation Of these Cattle Dfevelopment Projects. They were 
unhappy about the inadequacy of the existing Government machinery 
in this regard and desired that periodical surveys should be undertaken 
in these areas so as to determine the increase in milk production and 
further measures devised in the light thereof to achieve higher pro
duction.®

Government noted the observations of the Committee and stated 
that measures were being intensified to increase milk production in 
these areas. The Committee were further informed that nucleus sta
tistical staff had since been appointed in each of the four projects for 
evaluating the progress of these projects. Separately the Programme 
Evaluation organization of the Planning Commission had also carried 
out a survey with a view to ascertaining the impact of the cattle deve
lopment activities undertaken in these projects. Its report was ex
pected to be received shortly.

The Public Accounts Committee desired that the report of the 
Programme Evaluation Organisation should be obtained early and' 
such follow up action as may be necessary taken to improve milk pro
duction commensurate with the expenditure incurred on the Intensive 
Cattle Development Projects.*®

ProeeK,transit Losses

(/) Fixation of Norms

Commenting the loss and wastage of milk and other products dur
ing handling, processing and distribution, the Committee recommend
ed that the losses on this account should be reduced to the minimunr

«P.A.C., 6th Report TMTLdk Sabha). Paras 3.J5 and 3.36.

“P.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.21.
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the norms fixed should be periodically reviewed with a view to 
refixing them at the lowest possible level. They further desired that 
a. comparative study of the norms fixed by various other milk schemes 
should be undertaken in this connection.̂^

Acc(»'dingly, the Committee were apprised of the position of milk 
themes operating in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, and the norms 
of processing losses fixed by them. It was pointed out that the work
ing of those schemes was different in that they either produced milk 
or milk products exclusively, while the D.M.S. was a composite dairy, 
•producing both milk and milk products.

l"ie Ccsnmittee were further informed that the norms fixed by 
Ihe Scheme were being regularly reviewed. However, with regard to 
the norms fixed by Government in August, 1972 it was stated that 
some practical difficulties were being experienced in accurately esti
mating processing losses stagewise and some of the connected issues 
liad been referred to the Expert team of the National Dairy Develop 
■ment Board. The Committee desired that the difficulties should 
•resolved and realistic norms fixed soon for efficient control.’*

<//) Transit loss in respect of milk from Bikaner

The Delhi Milk Scheme sustained extraordinary loss of milk in 
•transit from Bikaner during 196869. Upto September, 1968 the loss 
.amounted to 71,934 litres which represented 2:7 per cent of the total 
quantity transported. While appreciating the peculiar conditions 
•under which milk was procured and transported from Bikaner, the 
Committee nevertheless observed that such a high percentage of loss 
could not be regarded as inescapable transit loss. TTiey were inform 
•ed during evidence that some theft could not be ruled out although no 
•specific case had come to their notice. The Committee, therefore, de
sired that circumstances leading to the loss should be investigated and 
appropriate action taken the officials concerned.**

Pursuant to the recommendation of the Committtee the Scheme 
set up an Enquiry Committee to investigate the matter. The Public

np.A.C.. «th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 4.30.

“P.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.24.

•>»P.A.C., 6th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 4.82.
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Accounts Committee desired to be apprised of the findings of the 
Committee and the action taken by. Government against the officials 
responsible for the loss.“

Svpply of milk to «iie Ddhi City

Referring to the supply of good wholesome milk to the Delhi City 
and meeting the demands of the consumers in a better way, the Com 
jnittee pointed out that as agamst the total estimated requirement of 
milk for the city of 7,00,000 litres per day at the end of 1974 74 the 
Delhi Milk Schone was able to supply to the extent of 2,57,118 litres 
only during 196970. The Committee ex{»'essed the hope that the 
supply position would be improved.̂®

In reply, Government informed the Committee that additional 
plant and machinery were being installed in the Delhi Milk Scheme 
in order to increase its handling capacity to 3,75,000 litres by the end 
of 197273. Simultaneously, Government had approved a proposal 
for setting up a second recombining (mother) dairy in Delhi under 
Operation Flood, with a handling capacity of 4,00,000 litres of milk 
a day, which was expected to be completed during 197374. The 
two public sector dairies could thus meet fully Delhi’s requirements 
of milk by the end of 197475.

The Committee expressed the hope that the targetted increase in 
the capacity would be achieved according to schedule. They desired 
to be apprised of the progress made in this regard.’*

Referring to the question of opening of additional allday milk 
stalls, the Committee desired that the proposed review of the working 
of existing allday milk stalls should be completed and the question of 
opening additional stalls decided early. They also desired to know 
the progress made by the Scheme in the opening of additional milk 
booths, a hundred of which were expected to be constructed during 
the year 197172. In this connection, the Committee further suggest
ed that Government should examine the feasibility of introducing new 
features such as yoghurt for supply at Railway stations, airports. etc.”

In reply. Government informed the Committee that the working 
of allday milk stalls had been reviewed and it was expected that with

i«P.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.27. 

1SP.A.C., 6th Report (5thLok Sabha),Para 5.6. 

i«P.A.C„ 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.30 

»7P.A.C.; 6th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 5.7



the increase, in the production programme of ghee and butt̂; thos& 
stalls would function at profit. Regarding the opening of new miUc 
booths, it was stated that as on 30th June, 1972, 65 additional booths 
had already been opened and 35 were under construction. The feasibi
lity of introducing new featiares, such .as* manufacture on a commercial 
scale of milk products like yoghurt and their retail sale were stated 
to be under the cohslderation of the Ditoi Milk Scheme.̂'* '

Idle nant and'niacliiiieiy

(a) Automatic decrating and recrating machine tmduililk. evaporating:
Plcmt -

In Audit Report (Commercial) 1966, a mention was made of scm& 
of the items of equipment which had not been put to use by the Delhi 
Milk'Scheme since the date of commissioning. Out of these, two 
items, namelythe Autonjatic decrating and recratingmachine (cost 
Rs, 7'43 lakhs) and Milk Evaporating Plant (cost Rs'.' 168 lakhs) yet 
remained to be disposed of put to use till January 1970.

The PubHc Account Committee learnt that the attempts of the 
Milk Scheme to dispose of the automatic decrating and recrating ma
chine did not succeed and that efforts were being made to put it to 
use. The Committee, therefore, desired to be informed of the pro
gress made in regard to the utilisation of the machine. Subsequently, 
the Committee were informed that as a result of a fire in July, 1971 
in the transport shed of the Dairy some of the wooden crates containing 
parts of the machines had been burnt and many parts of the equip
ment had got damaged. According to the Committee, which was ap
pointed to assess the damage, the loss to the machines would be of the 
order of about Rs. 2 lakhs. The question of further utilisation or dis
posal of the equipment was stated to be under examination of the Ex
perts Team of the National Dairy Development Board.

As regards the milk evaporating plant, the Committee observed 
that the Delhi Milk Scheme went in for such a sophisticated equip
ment on the advice of a foreign expert without examining its imme
diate utility and consequently the equipment had not bewi put to use 
since 1963. The Committee therefore, recommmended that the re
commendation of foreign experts should henceforth be carefully sifted
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by the NfLtionail Dairy Development Board or the Indian Dairy Cor
poration to ensure their suatibitily undw Indian conditions,**

, In reply Government stated that the evaporating pjant was . instal
led and commissioned in 1963 but on account of excessively high 
water consumption its use was discontinued. As a part of the expan
sion programme, it was now proposed to instal another milk eva
porator and a water recirculation system had since been installed. 
Both the evaporators were expected to be commissioned in about 6 
months time. Government further stated that action to procure new 
items of machinery and equipment was now being taken on the advice 
of experts attached to the National Dairy Development Board and the 
Indian Dairy Corporation, as well as the United Nations experts 
assigned to India.*'

(b) Cheese plant

A cheese plant procured on high priority basis at a cost of Rs. 3; 80 
lakhs in 1965 was yet to be installed. The Committee observed that 
the equipment was purchased despite the fact that the Kurien Com
mittee had recommended the cancellation of the order in 1964. The 
Committee expressed the hope that such instances of bad planning 
would not recur.**

In reply, Government stated that it was not possible to cancel the 
order as the procurement action was at advanced stage. The supplying 
firm had informed that they were awaiting shipping advice from the 
manufacturer. The matter) was recinsidered and it was decided to 
instal the plant at Bikaner as per the alternative suggestion of Kurien 
Committee.

It was added that the question as to whether the Delhi Milk Sche
me or the Government of Rajasthan should set up the Balancing Sta
tion at Bikaner had not yet been decided. As soon as a final decision 
was taken in that regard, it would be possible to establish the Balanc
ing Station and also to instal the cheese plant there.

The Committee desired that final decision in regard to the ques
tion of setting up the Balancing Station at Bikaner should be expe
dited so that the cheese plant may not become obsolete on account of

"P.A.C., 57th Report (5th Lok Sabha), page 19.

20P.A.C., 6th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para* 7.15 to 7.18

•'P.A.C., 6th Report  (5th Lok Sabha), para 7.17.
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delay in installation. The Committee also reiterated their eadier 
recommendation that responsibility should be fixed for injudicious 
procurement of machinery in all the three cases, viz, the ̂tomatic 
decrating and recfating machine, liie milk evaporating plant and the 
cheese plant.**

a*P.A.C., 87th Report (5th Lok Sabha), Para 1.41.



Organisation

The administration of the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme 
vests in the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation. The Corpora
tion is a tripartite body consisting of Government nominees as also the 
representatives of the employers and employees. According to the 
existing constitution of the Corporation, a Chairman, a ViceChair
man and not more than five other persons (officials), are nominated 
by the Central Government. The composition of the Corporation also 
includes one representative for each State Government, five represen
tatives each of employees and employers, two from the medical profes
sion and three Members of Parliament. So far, since the establish* 
ment of the Corporation, the Central Government has consistently no
minated the Union Labour Minister as the Chairman and Union 
Health Minister as the ViceChairman of the Corporation. The other 
five persons nominated by the Central Government include the Union 
Minister of State and Deputy Minister of Labour, the Union Labour 
Secretary and other officials belonging to the Union Ministries of 
Labour, Finance and Health.

Nomination of Chairman

The Estimates Committee in their 123rd Report (196970) con
sidered the association of Ministers as Chairman, ViceChairman or 
members of the Corporation and its Standing Committee, which were 
composed largely of officials, as unusual. They felt that an anomaly 
was created when the same Minister in his capacity as the head of the 
administrative Ministry overruled the decisions of the Corporation 
which was also presided over by him. In their opinion, the practice 
did not fit in with the general supervisory powers vested in the Central 
Government under the Employees’ State Insurance Act. The Com
mittee recommended̂ that Government should adopt the practice of

II. EMPLOYEES’ STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION

lEstimatcs Committee, 123rd Report (1969-70), para 2.24.
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appointing a prominent publicman with necessary knowledge and ex* 
perience of promoting labour welfare to fill the oflSce of the Chairman 
of the Corporation for a fixed term to be specified in the Act.

The Government stated in their reply* that the Union Labour Min
ister was nominated as Chairman of the Employees’ State Insurance 
Corporation under the E.S.I. Act, 1948, the Central Government was 
inter alia responsible for (a) fixing the rate of contribution payable by 
employers, (b) promoting uniformity of standards and benefits for the 
working of the Scheme, and (c) bringing about coordination among 
the various State Governments who were responsible for the adminis
tration of medical care under the Scheme. ITie Corporation had been 
facing financial difficulties and in order to meet the situation, it had 
taken certain decisions which included inter alia the imposition of 
a ceiling of Rs. 50 per employee per annum on the cost of medical 
benefit which was administered by the State Governments. In the 
view of the Government, it seemed necessary to continue the Union 
Labour Minister as Chairman of the Corporation, in order to secure 
the cooperation of the State Governments in the administration ot 
the Scheme, particularly, the implementation of the ceiling of Rs. 50 
'er empl<̂ee per annum on the cost of medical benefit. The recom
mendation of the Estimates Committee had also been considered by 
the Standing Committee and the Corporation. The former were of 
the view that the existing arrangement under which the Minister of 
Labour was the Chairman of the Corporation, should continue in the 
larger interests of the Corporation. The Employees’ State Insurance 
Corporation had also accepted the view of the Standing Committee. 
The Government, therefore, regretted their inability to accept the Esti
mates Committee’s recommendation and stated that the arrangement 
would be continued for sometime and reviewed in due course.

The Estimates Committee in their 133rd Report (197071) ex
pressed® their conviction that they were not convinced with the plea 
put forward by Government. They felt that with an eminent public 
man of outstanding ability and experience in labour welfare as the 
head of the Corporation, it should be equally possible to secure effec
tive implementation of the deciaons of the Corporation. They re
iterated their earlier recommendation and urged upon the Govern
ment to bring the necessary changes in the statute as early as possible

Êstimates Committee, 188rd Report (197071), p. 1.
mid, p.2
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Nomination of Chairman of the Standing Committee

The Estimates Committee also reiterated* tbeir opinion that the 
Chairman of the Standing Committee should be nominated from 
amongst the workers’ and employers’ representatives by rotation. They 
felt that it would infuse greater enthusiasm both amongst the workers’ 
and employers’ representatives in order to provide a new life as well 
3s direction to the activities of the Corporation.

Representation of Employees

Taking note of the fact that Government proposed to bring forward 
an amending legislation to enchance the representation of employers 
and workers on the Corporation as well as its Standing Committee, 
the Estimates Committee expressed® the hope that a corresponding 
increase would be made in their representation in the event of any 
increase in the number of official nominees so as to keep a parity 
between officials and nonofficials.

Accepting the principle of parity of representation between officials 
and nonofficials on the Corporation and its Standing Committee, the 
Government stated® in their reply that the actual number of seats to 
be allocated between officials and nonofficials would be worked out 
at the time of amendment of the Act.

Meeting of the Corporation and Medical Benefit Council

The Estimates Committee observed’ that the meetings of the 
Corporation and the Medical Benefit Council were held in an erratic 
manner and suggested , that the meetings should be spaced with more 
or less fixed intervals so as to ensure maximum attendance of the 
members.

The Government stated® in their reply that the Corporation had 
noted the recommendation for compliance.

*Ibid. p.3

BEstimates Committee, (196970), 123rd Report (190970), para 2.28. 

•Estimates Committee, 183rd Report (197071), p. 9.

TEstimates Committee, 123rd Report (196970), para 2.36̂

«Estimates Committee, 133rd Report (197071), p. 10.



Regional Boards arid Local Committees

Referring to the aim of setting up Regional Boards and Local
Committees as contemplated in the Act, the Estimates Committee 
observed* that the potentialities of the institiition of Regional Boards, 
and of Local Committees had not been exploited fully and that even 
where those bodies had been set up, they did not appear to be func
tioning effectively. They recommended that their meetings should be 
held regularly and their suggestions communicated for the considera
tion of the Standing Committee. Whatever decisions were taken by 
the Standing Committee, should invariably be transmitted to the 
Regional Boards for information. In addition, the Estimates Com
mittee suggested that a small subCommittee might be set up to con
duct a preliminary examination of the suggestions made by the Re
gional Boards before they were placed before the Standing Com
mittee.

The Government in their reply stated*® that the Standing Com
mittee had decided to circulate the minutes of the meetings of the 
Regional Boards to all the members of the Standing Committee for 
their information regularly. The Regional Directors had also been 
advised to see that the meetings of the Local Committees were held at 
regular intervals and that a resume on the working of the Local Com
mittees was submitted to the Standing Committee every six months. 
The important decisions of the Standing Committee of the Corporation 
were also being forwarded to the Regional Boards|Local Committees 
for their information. The Standing Committee had also decided that a 
small cell might be constituted at the Headquarters Office in order ta 
examine the recommendations of the Regional Boards and for bring
ing them up for discussion in the Standing Committee meetings. The 
Standing Committee had desired that the formation of Local Com
mittees in the remaining areas should be expedited and that a watch 
should be kept on timely meetings of the Regional Boards.

Administrative Structure

Considering the fact that expect four incumbents, all the Principar 
Officers of the Corporation had been drawn from outside, the Estimates 
Committee felt̂* that Government while appointing the PrincipaT
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OflScers should not normally ignore the claim of senior ofiBcers of the 
Corporation who had r̂iadered long and dedicated service in the Orga
nisation, if they were, found equipped with the requisite knowledge, 
ability and experience.

The Government accepted’ the recommendation of the Com
mittee and stated that the claims of the officers of the Corporation 
were taken into account while appointments of the Principal Officers, 
were made.

Post of Actuary

The Committee noted the fact that the post of Actuary had been 
held independently only for about ten years and during the other ten. 
years had either remained vacant or been held by the Insurance Com
missioner or Financial Adviser in addition to their own duties. The 
Committee, therefore, recommended̂* its abolition and merger of its 
functions and duties either with the Insurance Commissioner or the 
Financial Adviser.

The Government stated in their reply’that the Corporation was 
never without the services of a fully qualified Actuary even for a single 
day. In the earlier years, however, Shri K. K. Bhargava, who was a 
fulltime Actuary of the Corporation, continued to look after the actu 
rial side even after his appointment as the Insurance Commissioner as 
in those formative years, the acturial side did not really require whole
time attention. The Annual Reports upto the years 195960, when 
the Corporation did not have a wholetime Actuary, gave the barest 
possible statistical data. The Annual Reports for the subsequent years, 
when the Corporation had a fulltime Actuary on the job, gave statis
tical data in deails with the result that in the year 196364, the Annual 
Report had to be bifurcated into two parts,—one dealing with the 
running matter and the other as the statistical supplement. In the 
opinion of Government, the provision of Section 37 of the Act. requir
ing quinquennial valuation, was in itself sufficient evidence of the actu
rial importance of the Scheme and unless the Corporation had a 
wholetime Actuary to look after the work from daytoday, mere
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'quinquennial valuation would be of little value. In the circumstances, 
■Government expressed their inability to acĉt the recommendation 
of the Committee for the abolition of the post of Actuary, especially 
when Parliament had made specific provision for the appointment of 
a full time Actuary.

The Committee in their 133' Rejwrt (197071), were not con
vinced̂® with the arguments put forward by Government. They still 
held the view that since it had been possible in the past for a long 
time to have the functions and duties of the Actuary preformed by the 
other Principal OflBcers, in addition to their resistive duties, there 
should be no difficulty in future to appoint such incumbents to those 
posts who are able to perform the funtcions of the Actuary. The 
Committee reiterated their earlier recommendation and hoped that the 
post would be abolished as early as possible and its functions and 
duties merged with either of the said two posts of Principal Officers.

Principal Officers

In view of the fact that the Committee had recommended the 
creation of a separate post of Principal Officer to hold charge of the 
Administrative Division and thereby relieving the Director General 
of his duty of looking after the administration of the Corporation, the 
Committee did not find*® any justification for creating a post of 
Deputy Director General or the Financial Adviser as suggested by the 
ESIS Review Committee. The also suggested that Government should 
examine the desirability of suitably modifying the statutory provision 
relating to the Principal Officers so that in future any increase or dec
rease in their number might not require an amendment to the Act.

The Government stated*'̂ in their reply that the post of Chief 
Accounts Officers in the Corporation had been redesignated as that of 
Financial Adviser & Chief Accounts Officer. There was therefore no 
need to have another separate post of Financial Adviser in the Corpo
ration. Accepting the Committee recommendation for suitably modi
fying the statutory provision in the Act relating to the Principal 
Officers, Government stated that they proposed to amend the Act to 
appoint the Director General as the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Corporation assisted by such officers as the Central Government may 
in consultation with the Corpor.ation consider necessary.
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Staffing Pattern

The Committee observed** that no systematic attempts had been 
made since the inception of the Corporation in October, 1948 to re
view the norms and standards for the staffing pattern in an expanding 
organisation like the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation. They 
considered the increase in staff strength at the Headquarters and in 
other offices of the Corporation as phenomenal and without justifica
tion. They hoped that O & M Division would not only make realistic 
assessment of the manpower requirements but also evolve a suitable 
staffing pattern on the lines suggested by the ESIS Review Committee. 
They also suggested that after completion of the study in hand, a 
similar work study might be undertaken and completed expeditiously 
in respect of the remaining offices and steps taken to effect economy 
consistent with efficiency of service to the insured workers.

The Government stated in their reply’* that the study of work
loads had been completed in the Local Officers. The workloads at 
the Regional Offices of the Corporation were under study and a.sub
stantial portion of the study had been completed. A review of the 
staff requirements at the Headquarters and other offices was planned 
to be taken up thereafter and completed expeditiously.

Simplification of Procedure

The Committee took note of the fact that the work procedure were 
reviewed in 1967 and 1968. A detailed review of procedures had also 
been undertaken by the Corporation. The Committee suggested*® 
that the detailed rveiew should aim at evolving such procedures at 
various levels, especially in Local Offices which deal with payment 
of claims, as were capable of resulting in prompt service to the bene
ficiaries. Furthermore, such a review should be a continuous process 
so that the system might be equipped with modern techniques and 
methods obtaining in other countries having similar insurance schemes. 
The various forms to be filled up by the beneficiaries should be printed 
also in Indian languages other tlian EnglishjHindi so as to make them 
easily understandable.

iBErtimates Committee 123rd Report (196970), para 3.19. 

i»Estimates Committee 133rd Report (197071), p. 14. 

aoEstimates Committee, I28rd RQ)ort (196970), paras 3.25 and 3.26.



The Government stated in their reply** that ihe introduction of 
the Ledger System and the gradual switch over to the Teller System 
were two such steps in the direction of introducing modern methods 
and speeding up the payment of claims operations. Since O & M 
Division had been created in the Corporation, the review of procedures 
would be a continuous process. The various forms being used by the 
insured persons, were being printed in the local languages besides 
English. :̂

Training

The Committee expressed*̂' the hope that the training programme 
for job knowledge and attitude would be carried on reguarly and 
systematically for the benefit of the staff. They recommended that a 
suitable curricula be formulated for the different courses of training 
for different grades of officers and measures devised for making a 
periodical appraisal and evaluation of the results of the training pro
gramme.

The Government in their reply*® stated that the training of staff 
intended for the field officers (Local Office Managers|Insurance Ins
pectors) was on its completion in AprilMay 1971 to be followed by 
(a) refresher course, (b) separate course for officers; and (c) extension 
of training course to the lower staff i.e. Head Clerks, Assistants and 
equivalent rank. Critical evaluation of each course was based on the 
opinions expressed by the trainees themselves on evalution sheets on 
which they were asked to express their opinions freely. On the basis 
of the opinions so expressed, suitable modifications in the topics for 
lectures, contents of lecture notes etc., were made wherever feasible. 
In addition, periodical appraisal, evaluation and review of the train
ing programme wo’ d continue to be made as a necessary adjunct of 
the programme.

Administrative Expenditure

The Committee felt*̂ that with the extension of coverage under 
the Scheme, it should be possible for the Corporation to effect economy
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in its overhead expenses. They found that the level of administrative 
expenditure had gone up three times in 196768 as compared to 
196061. They suggested that an integrated plan, which might in
clude inter alia measures such as the review of the staffing pattern and 
rationalisation of work processes and procedures at all levels, austerity 
in office furnishings and equipment etc. might be drawn up for effect
ing necessary economy consistent with the efficient execution of the 
Scheme.

The Government stated in their replŷ” that the comparative rise 
in administrative expenditure in coverage of employees, coUection of 
revenues and expenditure on benefits was as indicated below:

Item 1960-61 1967-68 Percentage of inctCMe

Administrative
Expenditure

Coverage

'ContributionB
collected

Expenditure on 
benefits

Rs. i/)0̂ 3,343 

Rs. 1677 l«khs 

Rs. 8 75 crores

Rs. 2,87,I7>455 

Rs. 3391 lakhs 

Rs. 2608 crores

Rs. 597 crores  Rs. 2590 crores

1849

102

198

300

Though the percentage of increase on administrative expenditure was 
comparatively higher than the percentage of increase in the coverage 
of employees under the Scheme, the increase in administrative expen
diture was less, compared both to the contribution collected and to the 
expenditure on benefits. As regards the review of the staffing pattern 
and rationalisation of work process and procedures, O & M Division 
was reviewing the work loads, staff requirements and procedures etc. 
on a continuous basis. Austerity in office furnishings and equipment 
etc. was observed consistent with the efficient execution of the work and 
any further measures possible in this direction would also be taken.

Financial Position

In the opinion of the Committee*" the vital problem of raising 
adequate resources to finance an expanding Scheme like the Employees’ 
State Insurance Scheme needed to be tackled not on ad hoc basis but 
on a longterm basis. The Committee suggested that another Com
mittee consisting of a few Members of the Corporation, representatives

sBEstimates Committee, 133rd Report (1970-71), pp. 16-17. 
2«Estimates Committee, 123rd Report (1969-70), para 3.55.



of the Financc and Labour Ministries and other experts be set op to 
go into all aspects of the problem, including the current and future 
needs of the Scheme, with a view to suggesting suitable ways and 
means in that regard.

The Government stated in their replŷ’ that the Corporation had. 
decided to set up a Committee to go into the resources position and to 
find ways and means of meeting the current and future needs of the 
Scheme. The new Committee would also consider six important sug
gestions made by the Estimates Committee in their original report.

Valuation of Assets and Liabilities

The Committee were unhappy to note“® that all the three valuation 
reports of the Corporation were made available after lapse of a period 
of three to five years. Trusting that such delays would be avoided 
in future, they suggested that the valuation reports should be laid 
before Parliament and a provision to that effect made in the Act in due 
course.

The Government stated in their reply“ that arrangements would 
be made to appoint the Valuers expeditiously. The question df the 
suggested amendment of the Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948, 
would also be taken up in the course.

Annual Reports and Audited Accounts

Noting the lapse of 11 to 28 months for laying the Annual Re
ports pertaining to the Corporation on the Table of both Houses of 
Parliament, the Committee urged®® that steps should be taken to lay 
before Parliament the Annual Reports of the Corporation within a 
period of six months from the class of the financial year. As for the 
Budget Estimates, their preparation and further processing, including 
the approval by the .Standing Committee [Corporation and the CentraF 
Government, should be so programmed that they were available to the 
Lok Sabha at the time of discussion of the Demands of the Adminis
trative Ministry concerned. The Audit Reports should also be laid 
before Parliament promptly after their receipt from the Comptroller 
and Auditor General.
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The Govemnient while pointing out diflSculties in the.way of placing 
the Annual Report before the Standing Committee within six months 
and thereafter laying it on the Table of the two Houses of Parliament 
within a period of six months stated®* in their reply that efforts would 
be made to place the Annual Report before the Standing Committee 
and the Corporation within the stipulated period. So far as the 
Budget Estimates and Audit Reports were concerned, the Govern
ment agreed that the Budget Estimates should be made available to 
the Lok Sabha at the time of discussion of Demands of the Labour 
and Employment Ministry and that .the Audit Reports should be laid 
promptly before Parliament after their receipt from the Comptroller 
and Auditor General.

Administrative Buildings

The Committee were surprised*® to notd that*it had not been pos
sible for the Corporation to construct administrative buildings on 
plots which were acquired in September, 1962 and July—̂December, 
1963. The position had drifted to such an extent that on the one 
hand, the Corporation had no resources to finance construction pro
gramme and on the other, the plots lying idle were attracting unau
thorised constructions requiring prolonged litigation. They suggested 
that a phased programme of construction should be drawn up keep
ing in view the proposed merger of the Employees’ State Insurance 
and Employees’ Provident Fund Schemes, the resources position and 
the need to effect economy.

The Government stated®* in their reply that the construction pro
gramme had been reviewed in the light of the available resources and 
it was proposed to draw up priorities by placing the matter before 
the Standing Conunitteei of the Corporation. After the merger of 
ESI and EPF Schemes, the programme if finalised by then, would be 
reviewed.

Insurance Coverage

The Committee observed®* that the progress of implementation 
of the Scheme had been extremely halting. Not only the original 
schedule as envisaged in the First Plan was not adhered to but there

oiEstimates Committee, 133rd Report (197071), pp. 2021.
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had been shortfalls even in the revised modest targets fixed for the 
three Plan periods. The Committee were convinced that had the 
Corpwation as a Central authority consisting of the rejKCsentatives of 
all interests, including the State Governments, played its proper role 
in talMg timely initiative, effective planning and periodical aîraisal 
of its performance, the State Governments’ prq>aredness to imple
ment the Scheme would have received an impetus and the results 
would have been much better. The Committee were surprised that 
the Government of India at their own level did not make efforts to 
see that the State Governments evinced more interest in the imple 
tnentation of the Scheme and cooperated with the Corporation in 
right earnest.

The Government stated®* in their reply that the provision of me
dical care under the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme was the sta
tutory responsibility of the State Governments. The cash benefits 
were administered by the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation. 
Extension of the Scheme to new areas depended on completion of 
arrangements for the provision of medical care by the State Govern
ments and disbursement of cash benefits by the Employees’ State In
surance Corporation. The Scheme had been generally extended to 
new areas as soon as arrangements for the provision of medical care 
and disbursement of cash benefits were completed. Since the Cor
poration had been facing financial difficulties, it had taken certain 
decisions to control the expenditure on the Scheme, including the im
position of a ceiling of Rs. 50 per employee per annum on the cost of 
medical benefit which was shared between the Employees’ State Insu
rance Corporation aryl the State Governments. This ceiling had 
come into force from April 1, 1970 and proposals for extension of 
the Scheme were being examined in the light of that ceiling. The 
proposals were cleared by the .Central Government if they did not 
involve any drain on the resources of the Corporation and subject to 
the condition that the cost of medical benefit would be kept within 
the prescribed ceiling.

The State Governments were r̂'ncdically asked by the Corporation 
to prepare a phased programme for implementation of the Scheme in 
different centres depending upon the availability of medical and para
medical staff. The observations of the Estimates Committee had 
been noted by the Corporation and were also being brought to the 
notice of the various State Governments.
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So far as the Government of India were concerned, there was no 
<̂ection to the extension of the Scheme to new areas provided that 
accessary arrangements for the provision of medical care and dis
bursement of cash benefits were made by the State Governments con 
•cemed and the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation respectively 
and that the overall cost involved could be met from within the income 
•of the Corporation, keeping the cost of medical benefit within the 
prescribed ceiling. As suggested by the Esthnates Committee, it was 
proposed to set up a Committee to look into the financial needs of 
the Scheme on a longterm basis and to prepare a programme for the 
extension of the Scheme to new areas etc. supported by adequate ways 
and means. The Government would take up the question of ex
tension of the Scheme to new areas and to new categories of workers 
after the Committee proposed to be set up had prepared a phased 
programme for that purpose.

Exemptions

The Committee were”* in general agreement with the recommen
dations made by the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme Review 
Committee in regard to the tightening up of the statutory provisions 
and the procedure relating to the grant of exemption from the 
Scheme. They further recommended that all cases of exemptions after 
they were processed by the machinery as suggested by the Review 
Committee should be carefully considered by the Corporation |Gov 
emment.

The Government stated*̂ in their reply that the main recommen
dation of the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme Review Committee 
was that the provisions in the Act for the grant of exemptions should 
be tightened up and exemptions given without distinction between the 
private and public sectors only in exceptional circumstances when the 
prevailing benefits were superior on an overall assessment to those 
■diat could be provided under the Scheme and if the employees them
selves desired such exemptions. The main recommendation had been 
fully accepted and implemented by the Corporation and the Central 
Government.

“Estimates Committee, 123rd Report (1969-70), para 4.39.
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Recovery and Arrears of Contributions

The Committee were concerned®* to find an extremely low per
centage of recovery of both the employees contribution as well as 
employers’ special contribution within the prescribed timelimits. That 
tendency to avoid payment within the prescribed timelimit had in 
effect extended further the grace period by three to nine months for 
payment of contributions. The Committee desired that ways and 
means should be devised to ensure the recovery to a maximum extent 
within the prescribed time limit. In their view, there was no reason 
as to why the employees’ contribution which was deducted at source 
from the wages should not be received within the prescribed timelimit. 
They recommended that besides amending the Act to make the penal 
provision more stringent as suggested by the Review Committee, the 
desirability of enhancing the rate of interest provided in Regulation 
31A should be examined. Suitable procedure was also suggested to 
be evolved in order to reduce the period taken to finalise the list of 
defaulters so that legal action could be initiated without delay.

The Government stated’" in their reply that Regulation 31A of 
the Employees’ State Insurance (General) Regulations, 1950 pro
vided for the levy of interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum in 
case of default or delay in payment of contributions by the employers 
which was the maximum permissible under Section 97(2) (iiia). 
However, a proposal for amenĉment of that Section in order to enable 
the Corporation to levy damages and to specify their rates from time 
to time was under consideration. Besides, there were standing ins
tructions to the Regional Directors for timely preparation of the de
faulters’ lists and taking of legal action for the recovery of arrear con
tributions. Instructions were once again issued by the Director Ge
neral, Employees’ Statue Insurance Corporation to all the Regional Di
rectors advising them to avoid all delays in the legal action which 
should be taken strictly in accordance with the instructions on the 
subject.

Incidence of Sickness Benefit

The Committee observed'" that the question of determining the 
excess incidence of sickness benefit in different States, in pursuance 
of the clear statutory provision to that effect, received the attention of 
the Corporation only after it was pointed out by the Audit. In the
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opinion of the Committee, there was no justification for waiving the 
amount found to be due from the concerned State Governments on 
that account, in view of the unambiguous provision of the Act and 
the agreements arrived at between the Corporation and the State Gov
ernments. They hoped that the amount would be recovered from the 
concerned States without any further delay or that recourse would be 
had to adjust the same against the Corporation’s liability on account 
of medical care as stipulated in Clause 21 of the Deed of Agreement 
between the States and the Corporation.

The' Government stated̂* in their reply that book, adjustment of 
the excess incidence of sickness benefit due upto 196869 from the 
State Governments under Section 58(2) of the Act had been made 
in the account of the Corporation for the year 196970. The entire 
amount of Rs. 19,71,353, (including the fresh demands for the year 
196869 made from the State Government of Kerala and Madhya 
Pradesh) had been adjusted against the Corporation’s liability on ac
count of medical care.

Disbursement

Referring to the various steps taken by the Corporation to sim
plify the procedure in regard to disposal of benefit claims, the Com
mittee hoped'*̂ that the teller system and the ledger system would be 
introduced in all the local offices in accordance with a phased pro
gramme.

The Government stated in their replythat the introduction of 
ledger system was in progress according to a phased programme 
drawn up by the Regional Directors. The attention of the Regional 
Directors was also drawn from time to time to accelerate the pace of 
introduction. The ledger system was in operation in 205 out of 285 
Local Offices of the Corporation in the country. So far as the ‘teller’ 
system was concerned, it was still in an experimental stage and the 
intention was to introduce it only in 45 Local Offices in the country 
at that experimental stage. Decision in regard to its further exten
sion would be taken depending on the success of the limited experi 
rnent. The system was actually functioning in all Local Offices out 
of 45 selected for the experiment.

••lEstiniates Committee, 133rd Report (1970-71), p. 27.
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Simplification of Forms and Registers

The Committee suggested̂̂ that a target date should be fixed for 
the completion of the project of form analysis and simplification of 
registers etc. and changes considered necessary brought about expedi
tiously. They further suggested that the procedure should be kept 
under constant review so as to ensure speed and efiBciency in making 
payments. They desired that a periodical return showing the num
ber of claims pending for more than one month, two months and three 
months and above should be submitted by the Local Offices to the 
respective Regional Offices and a brief monthly report submitted by 
each Regional Office to the Headquarters.

The Government stated in their reply**® that the project of form 
analysis and simplification of registers etc. had progressed substan
tially and was expected to be completed early. The procedures were 
being constantly reviewed as a result of O & M studies so as to ensure 
speed and efficiency wherever possible.

Malingering
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The Committee felt̂® that the tendency of malingering by workers 
was most undesirable and desired that as soon as the Special Survey 
was completed, the data should be processed expeditiously with a 
view to reviewing the measures and evolving foolproof checks to 
eliminate the evil. They suggested that, besides legal and adminis
trative measures, appropriate means should be devised to educate the 
workers by enlisting the cooperation of the trade unions.

The Government stated in their reply" that a special study of the 
impact of strikes]lockouts on the funds of the Employees’ State Insu
rance Corporation for the month of December, 1969 had been carried 
out. The field/ data from the various regions all over India had 
been received and processed. The feasibility of making legislative 
amendments and of further tightening up the administrative control 
measures was being considered in the light of conclusions.
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The Committee in their 133rd Report (197071) suggested** 
that suitable measures to educate the workers by enlisting the coope
ration of trade unions might also be taken.

Employers’ Dispensaries

The Committee felt̂* that there should hardly be any objection to 
recognise the dispensaries initially set up by the employers for utili
sation under the Scheme, provided they satisfied broadly the conditions 
laid down in that regard.

The Government in their reply stated’'" that the State Governments 
were readvised to keep that aspect in view while suggesting medical 
arrangements for the Centres.

Indigenous System of Medicine

The Committee were not convinced®' by the reasoning advanced 
by the Corporation against the setting up of dispensaries to provide 
treatment throqgh indigenous system of medicine that such a step 
could only be in addition to the existing facilities which might increase 
the expenditure on medical care. They did not also share the 
the Corporation’s apprehension that in case any initiative was taken 
suo motu by reducing the expenditure on the allopathic side, it might 
invite criticism from the interests concerned. They recommended that 
steps should be taken to set up onedoctor units of Ayurvedic and 
Homoeopathic systems, to begin with, in such allopathic dispensaries 
as were situated in heavily concentrated areas, after ascertaining the 
views of the beneficiaries through local workers’ organisations and local 
committees, if any. If the experience in the course of time found favour 
from the beneficiaries, the facility might be extended to other areas 
also. The Committee felt that medical treatment through those 
systems would not only prove to be effective but curtail the total budget 
on medical care. In their opinion, the importance of evolving a low 
cost effective medical system needed no emphasis.

The Government stated®® in their reply that the recommendation 
of the Committee was communicated to the State Governments in
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order to ascertain the views of the beneficiaries through local workers’ 
organisations and local conunittees for providing treatment through 
indigenous systems of medicine.

Complaints

The Committee were surprised*̂® at the attitude of complacency 
reflected in the reply furnished to the Committee about the complamts 
of workers in regard to the nonavailability of medicines, shortage of 
doctors and their attitude of indifference, shortage in ambulance service 
etc. They found that the number of doctors in position had been less 
than the sanctioned strength during 196667 to 196869. Similarly, 
the number of embulances was inadequate to cater to the needs of the 
insured persons. The Committee, suggested that suitable measures 
should be devised by the Corporation|Government to help safeguard 
the quality of service provided to the beneficiaries under the Scheme. 
They also desired that besides administrative surveillance and review 
of different component parts of the system, the feasibility of collecting 
statistics on selective basis regarding the results of the medical care 
in terms of recovery of patients might be examined so that it may be 
helpful in taking the corrective measures wherever necessary.

The Government stated®̂ in their reply that the staff was not posted 
according to the sanctioned posts at many places because in some of 
the places, the State Governments did not find enough work for the 
sanctioned number of staff while at other places, the staff could not be 
appointed for want of technically trained personnel. However, the 
question of actual deficiency was taken up with the State Governments 
and efforts were made to appoint full complement of staff required for 
the work. Besides that, the yardstick for the provision of staff for 
the Employees’ State Insurance Dispensaries was being finalised in the 
light of the observations made by the Medical Benefit Council.

As regards the availability of ambulances, the Corporation had 
fixed up a yardstick of one ambulance for 40,000 beneficiaries. Every 
proposal for an ambulance from the State Governments was examined 
by the Corporation on the merits of the case and ambulances were 
sanctioned, wherever justified. Since ambulances could not be provided 
at all centres at the cost of the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme,

•̂Estimates Committee, 123rd Report (196970) para 7.39.
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the State Governments were advised to enter into contract with volun
tary agencies like Municipal Corporation, Indian Red Cross Society, 
St. John Ambulance Association etc. for securing ambulances in areas 
•where the concentration of workers was not heavy, in case of emer
gencies or in places where the ESI ambulance was out of commission

The Corporation welcomed the suggestion of the Committee for 
collecting statistics on selective basis regarding the results of the 
medical care in terms of the recovery of patients. A special register 
for treatment of T.B. patients had been prescribed and all the State 
Governments had been asked to maintain the statistics. That experi
ment, if successful, would be extended further on selective basis.

Specialists' Care

The Committee were surprised®* to find that some of the States 
did not have Specialists’ facility even in regard to common branches 
such as Medicine, Surgery, T.B., E.N.T., Skin etc. The workers in 
the States like Gujarat, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh, which had 
large Centres, were also not provided with Specialists’ facility for 
orthopaedic treatment. The Committee suggested that all possible 
steps should be taken to remove that lacuna.

The Government stated®* in their reply that the Corporation would 
ask the State Government to take all possible steps in regard to the 
provision of Specialists’ services to the beneficiaries. The Corporation 
had circulated the prescribed yardstick for the provision of Specialists, 
in five major specialities, viz Medical, Surgery, Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, Tuterculosis and Paediatrics for a concentration of 
10,000 employees.

Medical and Paramedical staff

The Committee recommended®̂ that the feasibility of creating a 
separate allIndia cadre of ESI medical officers on the lines of Central 
Health Service with an earmarked quota for each State might be 
examined in consultation with the State Governments. They felt that 
the creation of an allIndia cadre under the overall control of the 
Corporation would inculcate a sense of belonging to the Scheme in 
the minds of those serving it and also enable the Corporation to have 
an effective control over the administration of medical care.

»®Estimates Committee,. 123rd Report (1969-70), para 7.45.
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The Government stated in their reply®* that the matter had bee» 
considered by the Standing Committee and the Employees’ Statê 
Insurance Corporation who had agreed that the system of administrâ 
tion of medical care through the State Services might continue, as it 
made available to the Corporation the experience of the State 
Governments who were represented on the Corporation.

The Committee in their 133rd report (197071), reiterated**' 
earlier recommendation  and suggested that the question might 
be examined again in detail. They also suggested that the opinion of 
the AllIndia Medical Council and other recognised bodies of medical! 
profession might also be elicited, if necessary.

Supervision

The Committee regretted to note*" that the General Purpose Stib* 
Committee which was intended to serve as an effective instrument of 
supervision over the administration of medical benefit in the States had 
been allowed to become practically defunct after 1967. They were 
of the opinion that periodical visits by the Principal Officers of the 
Corporation to inspect and review the medical facilities in the States 
were no substitute to the visits of the General Purpose subCommittee 
of the Corporation. They trusted that the subCommittee would 
undertake visits to the States regularly and their reports considered bjr 
the Standing Committee | Corporation for taking appropriate action on 
them.

The Government stated in their reply®' that the working of the' 
General Purpose subCommittee had been activised. The Sub-Com
mittee had visited the States of Haryana and Gujarat in April, 1970. 
The recommendation of the Committee had been noted for compliance.

Cost Control

The Committee were surprised** to find wide disparity ranging 
from Rs. 27 to Rs. 73 in per capita expenditure incurred on the prô 
Sion of medical benefit in different States. No tangible efforts
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seemed to have been made by the Corporation to control the expendi
ture in order to secure economy and uniformity in the standard of 
service rendered under the provision of the Scheme. Furthermore, 
as admitted by the Director General, the Corporation’s approval to 
the budget estimates of the States had been merely formal involving 
no scrutiny at all. The Committee recommended that the Corporation 
should introduce suitable systems to ensure a thorough budget scrutiny 
as also control over the expenditure incurred on the provision of 
medical benefit in the States. They also commended the system of 
direct procurenient of stores and equipment for medical institutions 
along with the drugs, in order to form a centralised pool under the 
control of the Corporation for onward supply to the States.

The Goverjjment stated in their reply*® that the Corporation shared 
the anxiety expressed by the Committee on having uniformity of 
medical services in the State and economy in the expenditure on 
medical care. It was admitted that there was wide disparity in per 
capita cost in different States as observed by the Committee. TTie 
Corporation was taking all possible steps to remove the wide variation 
in the standard of medical benefit by approaching the concerned State 
Governments. With a view to streamlining and establishing efficient 
uniform standard of medical service in the States, the Medical Benefit 
Council had appointed a Hospital Norms Committee, the report of 
which had been adopted by the Corporation. A pharmacopoeia for 
the drugs to be used in the 1̂1 institutions was prepared and circulated 
to the States for strict adherence. In addition, the ESI Corporation 
had entered into a rate contract for about 140 common drugs used by 
the various States and the same had been communicated to the States 
for use. The Corporation had worked out on uniform pattern the 
details of expenditure on medical benefit under five major heads and 
the same had been circulated to the States for furnishing their budget 
proposals and estimates under those heads. The estimates were 
scrutinised in the Corporation and wherever the expenses under any 
item appeared high, the same was brought to the notice of the State 
Governments. Lastly, the Corporation had prescribed a ceiling of 

Rs. 50 per employee to be followed for providing medical benefits in 
various States. The Corporation had reminded the State Governments 
to complete the review of the staffing pattern of the ESI institutions. 
The Government hoped that by the various measures taken by the 
Cc?;?oration, the standard of medical care in all the States would be 
made uniform and economy in cost effected.

«3Estimates Conunittee, 133rd Report (197071), pp. 3630.



The Committee were of the view«̂ that the administration of 
medical benefits should normally be left to the State Governments and 
the Corporation should concern itself with laying down broad guide
lines to be followed by the States and exercising an effective control by 
various systems both on quality as well as cost of the service. At the 
same time, they felt that if the situation in any State so demanded, the 
Corporation should not be oblivious of its resjwnsibilities as insurance 
carrier to take over the administration for providing better and efficient 
service to the beneficiaries under the Scheme.

The Government stated in their reply*® that the question of taking 
over of responsibilities of running the medical care in any State would 
be examined in the context of the circumstances prevailing in that 
State and the experience which the Corporation would have gained by 
directly running the medical care in Delhi.

Occupancy Ratio of Beds

The Committe regretted®* that in the matter of provision of beds 
which was so vitally linked up with the future programme of extension 
of the Scheme, the Corporation had left the entire initiative in regard 
to the assessment of requirements, planning and construction to the 
respective State Governments, which for obvious reasons could not be 
expccted to have an overall picture of the Corporation’s obligation to 
secure parity in all the States on a rational basis and also a longterm 
view of its financial resources to maintain a sustained progress of the 
construction programme. They suggested that the Corporation should 
assess the requirements both in respect of hospital beds and dispensaries 
in each State and on that basis formulate a plan assigning inter se 
priorities with a view to removing regional disparities. Suitable 
machinery should be devised to effect economy and keep a constant 
watch on the cost as well as the timely completion of the projects. 
They also desired that the feasibility of entrusting the construction 
work to an agency other than the normal governmental agency of 
P.W.D. should also be examined.

The Government stated®̂ in their reply that the question of making 
assessment of beds and dispensaries was looked into by the sub
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Committee set up for reviewing the financial position of the Corpora
tion and the recommendation made to provide a sum of Rs. 4.50 crores 
for removing the imbalance to a certain extent, was being implemented. 
A complete review, both with regard to the hospital beds as well as 
the dispensary buildings, might be undertaken after the financial 
position of the Corporation improved and permitted further considera
tion of fresh proposals. In order to effect economy in the cost of 
construction, prototype plans for the various sized hospitals were 
prepared along with guidelines for ceiling costs etc. The recommen
dation of the Committee to examine the feasibility of entrusting the 
construction work to an agency other than the normal governmental 
agency would be taken into account in future when the financial 
position of the Corporation improved.

The Conmiittee trusted*® that expeditious efforts would be made 
to pursuade the State Governments to utilise the excess beds for general 
public.

The Government stated®* in their reply that the Corporation had 
communicated the number of surplus beds in various hospitals to the 
ITnion Ministry of Health and Family Planning. It was hoped, that 
the State Governments would be able to use some of the excess beds 
for family planning purposes. In addition, the Corporation had also 
requested the State Governments to divert some of the ESI excess beds 
for the use of general public.

Preventive and Restorative Services

The Committee were unhappy to find̂“ that due place had not been 
accorded under the Employees’ State Insurance Scheme to the preven
tive and restorative care. Even the pilot project of integrated preven
tive and curative services introduced in Delhi did not seem to have 
made much headway as was evident from the fact that it had not 
been considered necessary to undertake a study of the impact of the 
Project on the incidence of sickness. Similarly, a project in Hyderabad 
had been abandoned and in Kanpur no progress had been made. The 
Committee suggested that a definite programme in that respect, includ
ing a systematic Health Education Programme, should be chalked out.

esEstimates  Committee, 123rd Report (1969-70), para 7.127.
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The Government stated” in their reply that efforts would 
be made to gear up the machinery for rendering preventive and health 
education services. From the experience gained by the Corporation, 
it was not considered advisable to set up a distinct separate service for 
preventive care. However, it was thought that optimum results could 
be achieved if the Insurance Medical Officer |Panel Practitioners made a 
concerted effort to provide preventive and health education services as 
a part of the general outdoor care. In order to keep proper and regu
lar check for that purpose, the Corporation was devising a proforma 
to obtain statistics from the States containing vital information on 
preventive services and Health Education.

Family Planning Facilities

The Committee hoped’ that coordinated measures would be 
taken in consultation and cooperation with the Union Ministry of 
Health and Family Planning and the State Departments concerned tô 
ensure that proper and adequate facilities for family planning were 
made available at all ESI hospitals and dispensaries.

The Government stated in their reply’̂ that the Corporation had 
established liaison with the authorities in the Department of Family 
Planning to work out a coordinated scheme for the benefit of the 
insured persons and members of their families in the sphere of family 
planning. It was considered that all the institutions under the E.S.I. 
Scheme should act as Family Service Centres for the use of the bene
ficiaries.

Integrated Social Security Scheme

The Committee referred’̂ to the observations made by them in 
their earlier Reports and stressed the advantages of merger of the 
Employees’ State Insurance and Provident Fund Schemes which would 
lay the foundation of a comprehensive social security scheme and 
reduce the overhead costs of the two Schemes.

TiEstimates Committee, 133rd Report (197071), pp. 4445. 

T̂Estimates Committee,. 123rd Report (106970), para 7.155. 

T®Estimates Committee, 133rd Report (197071), p. 46. 

T̂Estimates Committee, 123rd Report (196970), para 8.35.



The Committee were distressed to observê® that no progress was 
made in the direction of evolving a comprehensive social security 
scheme, although the attention of Government was drawn to it by the 
Study Group in 1958. They stressed the importance of an integrated 
social security scheme not only for administrative reasons but also in 
view of the social security objectives of parity of benefits and equali
sation of charges corresponding to the egalitarian tendencies of 
modem societies. They urged upon Government to take early steps to 
formulate a plan for an integrated social security scheme comprising 
the existing as well as the proposed schemes, to be gradually imple
mented within a set period of time.

The Government stated in their reply’’ that they had appointed a 
Working Group with the Director General, Employees’ State Insur
ance Corporation as the Chairman to examine the question of integ
ration of social security schemes. The report of the Working Group 
had been received and the proposal for the merger of the Employees’ 
State Insurance and the Provident Fund Schemes had been accepted 
in principle. As the first step towards the merger, it was proposed to 
appoint a Special Officer to consider the practical issues and to work 
out the essentials of an integrated scheme. Further action would be 
taken after the report of the Special Officer was received.

The Committee in their 133rd Report emphasised’’ again the 
importance of an integrated social security scheme and recommended 
that suitable steps should be taken to formulate a broadbased plan 
comprising the existing as well as the proposed schemes with a definite 
timescheduie for its implementation.
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m. THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Introductory

In August 1953, the Minister of Conunerce and Industry proposed 
the setting up of a Corporation composed of representatives of Gov
ernment, engineers, scientists and reputed industrialists for the indus
trial development of the country. The functions of the Corporation 
were to determine (i) the lines of development, (ii) the manner in 
which the projects were to be undertaken, (iii) the location of each 
project and (iv) the appointment of managers for carrying the pro
jects into execution. It was also conceived that the Corporation would 
start industries itself and determine the manner and the stage at which 
the industry should be handed over to private investors or the parti
cipation of private capital was to be secured. The Corporation was 
also to determine the method of financial assistance to be given , to 
certain private investors.

The Ministry of Production, however, expressed the opinion that 
the constitution of an Industrial Development Corporation was un
necessary and that the pace of development could be accelerated by 
making suitable adjustments in the existing organisations like the 
Industrial Finance Corporation. They also did not favour the idea of 
transferring the functions of planning and development of the indus
tries to any agency outside the Government.

The proposal of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry was ulti
mately approved by the Cabinet and the National Industrial Develop
ment Corporation was set up as a private limited company in October 
1954.

Need for setting up the Corporation

After a perusal of the relevant correspondence leading upto the 
setting up of the Corporation, the Committee on Public Undertakings 
(4th Lok Sabha) expressed the view that the Government adopted the
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idea of the Minister of Commerce and Industry without ascertaining, 
the views of different Ministries. They observed that the “NIDC was 
delivered as a stillborn child as a result of interMinisterial rivalry and 
dispute over its functions.’"

Government stated in reply that the proposal to set up the Corpo
ration was considered at an interDepartmental Meeting at the Secre
taries’ level. There was unanimous agreement about the necessity of 
establishing such a Corporation. The question was also fully gone 
into at the Cabinet level on different dates. Government, therefore, 
maintained that there was no InterMinisterial rivalry. “On the con
trary” it was held that “the need and usefulness for such a corpora
tion was fully accepted and recognised.” The Committee did not pur
sue the matter any further.®

Scope and Functions of the Corporation

The functions of the Corporation were described to develop indus
tries particularly those which were necessary to fill the gaps in the 
industrial structure so as to achieve better coordination of progress in 
different fields; promote, establish and execute industrial projects or 
enterprises and for that purpose prepare and get prepared project re
ports, blue prints, etc. The Corporation was also to act as an agency 
for the grant of special loans for development of certain industries.

Government had also decided to use the Corporation as an agency 
for the grant of special loans for the modernisation and rehabilitation 
of jute and cotton textile industries and for the modernisation and ex
pansion of the Machine Tools Industry.

The working of the Corporation was examined by the Estimates 
Committee (2nd Lok Sabha). In their 122nd Report the Committee, 
among other suggestions, recommended that <he activities of the 
N.I.D.C. as a lending agency should be transferred to the Industrial 
Finance Corporation or any other agency and that Government should 
consider the desirability of continuing to keep the Corporation as an 
“institution with such limited sphere of activities.”

After taking all the factors into consideration the Government 
decided that the N.I.D.C. need not be dissolved but should continue 
to deal with its promotional and development work. As regards its 
lending activities, it was decided that the N.I.D.C. should continue
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to handle loan work to the extent it had already comnutted itself. 
5resh applications for loans should, however, be processed by the 
Industrial Finance Corporation in the normal manner.

The Committee on Public Undertakings (4th Lok Sabha) were 
informed by the Managing Director, N.I.D.C. that the Corporation 
had executed five projects in the public sector viz., the Heavy Engi
neering Corporation; Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltd.; 
Hindustan Photo Films; Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd.; and 
Bharat Heavy Electricals and two projects in the private sector viz.. 
Synthetic Rubber and Tungsten Carbide.* However, from the infor
mation subsequently supplied by the Corporation it was evident to the 
Committee that apart from the Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 
the N.I.D.C. did not make any appreciable contribution either in the 
setting up or in the execution of these projects. The Committee also 
noted that during the 16 years of its life the Corporation had taken up 
only 9 cases of detailed engineering. The Committee, therefore, con
cluded that the N.I.D.C. had not achieved the aims and objectives for 
which it was set up but had degenerated into a consultancy service.®

Clarifying the position, Government stated that a short while after 
the incorporation of the N.I.D.C. an Office Memorandum had been 
issued by the Government in September, 1956 stating that the activi
ties of the Corporation in respect of the industrial development were 
essentially to be in respect of (i) identification of gaps in industry, 
and (ii) advice on the most suitable manner in which such gaps could 
be covered—which work necessarily included technoeconomic investi
gations, preparation of Project Reports, Designs etc. The actual im
plementation of projects was thereafter to be undertaken by agencies— 
including the NIDC—on specific decisions in respect of each project 
by Government.

The NIDC was thus involved in the preliminary investigations re
lating to the identification of gaps and the technoeconomic investiga
tions relating to each of these projects. In each case, the results of 
these studies, which had necessarily to be supplemented by detailed 
Project Reports undertaken by foreign agenciesjexperts in viev/ of the 
complexity and magnitude of the project involved, were examined by 
Government, who then took decisions on the subsequent course of 
action.
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It was further explained that the extent of the NIDC’s contribution 
in the earlier stages of these projects mentioned above was “naturally 
commensurate with the gradual build up of technical capabilities and 
capacities within the Corporation.”  “As these technical 
capabilities and capacities grew”, it was pleaded, “the Corporation 
undertook more and more of the technoeconomic aspects of the work 
involved”. As a result, therefore, the later projects, viz., the Indian 
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals and the Hindustan Organic Chemicals 
assigned portions of their detailed engineering work also to the Cor
poration.

As regards the development of the NIDC into a major Consultant 
Engineering Service over the years, it was stated by the Govern
ment that the position had inevitably followed from the primaiy func
tions envisaged for this Corporation and it was in fact, a fulfilment of 
its basic role: With the continuous growth of its capabilities it had
been able to undertake 9 cases of detailed engineering assignments in 
a single year (196970). This was stated to be clear evidence of the 
steady growth of its technical capabilities and capacities.̂

The Committee on Public Undertakings further expressed the 
opinion that since an adequate number of consultancy agencies were 
in existence both in the public and private sectors representing diflFerent 
fields of technological activities, the NIDC’s role was hardly appre
ciable to justify an independent existence.

“In view of the fact that the Corporation is not specialising in any 
rare field of technological activity and its functions having been con
fined to a very limited field”, the Committee reiterated the earlier re
commendations of the Estimates Committee that Government .should 
consider the desirability of allowing the Corporation to exist with such 
a limited sphere of works.®

In reply Government maintained that the total available capacities 
in the highly specialised field of consultancy were far short of the 
rapidly expanding national needs, and that any curtailment in the 
consultancy activities, of the NIDC would not be in the interests of in
dustrial growth. In fact Government expressed its intention to extend 
the scope of the Corporation’s consultancy activities in certain direc
tions.®
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The Committee on Public Undertakings (5th Lok Sabha) con
sidered the replies of the Government and also visited the ofiSce of the 
N.I.D.C. on 7th March, 1972 and discussed the matter further with 
the Chief Consultant of the Corporation. The Committee came to 
the conclusion that “all these years, no clear direction was given to 
the N.I.D.C., which, therefore has been drifting”. The Committee 
desired that Government should, by a resolution, define and identify 
the specific role and functions the NIDC should perform.'

Loan operations

The NIDC had been entrusted with the task of granting loans for 
the modernisation and rehabilitation of the Jute and Cotton textile 
industries and to the machine tool industry. In February 1963, Gov
ernment restricted the lending activities of the Corporation which 
were confined to pending applications and to only such cases which 
were in advanced stages of finalisation.

The Committee learnt that Government had not issued any in
structions to the Corporation in regard to equitable distribution of 
loans Statewise, with the result that no special concessions or incen
tives were given to backward States. On a perusal of the list of 
loanees, the Committee expressed the opinion that loans were grant
ed by the Corporation to parties who could have raised resources of 
their own without any special aid of the NIDC. “The funds given to 
them could have been preferably made available to other parties 
whose position to raise such loans by other means was not equally 
strong”, the Committee observed.*

In reply. Government stated that loaning activities of the Corpo
ration were limited to the grant of financial assistance to the exist
ing units of the Jute and Cotton textile industries and the need for 
granting special concession to backward areas did not arise. Simi
larly, the applications for loans had been considered with reference 
to the needs for rehabilitation of the units and their financial posi
tion. The position of parties who might have had formal or infor
mal controlling interest in the units was not taken into account while

TJbid, Chapter 1, Para 7.
8C.P.U. 63rd Report, Paras 2.14 and 2.10.



considering the grant of assistance. The Committee were not satis
fied with this explanation. In their opinion no efforts had been made 
to give assistance to really needy and small undertakings, in prefer
ence to big business houses.’

The rate of interest charged by the NIDC was kept much lowej 
than the rate charged by the Industrial Finance Corporation. The 
Committee found that neither any time limit for the withdrawal of 
loan instalments nor any provision for increase in the rate of interest 
to be charged in the event of Government charging higher rates from 
the Corporation was made in the agreements with the loanee com
panies. In a specific case, the Committee felt that the Corporation 
had failed in the discharge of its responsibility owing to the defec
tive provisions in the agreement and failed even to take legal steps. 
In their opinion, the Government should have examined the question 
of taking steps to safeguard its financial interests.’*

Government stated that the rate of interest charged by the NIDC 
was lower than the rate charged by the Industrial Finance Corpora
tion, as the loans were intended for rehabilitation and modernisation 
purposes. With regard to drawal of loans by the borrower compa
nies, no time limit had been specified in the mortgage deeds, as the 
loans had been disbursed in stages as and when the machinery in
cluded in the scheme was purchased by the companies. A review 
of each case was, however, made and where a company was not in a 
position to satisfy the Corporation that the balance of the loan 
could be drawn by them within a reasonable period, the sanction of 
the loans to that extent was treated as lapsed.

The Committee on Public Undertakings (5th Lok Sabha) reite
rated their earlier recommendations and desired that timelimit for 
the withdrawal of loans and charging of higher rates of interest 
should be specified by Government in the agreements with the loanee 
companies.

As for taking legal action in a particular case under the provi
sions of the mortgage deed. Government explained that the Corpora
tion could legally sell the mortgaged premises, but the important 
consideration was to avoid the closure of the mills which would 
have created unemployment and losr, of production. As such, be
fore taking recourse to legal action, the Corporation rightly took to
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discussions with the Company’s representatives with a view to finding 
out if they could put forth suitable proposals for payment of the 
amount in default. Ultimately, a legal notice was served upon the 
company on 4th May, 1970. Government had also ordered an in
vestigation into the affairs of the company under the Industries (De
velopment and Regulation) Act.

The Committee reiterated their earlier recommendations and de
sired that special steps should be taken to safeguard the financial 
interests of Government”

Technological Consultancy Bureau

The Technological Consultancy Bureau was set up as a part of 
the N.I.D.C. in the later half of 1960 with a view to providing con
sultant engineering services particularly in the Public Sector. The 
Estimates Committee in their 122nd Report (196061) on the work
ing of the NIDC had observed that an important project like the 
Technological Consultancy Bureau should not have been launched 
without a comprehensive project report on the various aspects and 
suggesetd that the project report should be published before its adop
tion. In the absence of a specific reaction of the Government to 
this suggestion, the Estimates Committee (3rd Lok Sabha) reiterated 
this recommendation in their 20th Report.

The Committee on Public Undertakings also found from the in
formation supplied to them that the NIDC had mostly undertaken 
assignments for Technical Appraisals, Demand Surveys or general 
studies and not undertaken sufficient assignments for the actual estab
lishment of industries. The Committee felt that with technologists 
having professional background in their respective fields of activity, 
the NIDC should have been in a position to handle assignments of 
more concrete nature.”

In reply Government explained that the NIDC Board had con
sidered at length the question of the setting up of the Consultancy 
Bureau. It was considered that the setting up of such a Bureau 
would fill the gap with regard to Technological consultancy arrange
ments in the country and might ultimately lead to the training of

UC.P.U. 23rd Report (5th L.S.), Paras 13—16.

WC.P.U. 63rd Report (4th L.S.), Para 4.8 and 4.7.
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manpower to undertake consultancy and design work and thus re* 
suit in considerable saving in foreign exchange. As regards the as
signments undertaken by the Bureau it was urged that in the initial 
period of its life simpler assignments could only be undertaken, but 
gradually the work had shifted to more complex aspects of detailed 
design and engineering. However, in view of the observations of 
the Committee Government had decided to have a further expert 
examination undertaken of the working of the Technological Consul
tancy Bureau and get advice on the lines in which further develop
ment of this essential service could be made in future.

The Committee was not convinced by the reply given by the 
Government and felt concerned that in spite of their repeated obser
vations that the T.C.B. should not have been set up without a detail
ed project report, no attention had been paid by the Government.”

Organisation

(a) Board of Directors

It came to the notice of the Committee that the composition of 
the Board of Directors of the NIDC had been undergoing frequent 
changes year after year and all its eight members were Government 
officials. The Committee also pointed out that the directive of the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry that the Boards should be con
stituted by leading industrialists with a few scientists, economists or 
public men qualified to make a positive contribution was flouted by 
Government. Had this directive been borne in mind, the Committee 
felt, the Board would have made positive contribution in the efficient 
running of the Corporation. Instead there were members on the 
Board who did not evince much interest in the affairs of the Corpo
ration and regularly absented themselves from the Board meetings, 
with the result that all powers passed on to the Managing Director.’*

Agreeing with the views of the Committee that frequent changes 
in the composition of the Board of Directors were not conducive to 
efficient management. Government informed the Committee that cer
tain changes were being made in the composition of the Board of 
Directors to ensure better guidance and control of its performance Gov
ernment further stated that in the final decision of the Cabinet an

isc.P.U. 23rd Report (6th L.S.), Paras 80—82,
i<C.P.U. 63rd Report (4th L.S.), Paras 6.5 and 6.6).
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emphasis had been laid on the inclusion on the Board of Directors 
of Government officers and experienced industrialists. The Board 
included not only officers but industrialists, economists and scientists 
depending on their availability, it was added. During the year 1969
70 there was some delay in placing the nonofficial members on 
the Board of Directors. As regards the presence of Directors at 
Board meetings it was stated that the Managing Director had at 
least three or more directors with him in each meeting and he was 
not left free to take decisions unilaterally.’®

(b) Powers of the Managing Director

The Committee expressed the opinion that by vesting extraordi
nary powers including the residuary powers in the Managing Direc
tor, the Board of Directors and the Government had shown uttar 
indifference to the management of the affairs of the Corporation. The 
Committee got the impression that the delegation of residuary powers 
to the Managing Director had resulted in the violation of the provi
sions of the Companies Act. Thus the very idea of having a public
control had been defeated. The Committee asked Government  to
examine the matter further.**

In reply it was stated that the Board of Directors had reserved 
for themselves 19 specific powers which concerned all matters of 
policy and budgetary control. The residuary powers delegated to 
the Managing Director were only such as were necessary for the chief 
executive to discharge his functions. The matter was, however, 
stated to be under further examination.

The Committee further learnt that according to the Department 
of Company Affairs under the Articles of Association of the Com
pany the Board of Directors were not competent to vest powers in 
the Managing Director. They, therefore, desired that Government 
should make a proper evaluation of the manner in which powers 
vested in the Managing Director were exercised.*̂

(c) Financial Adviser

Emîasising the importance of establishing a separate and well 
organised Financial Division for rendering expert advice to the

’•C.P.U. 23rd Report (5th L.S.), Chapters II & IH. 
i«C.P.U. 63rd Report (4th L.S.), Para 6.17.
1TC.P.U. 23rd Report (5th L.S.), Paras 42-43.
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Undertaking, the Committee deplored the fact that the NIDC did 
not felt the necessity of appointing a Financial Adviser and Chief 
Accounts Officer and the Government realising the necessity for it 
had not taken steps to enforce it on N.I.D.C.*®

Government stated that a separate Financial Division was not 
established as the work load was not of such a magnitude to justify it. 
The Corporation was, however, being advised to institute a full 
Hedged Finance Wing under the control of a Financial Adviser as 
soon as work load and complexity justified the same.**

»«C.P.U. 63rd Report (4th L.S.), Para 6.21.

19C.P.U. 23rd Report (5th L.S.), Chapter II.



PARLIAMENT AND GOVERNMENT’S PRICE POLICY 
FOR OILSEEDS

WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO GROUNDNUT*

[A series of articles highlightirtg the impact of Parliament on Gov
ernment’s price policy in respect of various commodities was started 
from the April, 1972 issue of the Journal. This article is being pub
lished in continuation of the series.—Editor]

Groundnut is a predominantly unirrigated crop in India. The 
size of the crop is, therefore, subject to wide variations from year to 
year.

Groundnut competes for area with crops like cotton, “Jowar”, 
“bajra,” ragi and pulses. As a large part of the area under the crop 
is rainfed, the competing crops generally are the lowyielding tradi
tional varieties, the highyielding varieties being preferred in irriga
ted areas.*

Crop Yield

Most part of the accretion in area under groundnut in recent 
years has been from inferior lands. The crop does not seem to have 
attracted modem inputs in any large measure. As a result, the rate 
of growth of per acre yield of groundnut has been negligible, even 
though the total production of groundnut in the country has grown at 
a compound rate of 2.8 per cent per annum.®

Market Demand

While production of the crop has expanded in the course of the 
last two decades, the demand for facts and oils based on groundnut

•Prepared by the Library, Reference and Information Service of the 
Lok Sabha Secretariat.

mid.

R̂eport of the Agncultural Prices CommUsion on Price Policy for
Groundnut for
R̂eport of the Agncultural Prices CommUsion on Price Policy for

Groundnut for 1967-68 Session,Session, p. 1.
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has increased much faster. The result has been a fairly continuous 
rise in prices of groundnut over the years. The market for these 
products is highly sensitive and speculative elements therein are 
strong. Unfavourable weather, or a poor crop in any major pro
ducing State, tends to push up prices everywhere. Similarly, pros
pects of import of edible oils leads to a nervous unloading of stocks 
and a sudden drop in prices.®

Measures ensuring domestic supplies

Apropes of the rise in prices of groundnut and groundnut oil, 
particularly since 196364, the measures taken by the Government 
have aimed at ensuring domestic supplies by restricting exports, 
arranging for imports, and curbing speculation. Exports have been 
confined to only small quantities of H.P.S. (Head Picked Selected)' 
groundnut, oil and vanaspati. Some quantities of soyabean oil and,
lately, of sunflower oil, have been imported for utilisation by the 
vanaspati industry. The import of tallow and palm oil has been* 
allowed in order to discourage the industrial use of edible oils, 
particularly for manufacture of soap. Forward contracts in ground
nut and groundnut oil have continued to be banned practically since 
June, 1964. Selective credit control with reference to groundnut and 
groundnut oil was introduced in March, 1964. In February, 1966, 
the vanaspati industry was asked to reduce its consumption of ground
nut oil to 80 per cent of that in the previous year.̂

The major ground on which price support for groundnut might 
be claimed is that of symmetrical treatment. The Government have 
introduced a policy of minimum support price for a range of agri
cultural commodities, including the main food crops— wheat, rice, 
as well as jute, cotton and sugarcane. Since the use of land is 
competitive between groundnut and several of the crops mentioned, 
it is arguable that what obtains for other crops should obtain for 
groundnut too. Price support operations are intended to assure the 
farmer a minimum rate of return in the event of a glut; as others are 
receiving this assurance, it is said that it is only but appropriate 
that the same is not denied to the groundnut producer.®

87btd„ p 2.

*Ibid.. p. 3.

sjbid., pp. 8-4.
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Recommendations of the Agricultural Prices Commission

In its report on the price policy for groundnut for the 196768 
season, submitted to the Government in October, 1967, the Agricul
tural Prices Commission pointed out that the rise in groundnut prices 
in the previous decade had been far greater than that in the prices 
of the competing crops—cotton, “jowar” and “bajra”. Despite 
periodic fluctuations, the prices maintained a level much higher 
than what might be considered to be a reasonable unit cost of pro
duction, inclusive of normal profits. In view of this, the Commis
sion opined that while a prior consideration might favour offering 
price support to groundnut, the facts of the existing situation not 
only discounted the possible need, but also cast doubts on the advisa 
.bility of a hastey move in the direction. The Commission, therefore, 
recommended that;

(a) a price support policy, to be effective, would call for
measures aimed at restraining the influence of specula
tors so as to ensure that the benefit of price support 
reaches the actual producer;

(b) in determining the level of the minimum support price
for groundnut, due regard should be given to the ̂ ed 
for international competitiveness;

(c) for the 196768 season, ...̂. ...it was not necessary
to announce a minimum support price for the crop; in 
the unlikely event of groundnut and groundnut oil prices 
declining steeply following the arrival of the 196768 
crop, the existing restrictions on the export of groundnut 
and groundnut oil, as well as on the availability of 
credit, may be relaxed, and a part of the import of edible 
oils put into reserve; and

(d) since the yield per acre of groundnut had been declining 
in the country, assistance to the groundnut farmer should, 
in the immediate context, take the form of such measures 
as would raise the efficiency of cultivation.®

The recommendations of the Commission were accepted by the 
'Government and, consequently, a support price for groundnut was 
not announced for the season.

"̂ id., p. 1.



In its report on the price policy for groundnut for the 196869 
reason, submitted in May 1968, the Agricultural Prices Commission 
recommended that:—

(a) it would not be proper to apply mechanically any given
set of price relationships between groundnut and the 
competing crops for determining the level of minimum 
suport price for groundnut;

(b) as in the case of other commodities important from the
export point of view, the question of the fixation of the 
level of minimum support price for groundnut should be 
decided upon after taking into account the world prices 
for the commodity, as it would be less than prudent to 
offer support at a level which would price out exports 
from the foreign markets;

(c) if some relief to the growers became necessary during the
196869 season, such relief should be provided through 
indirect measures; and

(d) increased attention should be devoted to measures for 
raising the per hectare yield of groundnut through 
better seeds and improved agricultural practices.

The report said that in the event of the crop of groundnut and 
other oilseeds turning out to be as good as in 196768, a situation 
might arise when groundnut prices decline to levels where support 
operations might need to be contemplated. On the other hand, if 
indirect measures could be made fully effective, this position need not 
even arise.

Action taken by Government

After considering the report of the Agricultural Prices Commis
sion, the Govenrment came to the conclusion that even though there 
was no immediate danger of groundnut prices going down, in the 
absence of price support, the possibility of groundnut cultivators turn
ing over their land to food crops could not be ruled out. It, how
ever, deferred the question, of a price support scheme for groundnut 
until the question had been studied further by the Agricultural Prices 
Commission.
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Motion in Lok Sabha

Parliamentary concern for improving the lot of the groundnut 
cultivator by ensuring for him a remunerative price for the commo
dity manifested itself through a motion, moved® in the Fourth Lok 
Sabha, by Shri Chengalraya Naidu, on November 26, 1968 on the 
question of the ‘Fall in production and prices of groundnut.’ Speak
ing on the motion, Shri Naidu said that large scale import of soya
bean oil and sunflower oil by the Government was impeUing the 
groundnut cultivators to switch over to other crops paying better di
vidends. In this connection, he criticised the practice, on the part of 
the Government, of releasing imported soyabean oil at the time of the 
harvesting of the groundnut crop, which had the effect of lowering 
down the groundnut prices to unecomonic levels. In this way, he 
said, the merchants were able to earn enormous profits at the cost of 
the cultivators by buying groundnut at very low prices. Shri Naidu 
urged the Government to stop importing soyabean oil and to give 
some incentive to the cultivators to grow more groundnut and other 
oilseeds in the country.

Another member, Shri R. K. Amin, said that groundnut, being 
a foodcrop, needed to have price parity with other foodcrops but the 
rise in its price in the last few years had been much less in compa 
rision with other agricultural commodities. He said that the wide 
fluctuations in groundnut prices, which were a recurring phenomenon, 
were causing great hardship to the groundnut cultivators, and wanted 
the Government to take steps to stabilise the prices. He also criti
cised the system of procurement levy by the Government which, he 
said, had the effect of artificially bringing down groundnut prices, 
thus enabling the merchants to reap enormous profits at the cost of 
the groundnut cultivators. Shri Amin pleaded for fixation of a re
munerative support price for groundnut, in place of the levy, which 
would compare equitably with the prices fixed for other cereals. At 
the same time, he wanted the import of soyabean oil to be stopped 
and export of groundnut oil to be permitted only after domestic re
quirements had been met.

The policy of export of groundnut and groundnut oil and import 
of soyabean oil was also criticised, among others, by Sarvashri 
M. Sudarsanam, Randhir Singh, S. M. Joshi, S. M. Banerjee, Rajase  
kharan and Anantrao Patil who were of the view that it had adversely

8L.S. Deb., NovemberNovember 26, 1968, cc. 333—64.
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.affected the interest of the groundnut producers. The Members 
pleaded for price support for groundnut together with a ban on the 
import of soyabean and sunflower oil.

Replying to the discussion, the Minister of State in the Ministry 
of Food, Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperaiion, 
Shri A. P. Shinde. said:®

appreciate the fact that the farmers should get a reasonable 
price. Unless we succeed in ensuring a reasonable price to the 
farmers, it will be very difficult to have a successful produc
tion programme.

.........We have, at the same time, to realise that the prices of
commodities should not go to a level 'Vhere it will become
impossible for the consumers to purchase the commodity.........
During the last three years......................the prices of edible oil
had shot up to such a level that there was discontent among 
the consumers all over the country; and no Government worth 
its name can fail to take notice of this. So, during the last few 
years, we did import some soyabean oil. If we had not im
ported soyabean oil, the prices of edible oil would have gone 
up still higher and that would have been a very harash thing 
for the consumers. So, Government did a right thing in
importing a little quantity of soyabean oil.......................If and
when the level of production comes up to a certain stage, we 
should not really require soyabean oil.”

Referring to the phenomenon of sharp fluctuations in prices of 
groundnut, especially at harvest time, which had been referred to by 
members, Shri Shinde said:

‘This is a phenomenon which is causing much concern to the Gov
ernment also.................This is not confined only to groundnut
but this has been a feature almost with many of the agricultural 
commodities. I also agree that as far as groundnut is concern
ed, this is in some accentuated form.................We are examin
ing the position as to whether some support price for ground
nut can be fixed up from year to year....................Government
is considering whether some price stabilisation measures can be 
adopted so that the price level can be maintained both in the 
interest of the producer and the consumer.”

Îhid., cc. 358—64.



“The productivity per acre in this country as far as groundnut iB» 
concerned,, is very poor........................Unless this per acre pro
ductivity is raised, I do not think that it would be possible 
for us to have really reasonable economy for the farmer. 
Our entire concentration should be how to raise productivity 
.............This is the main approach to the problem.”

Recommendation of Agricultural Prices Commission

Enunciating the price policy for groundnut for the 196970 
season, the Agricultural Prices Commission, in its report submitted 
in May, 1969, took note of the fact that the groundnut crop for the 
196869 season had been adversely affected owing to erratic as well 
as deficient rains in some of the major groundnut producing States. 
Consequently, following a brief postharvest decline,groundnut prices 
rose steadily during .that year, the rise becoming pronounced fronv 
March, 1969, and over the year, the rise was around 50 per cent.̂®

Official policy during the season was only partly able to restrain 
the spiralling of prices. In anticipation of an appreciable fall in out
put, restrictions on the minimum margines on bank advances against 
oilseeds and oils were tightened, even though the ceilings on the 
advances were not disturbed. Government also released 52,000 tons 
of soyabean oil during the period November, 1968 to March, 1969 
and its import was stepped up. Statutory controls on prices of vanas 
pati were also continued. On balance, however, the impact of the 
various measures on the course of market prices was generally 
feeble.”

In view of the above factors, the Agricultural Prices Commission, 
in its report on price policy for groundnut for the 196970 season,, 
recommended that:—

(a) it was not necessary to announce a minimum support price for 
groundnut for the 196970 season;

(b) if the seasonal factor turned out to be so favourable as to lead 
to an increase in output that might threaten a drop in prices to 
uneconomic levels, reduction in imports and release of oils, and 
expansion in exports, be availed of to provide the required' 
support to the producer;
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He further said:

loRcport of the Agrioultural Prices Commission on Price policy for
Groundnut for the

of the Agrioultural Prices Commission on Price policy for
Groundnut for the 1968-70 session, p. 1.

»>Ibid., pp. 1-2.



(c) a long term policy in respect of the exports of HPS (Hand̂ 
Picked Selected) groundnut be evolved,, and an effective use 
of the instrument of foreign trade be made for the regulation 
of groundnut prices in the country;

(d) increasing attention be given to the task of ensuring that the 
functionless intermediaries in the groundnut trade are progres
sively dispensed with;

(e) maximum utilisation be made in the short run of edible oilseeds 
from all possible internal sources; and

(f) investigations be undertaken into the phenomenon of declining 
per hectare productivity of groxmdnut.i*

Action taken by Government

The Government accepted the recommendation of the Agricul' 
tural Prices Commission that it was not necessary to announce a 
minimum support price for groundnut for the 1969 70 season as the 
market prices of groundnut were ruling much above the levels at 
which the prices were proposed to be supported. The Government 
also accepted the other recommendations of the Commission relating 
to the need for evolution of a longterm export policy for groundnut 
for regulating its prices, and progressive elimination of intermediaries 
in the groundnut trade.

Discussion in Lok Sabha

On April 13, 1970, an halfanhour discussion’̂* on the question 
of ‘production and marketing of edible oils and fats’ was raised in 
Lok Sabha by Dr. Ram Subhag Singh. Initiating the discussion. 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh said that the total yield of the oilseed crop 
in the country had been more or less stagnant during the past three 
or four years and unless facilities were created in the field of irriga
tion and in regard to supply of fertilisers, credits etc., the production 
could not be increased. In this connection, he criticised the policy 
of the Government of importing edible oils instead of providing in
centives to the farmers, by way of a support price, to grow more oil
seeds in the country. He wanted the Government to announce sup
port prices for groundnut and other oilseeds and to formulate a new 
policy to help the cultivators by providing irrigational facilities, ferti
lisers, credits, and so on. He also urged the Government to provide 
marketing facilities to the groundnut farmers in order to save thenr 
from the middlemen who took advantage of the sharp fluctuations in
prices and thus deprived the farmers of their legitimate due.
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Reply of Government

Replying to the points raised by Dr. Ram Subhag Singh, the 
Minister of State in the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community 
Development and Cooperation, Shri A. P. Shinde, said:'*

“.....................An integrated approach will have to be made for in
creasing the production of oilseeds, because the problem of 
price level or the availability of oilseeds will not be solved by 
taking some control measures alone. It can only be solved 
by increasing  the production of oilseeds.........................”

“In addition to that, credit and marketing are very important
aspects.............because a large number of farmers are poor___
.........price fixation is also a very important matter..................
Though in the past the Agricultural Prices Commission advised 
us against the fixing of minimum prices, we have, on the demand 
of the Members of the House, again referred this matter to the 
Commission. I am expecting the report of the Agricultural 
Prices Commission to come in the near future and, as soon as 
we receive the report, my Ministry will see that it is examined 
and necessary steps are taken in the interests of the farmers.”

Foints raised by other Members in Lok Sabha

Another member, Smt. Sharda Mukerjee, said that groundnut, 
like sugar, had become a political commodity and the Government 
were being pressurised by vanaspati manufacturers every now and 
then to increase prices. She said that despite the Government’s assu
rance, the farmer was not guaranteed a minimum price for ground
nut. She accused the Government of following an antifarmer and 
anticonsumer policy.

Shri Ramavatar Shastri pointed out that the prices of oilseeds, 
which formed the raw material for edible oils, had not risen in the 
same proportion as those of the oils. This was indicative of the fact, 
he said, that the farmer was being deprived of his legitimate share in 
the rise in prices of edible oils.

Heply of Government

Replying to the points raised by the Members, the Minister of 
State, Shri A. P. Shinde, said;’®

“I quite appreciate that unless some price protection is given..........

i«n>id., cc. 341—44. 

CO. 348—50.
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...............................it will not be possible for us to give the
necessary incentives to the producers........................ in regard
to groundnut we are examining the position in consultation with 
the Agricultural Prices Commission.”

Referring to the criticism that the farmer was deprived of his share 
on the rise in prices of edible oils, the Minister said:

“.....................Unfortunately, most of the farmers sell their produce
immediately after harvest because of poverty and so on; they
have no holding power.....................The oil prices usually go up
in the offseason period. But this year the groundnut produc 
cers did get some advantage because even in the post harvest 
period and price level of groundnut was a little higher. But, 
by and large,, this rise is not reflected in what the farmers gets.

The prices go up because of speculation. We have advised the 
Reserve Bank of India to take a number of measures for res
tricting credit so that speculation plays no part. We had also 
taken some steps a few years earlier as also now for prohibiting 
forward trading in certain oilseeds, etc.”

The expectations of a large crop of groundnut for 196970 did 
■show themselves in a decline in the prices of the commodity around 
the beginning of the season, but the decline was relatively shortlived. 
More important, however, was the fact that the prices continued to 
rule at levels higher than those in the previous season when the crop 
liad suffered a sharp decline. Underlying this behaviour of prices, 
despite a good crop of rape and mustard for the second year in suc
cession, was the market expectation of a continuing shortage of 
•groundnut.

Recommendations of Agricultural Prices Commission

Keeping in view the need to augment the domestic availability of 
■oils for edible purposes and the nonetoobright prospects of increas
ing production of groundnut satisfactorily over the next few years, the 
Agricultural Prices Commission, in its ‘Report on Price Policy for 
t3roundnut and Soyabean for the 197071 season,’ submitted in May 
1970, stressed the need for crushing of a much larger proportion of 
the domestic production of other oilseeds, especially cottonseed. It 
also suggested that consumption of edible oils for purposes for which 
uonedible oils and tallow could be used—such as, use of ricebran 
oil for industrial purposes and detergents in place of soaps—should 
"be discouraged.̂*

^̂ Report of the Agricultural Prices Commission on Price Policy for 
Groundnut and Soyabean for the 197071 season, pp. ♦—5
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On the question of fixing a support price for groundnut the Com
mission, while agreeing in principle that there was a case for accord
ing to groundnut the same treatment as to its competing crops, like 
cotton and millets, said that there was, nonetheless, reason for a cer
tain caution in this regard. In its view, the level at which the minimum 
support price could be appropriately fixed would be far out of line 
with the ruling market prices in recent years. It, therefore, recom
mended that:—

(a) a purchase price, rather than a minimum support price, be 
announced for groundnut ior the 197071 season;

(b) the purchase price be fixed at Rs. 85 per quintal uniformly 
throughout the country for groundnut in shell of fair average 
quality i.e., with moisture content  and  foreign matter  not 
exceeding 9 per cent and 2 per cent respectively;

(c) purchases be made at this price in the primary markets when* 
ever required, with a view to reducing the amplitude of fluctua
tions in prices in the interest of the grower;

(d) the level available in the imports of oils for influencing domestic 
prices be effectively used; and

(e) the purchase price for soyabean be kept unchanged at Rs. 85« 
per qunital for the 197071 season.î

Action taken by Government

The Government, while appreciating the need of assuring a 
reasonable price for groundnut to the producer, did not consider it 
necessary to announce the purchase price as the market prices hap
pened to be substantially higher than the purchase pirce of Rs. 85 
per quintal recommended by the Commission. In the case of soya
bean, the Government had fixed a purchase price of Rs. 85 per quintal 
during the 196970 season and no change was made in it during the 
197071 season, as recommended by the Commission. The Govern
ment also agreed with the recommendation of the Commission for 
taking steps to encourage the production and utilisation of oils of 
cottonseed and minor oilseeds to augment the total availability of 
oils and oilseeds in the country.

lUbid., p. 1.



Short Notes

I. PARLIAMENTARY EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

A. Symposia and Conferences

InterParliamentary Conference on Tnropean Cooperation 
and Security [Helsinki (Finland)—January, 1973]

The InterParliamentary Conference on ‘European Cooperation 
and Security’ was held in Helsinki (Finland) from January 26 to 31, 
1973. Shri G. G. Swell, Deputy Speaker of Lok Sabha attended the 
Conference as an observer from the Indian Group of the InterPar
liamentary Union.

Third International Symposium 
Geneva—January, 1973

The Third International Symposium on “The Member of Parlia
ment: His requirements for information in the modern world” was 
held in Geneva from January 18 to 20, 1973, under the auspices 
of the International Centre for Parliamentary Documentation of the 
InterParliamentary Union. From India, Shri N. K. P. Salve, M.P. 
and Shri S. L. Shakdher, Secretary of Lok Sabha attended the 
Symposium.

First Meeting of the Consultative Committee of Experts of the Inter
national Centre for Parliamentary Documentation

The First Meeting of the Consultative Committee of Experts of 
the International Centre for Parliamentary Documentation of the 
InterParliamentary Union was held in Geneva on January 16 and 17, 
1973. Shri S. L. Shakdher, Secretary of Lok Sabha, who is a mem
ber of the Consultative Committee of Experts, attended the meeting.

B.  Foreign visits of Parliamentary Delegation 

Visit of Indian Parliamentary Delegation to Nepal

In pursuance of an invitation received front Nepal, an Indian 
Parliamentary Delegation led by Dr. G. S. Dhillon, Speaker, Lok 
Sabha visited Nepal in January, 1973. The other members of the
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delegation were: Shrimati Jvotsna Chanda, M.P., Shri Madhu Danda 
vate, M.P., Shri K. P. Singh Deo, M.P., Shri Pratap Singh, M.P., 
Shrimati Savita Behen, M.P., Shri Mohan Swamp, M.P. and Shri S. S. 
Bhalerao, Joint Secretary, Rajya Sabha—Secretary to the Delegation.

C. Foreign Parliamentary Delegations in India

Visit of H.E. Senator Petronio PorteUa Nunez, President of the Senate 
of Brazil, Mrs. Nunez and party

The response to an invitation by India, H.E. Senator Petronio 
Portella Nunez, President of the Senate of Brazil, Mrs. Nunez and 
party visited India in December, 1972.

Besides Delhi they visited Agra also.

Visit of Mr. Gordon H. Dowding, Speaker of tlie Legislative Assembly 
of British Columbia (Canada) and Mrs. Dowding

Mr. Gordon H. Dowding, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly 
of British Columbia (Canada), Mrs. Dowding and Mr. Ian Horne, 
Secretary of the British Columbia Legislative Assembly visited India 
in December, 1972—January, 1973.

During their stay here, they visited Jaipur and Amritsar as our 
guests.

The Speaker, Lok Sabha hosted a luncheon party in their honour 
on January 9, 1973.
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Nonintimation of arrest and release of a member  .

On November 13, 1972, Shri Indrajit Gupta, a member, wrote to 
the Speaker that he was arrested at Calcutta on October 3, 1972, at 
about 18.00 hours and was subsequently produced before a Magis
trate and discharged at about 21.00 hours on the same date, but no 
intimation regarding his arrest and release had been furnished to the 
Speaker by the concerned authorities as required under Rule 229 of 
the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha.

The matter was, thereupon, referred to the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Government of India, for a factual report, for consideration 
of the Speaker.

On November 29, 1972, the following communication’, dated the 
28th November, 1972, addressed to the Speaker, Lok Sabha, was re
ceived from the Commissioner of Police, Calcutta:—

"I have the honour to inform you that Shri Indrajit Gupta, Member, 
Lok Sabha, was arrested on the 3rd October, 1972, afternoon, 
in connection with the Hare Street Police Station Case No. 626, 
dated the 3rd October, 1972, under Section 151, Criminal Pro
cedure Code, for attempting to lead a demonstration to the 
Writers’ Buildings, Calcutta, after violating prohibitory orders 
under Section 144, Criminal Procedure Code. He was produced 
before the Chief Presidency Magistrate the same evening and 

.  was discharged on the police report.

The failure on our part to report on the arrest is deeply regretted. 
I have since taken steps to ensure that such lapses do not 
occur in future. I also tender my imqualifled apology for this 
unintential lapse on our part.”

In view of the xmqualified apology tendered by the Commissioner 
of Police, Calcutta, the matter was treated as closed.

II. PRIVILEGE ISSUES

Lok Sabha

>L.S. Bn (II),, November 30, 1972, para 923.
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ihar Vidhan  Sabha

Unauthorised entry in the Press Gallery and tiirowing leaflets there

from on the floor of the House

On May 24, 1972, a person calling himself Ashok Kumar Singh 

unauthorisedly entered the Press Gallery and at 14.40 hours  and 

threw some leaflets therefrom on the floor of the House.  He was im

mediately taken into custody by the Watch and Ward Officer.  After 

some time, the Chief Minister, Shri Kedar Pande, moved the follow

ing motion which was adopted*’ by the House:

This House further resolves that the above-named A^ok Kumar 

Singh,, son  of Shri Ram Shekhar  Singh of Village  and P.O. 

Vishunpura,  Thana  Bhita,  Distt.  Patna,  who  unauthorisedly 

entered Press Gallery and at 14.40 hours, when the House was 

sitting, threw some leaflets therefrom on the floor of the House 

and who was taken into custody immediately by the Watch and 

Ward Officer,, is guilty of committing contempt of this House.

This  House  further  resolves that the above-named Ashok Kumar 

Singh, for committing the above offence, be sentenced to simple 

imprisonment from  today to the  26th  May,  1972,  upto  18.00 

hours and that he be sent to Bankipur Jail, Patnâ to serve out 

this imprisonment.”

In pursuance of the above motion adopted by the House, a War. 

rant of Commitment addressed to the Superintendent, Bankipur Jail, 

Patna, was issued by the Speaker in respect of Ashok Kumar Singh.

M adhya Prade h  Vidhan Sabha

Alleged threat by the Chief Minister to members in connection with 
elections to Rajya Sabha at a Press Conference

On April 7, 1972, the Speaker, Shri Tejlal Tembher, informed® 

the House that he had received notice of a question of privilege from 

Shri Kailash Chandra Joshi, a member, against the Chief Minister, 

Shri P. C. Sethi, for making a  statement at a  Press  Conference 

allegedly threatening members of his Party in connection with elec

tions to Rajya Sabha.

The Speaker asked the Chief Minister whether he wished to say 

anything in the matter.  The Chief Minister, thereupon, stated that

3Bihar Vidhan Sabha Deb., May 24, 1972, {Original in Hindi).
»M.P.V.S., Deb., April 7, 1972 (Original in Hindi).



Privilege Issues

be had not made any such statement. He, however, admitted to hav 

ong said that being incharge of the Home Department he would come 

to know of the activities of the members, but it had been said by him 

dn a lighter vain. He also stated that he had a right to ask his party 

members to vote for their party candidates and that in case of doubt 

about their activities, necessary disciplinary action could be  taken 

against them.

After the above statement by the Chief Minister, the Speaker dis 

.allowed̂ the question of privilege.

ou e of Co on  (U.K.)

<i) Alleged reflections on members for activities concerning bestowal 

of public honours in an article publidied by a newspaper

On March 1, 1972, Mr. William Hamilton, a member, sought to 

raise® a question of privilege against the newspaper Spectator for pub
lishing an article entitled “Faith, hope and charity” by one Mr. Huge 

Macpherson, which dealt with the honours system in U.K. and made 

certain allegations on inferences about Members of the  House, in

cluding the Prime Minister. The impunged article read inter alia as 
follows:—

“The demand for public honour Is high.

People are prepared to go to great lengths to obtain them.  Just 

how far they will go was illustrated during the run-up to the 

last election when Mr. Wilson was approached by a Tory MP 

with the offer of important information at>out the Conservative 

election plans in return for a peerage.  The first approach was 

made at the time of the Labour party conference in the autumn 

of 1969 and it was refused.  In the Immediate run-up to the 

1970 election the offer was renewed, and on this occasion, the 

demand was  dropped to that of a knighthood in return for 

reports of election tactics of the Conservative party.  This wa* 

also refused.

There was considerable discussion in the corridors of  Westminster 

about the following extraordinary passage in a political pam

phlet published last year by David Rendel Limited obviously 

on behalf of the anti-Market campaigners, entitled ‘Pride; pre

judice and persuasion:  A study in the manipulation of public 

opinion in Britain’.  It was  written by  someone  with  the 

yseudonym ‘Cato’:

*lbid.
•H.C.  (U.K.)  Deb., 1971-72, Vol. 832, cc. 425—427;
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By the time de Gaulle departed, the various European pressure 

groups had agreed to emerge under the banner of the rela

tively  efficient  European Movement,, and were in  a  good 

position  to  appeal  to  their  friends  in  business  for  real, 

money to supplement the small amounts which they had 

been  receiving  from  well-wishers,  such  as  Mr.  Harold. 

Wilson’s  government  (which  provided   ̂ 7,500  a  year 

throughout its time in office).

Jeoffrey....................Archer, who is a  noted fund-raiser (in several.

respects)  was put in charge of the  operation in  1969, and

business was not slow to respond.

An MP told me early last November that a prominent Jewish, 

business man  (with an even more prominent son-in-law) 

who was a very large donor to charity, who  was  now 

retired from business and lived in the country and did not 

figure in WHO*s WHO, was about to receive a knighthood, 
in  the  New Yea’rs Honours  List. He said the  person  in

question  had already given a  very large sum of money to

the  European  Movement.  Naturally  I  perused  the  New 

Year’s List with some care.

The name  of Michael  Sobell  appeared in the PM’s List,  the 

citation being ‘for charitable service*.  The MP subsequently 

said that Mr. Sobell was indeed the person to whom he had 

been  referringi.  Mr.  Sobell’s  son-in-law  is  Mr.  Arnold' 

Weinstock.

Mr.  Archer did, I understood,  arrange  a substantial  donation 

of around  £600,000 to the European Movement from  Sir 

Michael Sobell last year.  The honour, as I have noted, was 

given for ‘charitable services*.

Sir Michael was the second largest single donor to the European'

Movement.  He gave the massive sum of around £ 600,000 

 ̂ early in 1971 but temporarily withdrew half of it some time

later, apparently because of considerations to do with share 

prices.

It is a matter of some public concern that a man so worthy of 

honour should be successfully commended to the Prime Mini« 

ster in the year when he was so generous tb the political cause 

(rather than the charitable purposes)  so dear to Mr. Heath’s 

heart.  Apparently, when the ‘Cato' Pamphlet was printed there 

was  some  concern  among Government ministers  about  the 

pamphlet’s  possible  effect.  It  is  also  disturbing  that  it  was 

apparently known in Westminster that a particular honour was 

to be bestowed well in advance of its award.’*

The Speaker, Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, reserved his ruling for the nexr. 
day. ,
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On March 3, 1972, the Speaker disallowed the question of pri

vilege and ruled* as follows:—

“Yesterday the  hon.  Member for  Fife West  (Mr  Willianv̂ 

Hamilton)  drew attention to an article in the Spectator, which 
mentioned several hon. Members of the House and made certain 

allegations,, or inferences about them.  It is not for me to say 

whether the article reflected on  any Member in such a way 

as to constitute a violation of the rights and privileges of the 

House.  I have to say whether, in my view, the hon. Member’s 

complaint should be given precedence as a privilege issue over

-  today’s business, It is my opinion that it should not.”

(ii) Alleged reflections on the House by a newspaper

On February 23, 1972, Sir Harmar Nicholls, a member, a mem

ber, sought to raisê a question of privilege against  the newspaper

The Guardian for publishing in its issue, dated the  23rd February,
1972, a news report allegedly casting reflections on the House, which 

inter alia read as follows:

‘‘Wilson Blames Tory ‘Rowdies*.

Mr. Wilson last night denounced the Conservative Party for bring

ing about a deterioration in standards of civilised behaviour, 

both in Parliament and  in society at large.

In a speech to the trade union group of Labour, MPs. at the Com

mons he declared that if ‘organised disruptions* continued from 

the Conservative Benches ‘our’ parliamentary system could be

come unworkable.*

As for recent scenes in Parliament,, their origin could be traced 

directly to the behaviour of Conservative back-benchers aided 

and abetted by their front bench in the last Parliament.

Today, Labour spokesmen cannot get up without organised opera

tions to impugn their personal sincerity.*'

Sir Nicholis contended that either the newspaper by publishing 

a wrong report, or the Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Harold Wilson, 

by making these remarks, had committed a contempt of the House.

The Speaker, Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, reserved his ruling.

eibid., c. 768.

^H.C. (U.K.) Deb. 1971-72, Vol. 831. cc. 1299—1802.
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On February 24, 1972, disallowing the question of privilege, the 

Speaker ruled® as follows:—

...........I have now studied the newspaper and taken into account

all the surrounding circumstances.  It is not for  me to say 

whether or not any contempt of the House was committed.  I 

have to say whether in my view, the hon. Member's complaint 

should  be  given precedence  over today’s  business.  It  is  my 

opinion that  it should not  be given such precedence.’*

sfbid., cc. 1508-̂1510.



III. PROCEDURAL MATTERS

Lok Sabha

(O If a Member wants to level charges against another Member, he 
should give that in writing to the Speaker in advance.

On December 22, 1972 a Member, Shri M. Kalyanasundaram, 

raised a matter regarding alleged charges against the Chief Minister 

of Tamil Nadu.  When there were heated exchanges between Mem

bers belonging to CPI and DMK Groups, a Member, Shri C. Viswa 

nathan (DMK) made certain charges against another Member, Shri 

M. Kalyanasundaram (CPI).  The Speaker expunged the allegations 

observing that if the charges were to be levelled by a Member 

against another Member, the procedure was that the former should 

give that in writing to the Speaker before hand.

(ii) Preparation of Lok Sabha Debates—̂ Members should corrcct their 
speeches when sent to them for the purpose.

On December 19, 1972 when submissions were being made re

garding procedure for fixing discussion on NoDay YetNamed Mo

tions which had been admitted by the Speaker, the Minister of Par

liamentary Affairs, Shri Raj Bahadur, inter alia remarked that Shri 
Jyotirmoy Bosu had moved four motions during the current session. 

But in the uncorrected copy of Lok Sabha Debates of that day that 
remark was not entered.

On December 20, 1972, Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu raised the matter 

in the House and alleged that the proceedings of the House had been 

tampered with. He had given aotice of a question of privilege against 

the Minister for having misled the House by those remarks but the 

remarks in question had already been  omitted from  the Debates. 

Shri Raj Bahadur, however, denied the allegation. Several Members 

made submissions and demanded that tape might be played to check 

up the matter.  The Speaker observed that he would look into the 

Tnatter.

449
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On December 21, 1972 Shri Bosu again raised the matter and 

enquired about his privilege motion.  The Speaker observed that the 

procedings were taken from the Reporters’ copy and so far  as  the 

proceedings pubhshed on the basis of Reporters’ copy were concern

ed, there was no tampering. However, according to the taperecord

ing Shri Pyotirmoy Bosu was correct that the Minister had made that 

remark.  The Speaker explained that sometimes when several Mem

bers spoke at the same time, the Reporters did not catch them.  la 

that case, it was for the Members to correct their speeches when they 

were sent to them. There was no question of privilege involved and 

he requested the Member to drop the matter.

Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu agreed to drop the matter.

(iii)) Speaker does not decide whether a Bill is constitutionally within 

the legislative competence of the House or not: the House also 
does not take a decision on the specific question of vires of a BiU

On December 18, 1972, when the Minister of State for Home 

Affairs, Shri Ram Niwas Mirdha, moved the motion for leave to in

troduce the Mulki Rules Bill, 1972, several  Members opposed the 

motion on legal and constitutional grounds and also challenged the 

legislative competence of Parliament  with regard to the Bill.  The 

Speaker held over the consideration of the motion observing that he 

would have to first satisfy himself on all the points raised.

On the following day, December 19, 1972, the  Speaker ruled 

that the Chair did not decide whether a Bill was constitutionally with

in the legislative competence of the House or not.  The House also 

did not take a decision on the specific question of vires of a Bill. 
Members could express their views and address arguments for and 

against the vires of the Bill and take them into account when voting 
on the motion for introduction.

Several Members made submissions after the  Speaker’s ruling. 

The motion for leave to introduce the Bill was then put to vote and 

adopted.

(iv) Prior intimation of Details of Allegations made by Members 
against individuals by name ̂ ould also be given to Speaker.

On December 11, 1972, during his speech on the motion regard

ing working of the State Trading Corporation with special reference 

to the policy of import of woUen rags, a Member,  Shri Jyotirmoy
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Bosu, referred to certain individuals by name, including some Gov 

vernment oflBcers and a Member of Rajya Sabha, and alleged that 

they had collected huge amounts of money or had made huge profits 

through irregular dealings.  The Member had given advance notice 

to the Speaker of his intention to mention the names of those indi

viduals but not the details of allegations against them. The Minister 

of Parliamentary Affairs, Shri Raj Bahadur, objected to the mention 

of names by the Members and sought expunction thereof.  He con

tended that mere intimation about the names was not enough.  The 

Member, according to him, should have indicated the nature of alle

gation in his advance intimation so that the concerned Minister could 

make investigation into that. The Chairman, Shri K. N. Tewari, ob

served that the Member had given intimation and the same was for

warded to the Minister.  Several Members made submissions in this 
regard.  The Chairman, then, observed that he would consult the 

Speaker as also the Rules and see if those names could be expunged. 

TTie Chairman later did not expunge any names or remarks from the 

proceedings.

On the following day, December 12, 1972, a Member, Shri S. A. 

Kadar, drew attention of the Speaker to the  allegations  made by 

Shri Bosu and the observations of the Chairman about them.  Shri 

Bosu repeated his contention that he had given prior intimation to 

the Speaker about the names mentioned by him.  The Speaker, dis

agreeing with the contention of Shri Bosu,  quoted R̂les 353 and 

proviso thereto, and observed that if allegations were  to be made 

against certain individuals by name, it was essential that Members 

should give the matter regarding allegations also, so that the Minister 

could make investigation.

The allegations made on December 11, 1972, were, however, not 

expunged.

<t) Rules to be observed while speaking—Suspension of a Member 
on using aspersive words against the Speaker

On November 14, 1972 when Members were making submissions 

with regard to the ruling by the Speaker withholding his consent to 
the raising of matters relating to States, a Member, Shri Jyotirmoy 

Bosu, accused the Chair of using ‘Double Standards’ in allowing or 

disallowing raising of such matters.*  The Speaker took objection to

»L.S. Deb., November 14, 1972, cc. 261—72.



the use of aspersive language by the Member against the Chair and 

asked him either to withdraw those words or to withdraw from the 

House.  Many Members made submissions  in this regard.  When 

Shri Bosu refused to withdraw the aspersive  words, the  Speaker 

named him.  The Minister of Parliamentary Affairs then moved a 

motion for the suspension of the Member  from the service of the 

House for two days.  The motion was put to vote and after a divi

sion it was adopted and the Member was suspended from the service 

of the House for two days.

(i1) It is not proper for Members to come in the House with signs 
and symbols

On November 13, 1972 during the Question Hour, some Mem

bers pointed out that a Member, Shri Piloo Mody, was wearing a 

pendant saying “I am a CIA Agent.” The Speaker observed that so 

far as the decorum and dignity of the House was concerned, it was 

not proper for Members to come in the House with signs and sym

bols.  The matter was again raised in the afternoon by a Member, 

Shri S. M. Banerjee, stating that Shri Mody had violated the  Oath 

or affirmation made by him under the Constitution by wearing such 

a pendant. The Deputy Speaker, who was in the Chair at that time, 

observed that he could not pronounce on the question whether the 

Member had violated the oath to the Constitution,  but Members 

should act in a manner not to excite controversy or bring the House 

into contempt even in the way they dressed.*

On November 14, 1972, when Shri Mody wanted to make a per

sonal explanation, the Speaker asked the Member to remove the pen

dant before he was allowed to speak.  The Member  removed the 

pendent and thereafter he was allowed to make a personal explana

tion.*

a i   adu  Legi ati e   e b y  

Moving of Motion of Confidence in the Conncil of Ministers

On Dcember 4, 1972 the Deputy Speaker allowed the Chief Mi

nister to move a Motion of Vote of Confidence in the Ministry on the 

basis of an earlier precedent in 1952 when a  similar motion waŝ  ̂

allowed to be moved and discussed, on the practice that obtained in 

England.
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*L.S. Deb., November 13, 1972, cc 17—19, 306—08. 

•Ibid., November 14, 1972, cc. 231—36.
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STATE LEGISLATURES 

Andhra Pradesh

The Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council which had commenced 

its twentieth Session on March 22, 1972’ held the Second and Third 

Meetings of the Session from June 22, to August 4, 1972 and from' 

August 14, to September 13, 1972 respectively.

Constitution {Twentyeighth Amendment) Bill, 1972

On August 4, 1972 the House adopted a Government Resolution 

seeking to ratify the Constitution (Twenty eighth Amendment) BiU 

1972* as passed by both Houses of Parliament.

Protection of Wild Animals and Birds

On July 31, 1972 the Council adopted a Government Resolu

tion empowering Parliament to make laws  regarding protection of 

wild animals and birds in the State of Andhra Pradesh.

Assam

The Budget session of the Assam  Legislative Assembly which' 

commenced on June 5, 1972, adjourned on July 27, 1972 after hold
ing 34 sittings.

A oneday session of the Assembly was held on August 14, 1972 

and the September Session consisting of 6 sitting was held from 
September 19 to 25, 1972.

iFor information regarding the First Meeting see J.P.I., Vol. XVIII No. 8 
July 1972,, pp. 617 and 721

2The Bill provides for the deletion of Article 314 of the Constitution 

relating to the special conditions of service of the officers of the former 

Secretary of State Services, i.e., the Indian Civil Service and inclusion of 

a new Article 312-A which conferred on Parliament the power to vary or' 

revoke by law the conditions of service of these ofScers.
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Legislative Business

During this period, 16 Government Bills were Introduced in the 

House and 13 Government Bills were passed.’ Of the 1131, 147 and 

50 notices of Starred, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions received 

1122, 140 and 38 Questions respectively were admitted.

Bihar

The Bihar Vidhan Sabha held two sessions—the first on the night 

of August 1415, 1972 and the second from September 1 to Sep

tember 22, 1972.
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During the second session the Vidhan Sabha passed one Govern

ment Bill, viz., the Bihar Appropriation (No. 3) Bill, 1972.“'  The 
number of notices for Starred, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions 

received by the House was 956, 530 and 462 respectively while those 

admitted numbered 670, 484 and 298 respectively.

Delhi

The Metropolitan Council of Delhi held two sessions, one consist

ing of 7 sittings from October 23 to 30, 1972 and another on Decem 

Ije' 12 1972.

®The following Bills were passed by the Assembly: —

(1) The Assam Agricultural Income Tax  (Amendment)  Bill, 1972.

(2) The Assam  Amusement and Betting Tax  (Amendment)  Bill, 

1972.

(3) The  Assam  Appropriation  (No.  II)  Bill,  1972.

(4) The Assam Aîropriation  (No. Ill)  Bill, 1972.

(5) The Court Fees  (Assam Amendment) Bill, 1972.

(6) The Assam Electricity Duty (Amendment)  Bill, 1972.

(7) The Assam Contingency Fund  (Augmentation of Corpus) Bill, 

1972.

(8) The Assam Finance (Sales Tax)  (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

(9) The  Assam  Fixation  of  Ceiling  on  Land  Holdings  (Amend

ment)  Bill, 1972.

(10) The Assam Panchayati Raj Bill, 1972.

(11) The Assam Professions, Trades, Callings and Employment Taxa

tion  (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(12) The  Assam  Sales  Tax (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(13) The Assam Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

'•Original in Hindi.



During the session, out of the 7 Government Bills introduced in 

•ttie House, 5® were passed by the Council and 2* Government Bills 

■were referred to the Select Committees. Out of a total of 727 notices 

received of Starred Questions 100 were admitted as Starred and 475 

as Unstarred.
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Ceiling on Urban Property

On October 24, 1972, the Council adopted a resolution seeking 

to empower Parliament to enact legislation prescribing and regulat

ing'ceiling on urban immovable property in the Union Territory of 

Delhi.

Rise in the Cost of Living

On October 28, 1972, the Council adopted the following reso

lution;—

“Because of the drought conditions and unscrupulous black mar

keteers and hoarders, the cost of living is steeply increasing in 

Delhi as a result of which it is becoming difficult for the poor, 

weaker sections,  middle class and Axed income group people 

to make their living.  Appreciating the steps already taken by 

the Delhi Administration, this House demands that more drastic 

action should be taken to stop the rising cost of living.**

Goa, Daman and Diu

The Goa, Daman and Dru Legislative Assembly held its session 

from November 21, to 30, 1972.  In all 8 sittings were held.

B(l)  The Delhi Delegation of Powers  (Amendment)  Bill, 1972.

(2)  The Central and other Societies, (Regulation) Bill, 1972.

(3)  The Delhi Land Holdings Ceiling (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(4)  The Electricity Supply  (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(5)  The Extension of Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act, 1972  to the Union

Territory of Delhi.

•(1) The Delhi Private Coaching Institutions (Regulation) Bill, 1972.

<2)  The Agricultural Produce Marketing  (Regulation)  Bill, 1972.
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During the session while 6 Government Bills were introduced in 

the Assembly, the House passed 7 Government Bills'̂ of which 3 had 

been introduced in the previous session.  The notices received for 

Starred, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions numbered 210, 1 and 

3 respectively but those admitted numbered 141, 27 and 2 respec

tively.  26 notices of Starred Questions were admitted as Unstarred 

Questions and one notice of Short Notice Question was treated as 

Starred Question.

Gujarat

A session of the Gujarat Legislative Assembly  was held from 

November 13 to December 22, 1972.  Altogether 20 sittings aggre

gating to 88 hours and 15 minutes were held during this period.

Legislative Business and Questions

Fifteen Government Bills were introduced in the House during 

the session and 11 Government Bills were passed.®  The notices re

ceived for Starred, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions numbered 

2563, 231 and 51 respectively while those admitted numbered 1156, 

101 and 11 respectively.

T̂he Government Bills passed were: —

(1) The Goa, Daman and Diu Mamlatdar’s Court  (First Amend

ment)  BiU,  1972.

(2) The Goa, Daman and Diu Prevention of Begging Bill, 1972.

(3) The Goa, Daman and Diu Live-Stock Improvement Bill, 1972.

(4) The Goa, Daman and Diu Appropriation (Excess Expenditure), 

Bill, 1972.

(5) The Goa, Daman and Diu Supplementary Appropriation  Bill, 

1972.

(6) The Goa,  Daman and Diu Contingency Fund  (First Amend

ment)  Bill, 1972.

(7) Legislative  Diploma  No.  1984 dated  14th April,  1960  (First 

Amendment), Bill, 1972.

sThe details of the BUI passed are as follows:—

(1) The Child Marriage Restraint (Gujarat Amendment) Bill, 1972.

(2) The  Gujarat  contingency  Fund  (Temporary  Increase)  Bill, 

1972.

(3) The Bombay Land Revenue and the Gujarat Panchayats and 

the Education Cess  (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(4) The Bombay Police (Gujarat Amendment) Bill, 1972.

[contd. next page.



Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972.

On December 22, 1972, the House passed a resolution moved by 

Shri Ghanshyambhai Oza, Chief Minister, seeking to ratify the Cons

titution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972* as passed by both Houses 

of Parliament.

Himachal Pradesh

A session of the Himachal Pradesh Vidhan Sabha consisting, of

10 sittings was held from December 8 to 22, 1972.

Legislative Business

During the session, 14 Government Bills were introduced in the 

House and 10 Government Bills were passed.** The notices of Star

red, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions numbered 743, 324 and 4

Sessional Review—State Legislatures

[contd. from pre-page.

(5) The Bombay Land Requisition (Gujarat Extension of Duration) 
Bill, 1972.

(6) The Gujarat  (Third Supplementary)  Appropriation Bill, 1972.

(7) The Gujarat Housing Board  (Amendment)  Bill. 1972.

(8) The Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural Lands (Gujarat Amend

ment) Bill, 1972.

(9) The Gujarat Essential Services Maintenance Bill, 1972.

(10) The Gujarat Civil Services Tribunal Bill, 1972.

(11) The Bombay  Provincial  Municipal  Corporations  (Gujarat 

Amendment) Bill, 1972.

•The Bill proposed to amend Article 133(1) of the Constitution in order 

to do away with value as a criterion for exercise of the appellate jurisdiction 

ot the Supreme Court in civil matters.

i®The Bills passed were as follows:

(1) The H.P. Essential Services  (Maintenance) Bill,  1972.

(2) The  H.P. Tolls  (Repealing) Bill, 1972.

(3) The H.P.  (Transfer Tenancy)  Tenants  (Protection of Rights) 

(Amendments) Bill, 1972.

(4) The H.P. Requisitioning and Acquisition of Immovable Property 
Bill, 1972.

(5) The  H.P. Panchayat Raj  (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(6) The  H.P. Legislative Assembly Members Pension  Bill, 1972.

(7) The H.P. Motor Vehicles Taxation Bill, 1972.

(8) The H.P. Ceiling and Land Holdings Bill,  1972.

(9) The H.P. Tenancy and Land Reform Bill, 1972.

(10) The H.P. Appropriation Bill, 1972.
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rsspectively while notices admitted for Starred and Unstarred Ques

tions numbered 423 and 317 respectively. The latter figure also in

cluded notices received for Starred Questions but which were ad

mitted as Unstarred.  No notice of Short Notice Question was ad

mitted.

Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972

The Vidhan Sabha adopted a motion moved by the Chief Mi

nister, Shri Y. S. Parmar, seeking to ratify the Constitution (Thirtieth 

/•imendment) Bill, 1972“ as passed by both Houses of Parliament.

Jammu and Kashmir

A session of the Jammu'and Kashmir Legislative Council was 

lield from October 27, 1972 to November 1, 1972.  Altogether 5 

sittings were held.

During the session, the Council passê two Government Bills.’* 

Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972

The Council adopted a Resolution seeking to ratify the Constitu

tion (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972,” as passed by both Houses of 

Parliament.

Madhya Pradesh

The December, 1972 session of Madhya Pradesh Vidhan Sabha 

commenced on December 11, 1972 and was prorogued on December 

21, 1972. This was the third session of the Fifth Vidhan Sabha. Nine 

sittings were held during the period. The session was devoted largely 

to legislative business including the passing of the Land Ceiling 

Aihendment Bill and discussion on the drought situation in the State. 

Some of the major events that took place during the session are de

tailed below:—

iiSee note 9 under  Gujarat’ supro.

»*(i)  A  Bill  to  Provide  Comprehensive  Legislation  relating  to  Land 

lUlorms in the State of Jammu and Kashmir;

note 9 under ‘Gujarat* supra.

(ii) A Bill to amend the Jammu and Kashmir Forest Act, 1987.
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Ratification of the Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972.

On December 13, 1972 the Law Minister, Shri Krishna Pal Singh, 

moved a Resolution in the Assembly for the ratification of the Con

stitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972’* as passed by both the 

Houses of Parliament. The resolution was adopted on the same day.

Government Resolution

On December 21, 1972 Dr. Tuman Lai, Minister of State for Law, 

moved a resolution seeking approval of the House, to the amendments 

made in the Madhya Pradesh Legislature Travelling Allowance Rules, 

1957, by which daily allowance to members of the Vidhan Sabha had 

been enhanced from Rs. 15 to Rs. 31.00.

Discussion on Drought Situation Prevailing in the State

On December 21, 1972 a discussion on Drought situation prevail

ing in the State was initiated by Shri Kailash Chandra Joshi, M.L.A. 

Besides him, thirteen other members participated in the debate. Shri 

Basant Rao Uikey, Agriculture Minister, Shri K. L. Shukla, Revenue 

Minister, and Shri Chandra Pratap Tiwari, Forest Minister replied to 

the debate.

Mizoram

he irt Se ion

The First Session of the Mizoram Legislative Assembly was held 

from May 10, to 12, 1972,

Election of the Speaker and Deputy Speaker

On May 10, 1972, after the newly elected Members had taken 

their oath or made affirmation, Shri H. Thansanga, was unanimously 

elected as the Speaker of the Assembly.

On May 12, 1972, Shri Hiphei was unanimously elected as the 

Deputy Speaker in the absence of any other nomination.

Lt. Governor’s Address

On May 11, 1972, the Lt. Governor of Mizoram addressed the 

Members of the Legislative Assembly. The Motion of Thanks on the

ujbid.  ~
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Lt. Governor’s Address was moved, discussed and adopted on May 

12,1972. ,

he Se ond  Se ion

The second session of the Mizoram Legislative Assembly was held 

from October 20, to November 1, 1972. Altogether 9 sittings were 

held.

The session was largely devoted to the transaction  of financial 

business.  Out of the 136 and 36 notices of Starred and Unstarred 

Questions received, 86 and 30 respectively were admitted.

Wild Life Sanctuary

A Private Member’s Resolution seeking the establishment of wild 

life sanctuary in the area of Dampa, Chhawrpial and Pathlawilunglen, 

was unanimously adopted by the House on November 1, 1972.

Mysore

A session of the Mysore Legislative Assembly was held from No

vember 27, 1972 to December 21, 1972. In all 20 sittings were held.

The Mysore Legislative Council held its session consisting of 23 

sittings from December 4 to 30, 1972.

Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972,

On November 29, 1972, Shri D. K. Naikar, Minister of Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs, moved a Resolution in the Assembly seeking to 

ratify the Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972'® as passed 

by both Houses of Parliament.

The House discussed and unanimously passed the Resolution on 

the same day. ^

The Council passed the Resolution without any debate on Decem

ber 28, 1972.

mbid.
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Change in Name of State

On December 1, 1972, Shri D. K. Naikar, Minister of Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs, moved the following Resolution;—

“Whereas the President of India has, in pursuance of the proviso 

to the Article 3 of the Constitution of India referred to this House 

the Mysore State  (Alteration of Name)  Bill, 1972 for expressing the 
views thereon;

Now,  therefore,  this  House declares its considered opinion that the 

proposals contained in the said Bill be approved;

And this House further requests that the said Bill be introduced 

in the Parliament and passed into law as expeditiously as possible.”

The Assembly discussed and unanimously passed the Resolution 

on the same day.

The Resolution was adopted by the Legislative Council without 

any debate on December 8, 1972.

Wild Life Protection Act, 1972

On December 7, 1972, the Assembly discussed and unanimously 

passed a Resolution moved by Shri K. H. Patil, Minister for Agricul

ture and Forests, seeking adoption of the Central Act 53 of 1972, viz., 
The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 in the State of Mysore,

The Legislative Council discussed and adopted the Resolution on 

December 20, 1972. .  ' f

Ceiling on Urban Property

On December 15, 1972, Shri N. Hutchmasthy Gowda, Minister 

of Revenue, moved a Resolution in the Assembly seeking to empower 

Parliament to regulate by law imposition of ceiling on urban immov

able property. The House discussed the Resolution for two days, i.e. 

December 15 and 19, 1972 and adopted it on the latter date.

This Resolution was discussed by the Council also on December 

23 and 28, 1972 and adopted on December 28, 1972.

Nagaland

The Nagaland Legislative Assembly held its session from Novem

ber 24, to November 28, 1972. Altogether 4 sittings were held.



Legislative Business

The Assembly passed one Government Bill” during the session 

The House received 75 notices of Starred Questions against which 58 

were admitted.  All the 38 notices of Unstarred Questions were ad

mitted.

NoConfidence Motion against Ministry

On November 27, 1972, a motion of No Confidence against the 

Council of Ministers was moved by Shri Tajen Ao and 9 other Mem

bers. The Motion was discussed on November 28, 1972 but was dec

lared lost after it was put to vote. Thereafter all the Opposition mem

bers staged a walkout.

Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972

On November 28, 1972 Shri Hokishe Sema, Chief Minister, mov

ed a Resolution seeking to ratify the Constitution (Thirtieth Amend

ment) Bill, 1972” as passed by both the Houses of Parliament. The 

Resolution was adopted unanimously.

Punjab

The Punjab Vidhan Sabha held a session consisting of 5 sittings 

from December 12 to 15, 1972.

During the session, the Vidhan Sabha passed 9 Government Bills.‘*̂ 

716 and 106 notices of Starred and Unstarred Questions respectively

i«The Nagaland Forest  (Amendment)  Bill, 1972.

I'fScc note under ‘Gujarat’ supra.

î The Bills passed were as follows: —

(1) The  Talwara  Township  (Peripheri)  Control  Amendment  Bill, 

1972.

(2) The Punjab  Cinemas  (Regulation)  Amendment  Bill,  1972.

(3) The  Punjab  Cattle Fairs  (Regulation)  Amendment  Bill,  1972.

(4) The Patiala  State Ijlas-i-khas Order ol  1919  (Repealing)  Bill, 

1972.

(5) The Punjab Land Feforms BiU, 1972 (Bill No. 31-PLA of 1972).

(6) The Punjab Appropriation  (No.  5)  Bill,  1972.

(7) The  Punjab. Entertainments  Duty  (Amendment)  Bill,  1972.

(8) The Punjab Khadi and Village Industries Board  (Amendment)

Bill.  1972. ..

(9) The  Punjab  General  Sales  Tax  (Amendment  and  Validation>

, Bill, 1972.

4$2 Journal of Parliamentary Infornuition
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were received by the House but only 420 and 69 notices respectively 

were admitted. 3 notices of Short Notice Questions were also receiv
ed but none was admitted.

Nôonfidence Motion against Ministry

On December 12, 1972 leave was granted by the House for the 

moving of a motion expressing want of confidence in the Ministry 

headed by Giani Zail Singh but after discussion the Motion was dec

lared lost.

Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972.

 ̂ On December 14, 1972 the Vidhan Sabha adopted a Resolution ‘ 

seeking to ratify the Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) Bill,  1972 

as passed by both Houses of Parliament.

Nonofficial Resolution

On December 14, 1972 the House adopted the following non

official Resolutions:—

1. Nationalisation of Oil Companies,

“This  House  recommends  to  the  Govermnent  to  approach  the 

Government  of  India  with  the  request  that  the  three  Foreign  Oil 

Companies operating in India, namely, Burmah-Shell, Esso and Caltex 

be nationalised in the interest of Job Security of Oil Workers em

ployed in these Companies.’'

2. Nationalisation of Education.

‘This  House  recommends' to  thei Government|*jto approach  the 

Union  Government  with the  request  that immediate steps be taken 

to so amend the Constitution as to enable the State Government to 

nationalise €ducation.**

Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly

The Fifth Session of the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly was 

held for a day on November 13, 1972. The Sixth Session of the As

sembly commenced on December 2, and adjourned on December 15,

1972.

Removal of Speaker from the Chair

On December 2, 1972 the House decided to take up immediately 

the resolution for the removal of Speaker from the office.
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The Leader of the House moved—

“That the House resolves that the Deputy Speaker shall preside 

over the House”.

The House agreed to the Motion.

The Deputy Speaker accordingly occupied the Chair.

Under rule 244 of the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly Rules, 

the Leader of the House moved that Rule 53 of the Assembly Rules 

which required that the Secretary shall cause the resolution of removal 

of Speaker to be circulated to all Members of the Assembly, together 

v̂ith an intimation about the date appointed for its discussion be sus

pended.

The motion was put and carried.

The Deputy Speaker read the resolution given notice of by Shri 

N. Veerasamy, namely, “This House resolves that Thiru K. A. Mathia 

lagan be removed from the office of Speaker of the Legislative As

sembly of Tamil Nadu”, and requested those who were in favour of 

leave being granted to rise in their places.

As more than 35 members stood up in favour of the resolution, the 

Deputy Speaker said that leave was granted for the resolution by the 

House. ,

Shri N. Veerasamy  moved the following resolution and, spoke 

thereon.

“This House resolves that Thiru K.  A.  Mathialagan  be removed 

from the office of Speaker of the  Legislative  Assembly  of 

Tamil Nadu.”

The motion was put and carried.

The Leader of the House moved that the Resolution for the re

moval of the Ex Speaker Shri K. A. Mathialagan had been brought 

by Shri N. Veerasamy and adopted by the House in accordance with 

the provisions of the Constitution as well as the Assembly Rules. 

Having removed the Speaker duly, the House had conducted  the 

business with the Hon. Deputy Speaker Shri P. Seenivasan in the 

Chair and proposed that the Assembly be adjourned to December 4, 

t972. "  ^

The above motion was put to vote and declared carried.



Ministry wins note of Confidence

On December 4, 1972, Dr. M. Karunanidhi, Chief Minister, with 
the leave of the House moved the following motion expressing confi 
•dence in the Ministry:

“This House expresses its confidence in the CouncU of Ministers 
of which Thiru Karvmanidhi is the Chief Minister”.

The discussion on the motion took place on the 7th, 8th, 9th and 
11th December 1972. Twentyfour Members took part in the dis
cussion and the Chief Minister replied thereto. On the 11th Decem
ber 1972, the motion was put to vote and the House divided as fol
lows:—

Ayes—172 
Noes—Nil 
Neutral—̂Nil

The motion was carried.

■Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972

On December 13, 1972 the Assembly discussed and adopted a 
Resolution moved by Dr. V. R. Nedunchezhiyan, Minister for Edu
cation and Local Administration seeking to ratify the Constitution 
(Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972'* as passed by the two Houses of 
Parliament.

The Legislative Council which held its 43rd session from Decem 
l)er 2 to 29, 1972, adopted a similar Resolution on the subject on 
December 15, 1972.

Tripura

A session of the Tripura Legislative Assembly commenced on 
December 7, 1972 and was adjourned on Decemter 15, 1972. Al
together 7 sittings were held during the period.

Legislative Business

During the session, the House passed 3 Government Bills.** The

i». See. note under ‘Gujarat’ supra.

The Bills passed were as follows; —

(1) The Bengal Municipal (Tripura Amendment) Bill, 1972.
(2) The Tripura (Courts) Order Amendment Bill, 1972.
(3) The Tripura Appropriation (No. 2) Bill, 1972.

Sessional Review—State Legislatures
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notices received for Starred, Unstarred and Short Notice Questions,, 
numbered 518, 137 and 14 respectively while those admitted num
bered 331, 74 and 5 respectively.

Constitution {Thirtieth Amendment) Bill, 1972.

On December 13, 1972, the Assembly passed a Govermnent Re
solution seeking to ratify the Constitution (Thirtieth Amendment) 
Bill, 1972*’ as passed by both Houses of Parliament.

Uttar Pradedi

A session of the U.P. Vidhan Sabha commenced on December 12, 
1972 and till the end of the month held 10 sittings.

Inquiry Commission against Ministers

On December 14, 1972, a Member, Shri Charan Singh moved 
the following Motion in the Assembly:—

“That a commission under the Chairmanship of a High Court 
Judge be constituted to inquire into the charges levelled by the Mem
bers of the ruling party or the charges levelled in the House against 
certain members of the Council of Ministers of Uttar Prad,esh/*22

The Motion was discussed by the House on the same day and waŝ 
rejected.

West Bengal

During the session of the Assembly held from June 26, ta 
August 16, 1912̂ ,̂ the House adopted the following Private Mem
bers’ Resolutionŝ ̂as amended:—

1. Unemployment Problem:

“The House expresses deep concern over the terrible unemploy
ment problem in West Bengal and urges upon the State Gorvernment 
to explore on emergency basis all the possible avenues by trying, as 
one of the means, stopping of over-time, introduction of extra-shifts 
etc.**

21. Ibid.

22 Original in Hindi.

23 See  Vol XIX, No. 1, January 1973, pp. 243 and 347.

24 Original ia Bengali.
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2. Adequate Water through Farakka:

‘‘In order to save Calcutta port, the economic nucleus of West 
Bengal and the whole of Eastern India and of a part of Northern 
India as well, in order to save Haldia port in future and to preserve 
the vital interest of West Bengal as well as of India, the House thinks 
that the Central Government  should provide  the necessary water 
through Farakka from the Ganga throughout the year.”

3. Suspension of Martin Light Railways *

“The House expresses deep regret at the miserable condition of 
the lakhs of the inhabitants of Howrah and Hooghly due to the sus
pension of Martin Light Railways for a long time and thinks that 
in order to redress the miseries of the people, the State Government, 
in case the Centre pleads inability to bear the financial responsibilities, 
should take initiative for commissioning the Martin light Railways.”

4. Malnutrition and Unemployment through Drought and Flood:

“Due to the want of rain and due to the drought and flood, the 
paddy cultivation has been stopped and destroyed, malnutrition has 
affected the people and the agricultural labours have been thrown 
out of employment. Therefore to tackle this abnormal situation the 
House requests the West Bengal Government to adopt short tern 
and long-term schemes and to translate them on an emergent basis.



[December 1, 1972 to February 28, 1973]

(a) General

Byelection to Lok Sabha

In a byelection held on January 22, 1973, the Manjeri Lok 
Sabha seat from Kerala was won by the Kerala Education Ministefr 
Shri C. H. Mohammed Koya (Muslim League), when he defeated' 
an independent candidate, Shri A. Ummer Khan, by a margin of 
nearly 96,000 votes. The byelection was caused by the death of 
Shri Mohammed Ismail, Indian Union Muslim League President.̂

(b) States 

Andhr

Reaction in the State to P.M.’s Announcement on Mulki Rules Issue

Following the Prime Minister’s announcement in Parliament on> 
November 27, 1972 on the ‘Mulki Rules’ issue, Telengana bandh and 
Andhra bandh were observed in the State on November 29, and 
December 5, 1972 respectively. The Andhra Praja Parishad and' 
the Telengana Praja Samiti which were led by noncommunist oppo
sition parties had separately given calls for “civil disobedience move
ments” in both the regions of the State. The Parishad and the 
Samiti stood for bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh by mutual consent*.

The Andhra NGOs went on strike from December 7, 1972 against 
the Prime Minister’s fivepoint formula®.

POLITICAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE STATES*

•This feature prepared by the Libary, Reference and Information Service 
(Lok Sabha Secretariat) is based on newspaper reports and no responsi
bility is accepted by the Lok Sabha Secretariat for the information or 
views contained therein.

Ĥindu, January 24, 1973.

Ĥindustan Himes, November 80, 1972 and December 6, 1972.

•Times of India (Bombay), December 10, 1972.
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T.P.S. Urges Prime Minister to Bifurcate Andhra

The Telengana Praja Samiti in a telegram sent to the Prime 
Minister on December 9, 1972 urged her to bifurcate Andhra Pradesh, 
and carve out two separate State of Andhra and Telengana.̂

Minister Resigns on Mulki Rules Issue

The political developments in Andhra Pradesh in the wake ol̂ 
the current Mulki Rules agitation took a new turn on December 13, 
1972 when the Cooperation Minister, Shri Subba Rao requested |the 
Chief Minister, Shri P. V. Narasimha Rao in a telegram followed by 
a letter of confirmation that he be relieved of his office forthwith. 
Shri Subba Rao had earlier handed over his resignation along with 
his eight Cabinet colleagues to the Congress President, Dr. S. D. 
Sharma, in protest against the Prime Minister’s announcement on the 
Mulki Rules controversy. Shri Subba Rao told i»ewsmen in Vijaya
wada, that as the Andhra public were “very much agitated’ because 
of the Mulki Rules issue, he thought it was improper for him to 
continue as Minister any longer.®

Eight More Ministers Resign

On December 17, 1972, the majority of Congress legislators 
and other leaders of the Andhra region at a meeting held at Vijaya
wada unanimously passed a resolution demending a separate State 
for the Andhra People. The meeting was called by the Deputy 
Chief Minister, Shri B. V. Subba Reddy to discuss the situation in 
the Andhra region following the validation of the Mulki Rules by 
the Supreme Court and the Prime Minister’s fivepoint solution to 
the crisis it sparked oflf.

The same day the remaining eight out of the nine Andhra 
Ministers, who had submitted their resignations to the Congress Pre
sident some time ago telegraphically sent their resignaions to the 
Chief Minister*.

Parliament Passes Mulki Rules Bill

To give practical shape to the Prime Minister’s fivepoint fomulr 
on Mulki Rules, the Mulki Rules Bill was introduced m Lok Sabha

Political and Constitutional Development in the States 4,69.

T̂imes of India, December 10, 1972. 
Ĥindustan Times, December 9 and 14, 1972. 
•Ibid., December 18, 1972.
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on December 19, 1972.’ It pprovided for certain amendments to 
the Mulki Rules so as to limit their operation, for validation 
certain appointments and for the repeal, in a phased manner, of those 
Rules. The Bill, as passed by Lok Sabha and Rajya .Sabha on 
December 21 and December 23, 1972, respectively, became a law 
on December 30, 1972.

Ministers’ Resignations Accepted

On December 30, 1972, the Goveraer accepted the resignations 
■of eight Ministers of the State Cabinet on the advice of the Chief 
Minister. Shri Kakani Venkataratnam, Agriculture Minister who 
was one of the nine Ministers, who had earlier tendered their resigna
tions, had died on December 25, 1972. The eight Ministers whose 
resignations were accepted were: Shri B. V. Subba Reddy, Deputy 
Chief Minister; Shri V. Krishnamurthy Naidu (Home); Shri B. Subba 
Hao (Cooperation); Ch. S. R. V. B. Murthy Raju (Endowments); 
Shri P. Basi Reddy (Law); Shri S. Suryanarayana Raju (Forests); 
Shri Challa Subbarayudu (Civil Supplies); and Shri D. Muniswamy 
(Marketing)*.

Paralyse administration: Call to Andhras

The separatist convention of Andhra Congressmen which ended 
in Tirupati on December 31, 1972 issued a call to legislators, NGOs, 
•students and others suppoprting the separate Andhra Stats movement 
to “paralyse the State administration”. The convention constituted 
an action committee to implement its decision, with Shri B. V. Subba 
Reddy, former Deputy Chief Minister as President*.

Both Telengana and Andhra leaders âik PM to divide State

On January 1, 1973, eleven Congress Members of Parliament, in 
a joint letter addressed to the Prime Minister, appealed to her to take 
immediate steps for the bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh “before the 
Andhra region is thrown into utter chaos” and to prevent “further loss 
of life, suffering and hardship to the people.’®

mid., December 6. 1972.

«lhid, December 30, 1972.

D̂ecean Herald, January 1, 1973. 

lOHtndustan Times, January 2, 1973.



In Hyderabad, a meeting of the Congress legislators, Membert 
P̂lismcnt, Zilla Parishad Chairmen and Panchayat presidents of 

the Telengana region also requested the Prime Minister “to take note 
of the intense feelings of the Telengana people for separation and 
initiate early measures to meet their urges and aspirations."

Law and Order situation deteriorates in the State

The Law and Order situation m the State deteriorated rapidly 
from the first week of January 1973. There were several violent 
incidents in the Andhra region resulting in loss of life and property'*.

Another Andhra Minister Resigns

On January 9, 1973, the State Governor accepted the resignation 
of Shri K. Gopala Naidu, Minor Irrigation Minister from the Council 
of Ministers”. Shri Naidu had tendered his resignation in support 
of the demand for a separate State for the Andhra people'̂.

Cabinet Expanded

On January 11, 1973, the Chief Minister, Shri Narasimha Rao 
expanded his cabinet by taking in eight more Minister—six from 
Rayalaseema area and two from the coastal region.'®

Government Quits

On January 17, 1973, the Chief Minister submitted the resigna
tion of his Ministry to the Governor, who accepted it and asked him 
to continue in office till alternative arrangements were made**.

Presidents Rule Promulgated in the State

The Centre took over the administration of Andhra on January 
W, 1973 in a bid to prevent the bifurcation of the State and to res
tore law and order which was seriously jeopardised by *he “Paratists 
agitation. The President issued a Proclamation under Article' 355

iirbw..
Jaluary 3. 1978. 

isfbid., January 10, 1973.

■t<Tribun«, January 1. 197S

i»Hindii«tan Times, January 12, 1978. ^

t«Ibid., January 18. 1978.
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of the Constitution suspending the State Assembly and authorising 
the Governor to directly run the administration, following the latter’̂ 
report on the breakdown of the constitutional machinery.

The Governor in his report said that after the resignation of the 
Narasimha Rao Ministry, no other party was in a position to form 
a stable government. He, therefore, suggested imposition of the 
President’s Rule in the State for a brief spell*̂.

Telengana Leaders for Bifurcation

Telengana Congressmen, on January 21, 1973, formed a new 
body styled as the Congressmen’s Forum for Telengana with the 
object of achieving the goal of a separate Telengana State. The 
Forum was formed at the delegates’ session of the Convention of 
Telengana Congressmen held at Hyderabad under the chairmanship 
of Dr. M. Chenna Reddŷ®. Addressing the convention, Dr. Chenna 
Reddy said that the Centre had no alternative but to bifurcate the 
State to solve the present crisis.*®.

14Point Programme to Achieve Separate State

A 14ppoint Programme to be implemented by participants m the 
struggle for the achievement of a separate Andhra State was finalised 
on February 4, 1973 at a meeting of the Coordination Committee 
presided over by Shri B. V. Subba Reddy, President of the Andhra 
Congress Action Committee. The Coordination Committee consist
ing of 16 members of all the organisations spearheading the separate 
Andhra movement also constituted a subCommittee to further 
“revolutionise” the programme after watching the developments fronr 
day to day. It was also decided that the Coordination Committee 
would be called "Separate Andhra State Achievement Joint Com
mittee.”

on the President’s Address to Parliament on February 19, 197J, 
included stoppage of trains and Government vehicles; picketing of 
offices and residences; gheraoing of all officers. State and Central— 
who were cooperating with the Government in its moves against the

iTIbid., January 19, 167S.

isjbtd., January 22, 1973.

i»7bid., January 23, 1973.



agitation; continuation of the programme of closure of banks and 
post offices on specified days; and defiance of prohibitory orders and 
courting or imprisonment̂**.

No Solution in Tense Atmosphere

The Prime Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, said in New Delhi 
on February 19, 1973, that it would not be possible to find a solu
tion of the Aindhra tangle in the present emotionally surcharged 
atmosphere.

Speaking at a meeting of the executive committee of the Con
gress Parliamentary Party, where Shri K. Suryanarayana M.P. de
manded immediate bifurcation of Andhra, Shrimati Gandhi said that 
discussions could take place in a calm and rational manner only 
after the restoration of normal conditions in the State. She was 
keeping an open miivd and was prepared to discuss all aspects of 
the problem with the leaders of the separatist movement. But no 
solution could emerge from such parleys if violence and lawlessness 
continued, she added.®’. .

In the course of her reply to the debate on the Motion of Thanks 
on the President’s Address to Parliament on February 19, 1973, 
the Prime Minister Shrimati Indira Gandhi reiterated in Lok Sabha 
on February 27, 1973 that a final decision on Andhra could be taken 
only in a calm, peaceful and unexcited atmosphere. No problem 
could be solved under coercion or pressure, she added. She said 
that all aspects of the problem and different opinions would be piven 
due consideration while taking a decision. A solution to the issue 
should be such that it did not create more problems, she observed.**

ssam

Assam tribals demand separate State

On December 2, 1972. Shri Charan Narrary, General Secretary 
of the Plains Tribal Council of Assam announced to a news con
ference in New Delhi that the tribal people living in the plains of 
Assam wanted a union territory of their own: Udayachal and that

*®Thc Statesman Weekly, February 10. 197S.

*1 Times of India, February 20, 1973

s*Jndian Express (New Delhi), February, 28, 1078.
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December 7 would be observed as “Udayachal demand day” in the 
State to Press their demand. Shri Narzary severely criticised the 
Assam Govemmenft and detailed the reasons why the tribal people 
wanted Udayachal: they had been denied the benefits of the consti
tution; they were constantly and systematically uprooted from their 
own land; they had been politically crippled because all the Assem
bly and Lok Sabha seats reserved for Aem had been delimited in 
such a manner that the nontribal voters had become the majority 
in all the constituencies; the benefits of the Grants under Art. 275 
of the Constitution never reached the tribal people; they had been 
forced to learn through the medium of Assamese in Colleges and 
Universities when all long, they had been demanding the retention 
of English.®*

At another news conference in New Delhi the same day, Shri 
Tarpada Bhattacharya, General Secretary of the Cachar District San 
gram Parishad (CDSP) said that the C.D.S.P. did not want Cachar 
to be separated from Assam, adding that all that they wanted was 
that they must be treated as equal citizens in Assam with equal 
rights and opportunities. Shri Bhattacharya disclosed that CDSP had 
submitted a memorandum, signed by two M.Ps., several M.L.As. and 
leaders of the CPI, the Congress, the Jana Sangh and the Janata 
Congress, to the Prime Minister. The memorandum listed eight 
demands. The major demands were: Bengali must be recogniscd as 
one of the media of instruction in the Gauhati and Dibrugarh univer
sities along with Assamese and English; the Union Government should 
intervene immediately to make an overall change in the State machi
nery to ensure security to the linguistic minorities and a high powered 
probe to ascertain “the causes and extent of the atrocities perpetrat
ed on the minorities.**

Assam Government orders inquiry into language disturbances

On January 25, 1973, the Assam Government set up a three 
member high power committee to inquire into administrative lapses 
in flie maintenance of law and order in the OctoberNovember lan 
gauge disturbances in Assam.**

••Indian Expres*, December 3, 1972 

MlWd.

nmndustan Times, January 26, 197S.



Shifting of Assam Capital

The capital of Assam would be shifted from Shillong to Dispur on 
the outskirts of Gauhati, and Government would start functioning 
from there from March 1973.**

Bihar

Shri R. D. Bhandare, <a Member of the Lok Sabha was sworn in 
as Governor of Bihar on February 4, 1973. He succeeded Shri D. 
K. Borooah who was appointed Minister of Peroleum and Chemicals 
at the Centre.®̂

ujakat

Ministry Expanded

The strength of the Gujarat Council of Ministers was raised from 
15 to 18 on January 27, 1973 with the induction of one full fledged 
Minister and two Deputy Ministers. The Ministry now has nine Minis
ters and nine Deputy Ministers.̂*

arayana

Haryana Opposition Leader Derecognised

Shri Hardwari Lai, leader of the Progressive Independent Group, 
was derecognised as leader of the Opposition in tiie Haryana Assem
bly with effect from February 16, 1973, for lack of the “requisite" 
strength.*®

imachal Pradesh

NoConfidence Motion Rejected

The State Vidhan Sabha, on December 15, 1972, rejected by a 
voice vote, a noconfidence motion against the Parmar Ministry. The 
motion was tabled by Shri T. S. Negi, leader of the Progressive

•̂Hindvittan Standard, January 19, 1073.

f̂Hindustan Timet, February 5, 197S.

January 28, 1978.

*̂Statefman (Delhi), February 26, 1978 and Times of India, Februai7 
20, 1978.
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Group in the Assembly and supported by 14 other Opposition mem
bers.*®

ammu and ashmir

New Minister Appointed

Shri Makhanlal Fotedar was sworn in on February 16, 1973, as 
Minister of State, raising the strength of the Qasim Ministry to 18. 
Shri Fotedar was allotted the profolios of Law and Irrigation.*̂

erala

Byelections to State Assembly

The ruling CongressUnited Front alliance lost both the byelec
tions held to the State Assembly on January 22, 1972 from Parur and 
Neeleswaran constituencies..

Shri T. K. Chandan (CPM) was elected from Neeleswaram cons
tituency defeating his nearest independent rival, Shri M. Kunhiraman 
Master (supported by the ruling parties) by a margin of 6, 139 votes.

Shri Varkey Payanadan (independentbacked by CPM) won from 
Parur constituency defeating his nearest Congress rival, Shri A. C. 
Jose, by a margin of 6, 158 votes. The Congress lost the seat which 
it had been holding since 1960.“

MANiPtm

Manipur Hill Union formed

The formation of a Hill Union with nontribal members of the 
Manipur Assembly belonging to the United Legislature Party was 
announced in Imphal on January 15, 1973 by its President and State 
Finance Minister, Shri Y. Saiza. The aim of the Union was to bring 
forward all common problems to the Government and to function as a 
political party.**
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soThe Statesman Weekly, December 23, 1873.

*iThe Times of India, February 17, 1973.

**Hindusfon Times, January 22. 1973.

««Jb{d., January 17, 1973.



Mysore

Bill to rename Mysore approved

The Mysore Assembly on December 1, 1972 approved the Mysore 
State (Alteration of Name) Bill forwarded by the President.

In an oflScial Resolution passed without discussion, the Assembly 
also requested that the Bill be introduced in Parliament and passed in
to law as expeditiously as possible.

The Bill is intended to change the name of the State to Kar
nataka.**

aoalakd

Memorandum against Naga Government submitted to the President.

A memorandum alleging that the Nagaland Government was com
ing in the way of the Naga people joining the national mainstream was, 
on December 14, 1972, submitted to the President by Shri S. C. Jamir, 
a former Union Deputy Minister on behalf the Opposition in the State 
Assembly. The Memorandum inter alia demanded the setting up of a 
commission of inquiry to go into the allegations of corruption against 
the State Government.*'’

rissa

Swatantra MLA Resigns from Party

Shri Darappu LachhavaNadu a Swatantra MLA from Parlak 
liemundi resigned from the Swatantra Party in December 1972 and 
joined the Congress.*®

11 Former Utkal Congress ML AS Rejoin Party

Eleven of the twentyeight Utkal Congress MLAs who had joined 
the Congress in June 1972 at the time the Ministry was formed 
returned to the Utkal Congress which had been revived on November 
12, 1972, according to the announcement made on December 22, 1972 
"by Shri Biju Patnaik, President of the Utkal Congress. The return

**Ibid., December 2, 1972.

Mtbid., December 15. 1972.

•«The Statesman Weekly, December 10, 1972 and Free Press Journal. 
December 18, 1972.
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of these eleven MLAs to the Utkal Congress reduced the strength of 
the ruling Congress Legislature Party in Orissa from 95 to 84. Speak
ing to newsmen at Bhubaneswar on December 22, Shri Patnaik dis* 
closed that he had written to the Speaker of the Orissa Assembly 
informing him that these and six other Utkal Congress MLAs who had 
not been admitted to the Congress had elected him leader of the Utkal 
Congress Legislature Party, the present strength of which was 18 and 
that separate seating arrangements for them should be made from the 
coming Session of the Assembly.®̂

Five Congress MLAs Resign from the Ruling Party

Five Congress MLAs led by the former Chief Minister Dr. Hare 
krushna Mahtab resigned from the ruling Congress Party on January 
3, 1973 reducing its legislature strength to 79 in a House of 140.

Besides Dr. Mahtab, the other Members who resigned from the 
Congress Party were Shri Muralidhar Kunar, Shri Manmohan Tudu, 
Shri Anup Singh Deo and Shri Gopabandhu Patra. Dr. Mahtab’s 
action came as a sequel to the suspension of himself and Shri Kunar 
from the Congress in December 1972 for their alleged antiparty 
activities.®*

On January 4, 1973, Dr. Mahtab announced the formation of the 
Orissa Independent Congress Legislature Party consisting of the afore
mentioned five MLAs. The former Minister and convener of the five 
member new Legislature Party Shri Manmohan Tudu said in a state
ment on January 4, that the Congress Govenunent had failed to imple
ment the programmes for the welfare of the people and there had been 
administrative crisis in the State.®®

Swatantra MLA joins Congress

Shri Pratap Narayan Singh Deb, a Swatantra MLA joined the Con̂ 
gress Party, on January 12, 1973.̂*

STThe Statesman Weekly, December 80, 1972.

s<fiindu£tan Times, January 4, 1973.

January 5, 1975.

’ **>Jbid.. January 14. 1978. '  ‘ ........ ‘



Formation of United Opposition Party

The formation of a combined Front consisting of the Swatantrat 
Party, the Utkal Congress and the independent Congress Group in the 
State Assembly, styled the “Orissa Progressive Party” in opposition to 
the ruling Congress was announced in Bhubaneswar on January 28,
1973. The announcement was jointly made at a news conference by 
Shri Ri. N. Singh Deo, leader of the State Swatantra Legislature Party, 
Shri Biju Patnaik, leader of the Utkal Congress Legislature Party and 
Dr. Harekrushna Mahtab, leader of the independent Congress Group. 
The “Progressive Party”, Shri Patnaik said, had at present a strength of 
48 consisting of Swatantra24, Utkal Congress18, independent Con
gress Group5 and an Independent, Shri Pramode Bhanj Deo in the' 
140member Assembly. Besides, Shri Patnaik said, the Progressive 
Party would have the support of the Jana Congress and the CPI (M) 
who had one and two Members in the State Legislature respectively.'**

A Press Statement issued by the new party said it would be the 
beginning of the unity of the parties and individuals believing in demo
cracy, parliamentarianism and social justice to fight against any unde
mocratic and totalitarian trend towards dictatorship “to strive for bring
ing about a national democratic front at the Centre as a viable alter
native to totalitarian ruling Congress clique”. The statement also out
lined a 17point “work programme” of the new party, which among 
other things, pledged to “safeguard the interests of Orissa and Orissan» 
everywhere and in every sphere.̂*

Ministry Expanded

Eight more members were added to the Council of Ministers hea
ded by Shrimati Nandini Satpathy on January 29, 1973, raising the 
strength of the Orissa Congress Ministry from seven to fifteen. Shrr 
Nilamoni Routray, Industries Minister was elevated to the rank of a 
Deputy Chief Minister. A noteworthy feature of the Ministry’s expan
sion was the introduction of the threetier system for the first lime in 
Orissa. Among the eight new entrants were two Cabinet Ministers, 
five Ministers of State and one Deputy Minister.̂*
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ojbid., January 29, 1978. 

■>2Jbid., January 29, 1973.

**Ibid., January 80, 1978.
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Congress ML A Quits Party

Shri Lai Mohan Nayak MLA, on February 8, 1973 resigned from 
the Congress to join the fivemember Orissa Independent Congress 
bloc, led by Dr. Harekrushna Mahtab/̂

.Patnaik Elected Progressive Front Leader

Shri Biju Patnaik, Utkal Congress leader was, on February 8, 1973, 
“Unanimously” elected leader of the Orissa Pragati (Progressive) Le
gislature Party. Shri Patnaik automatically succeeded Swatantra lea
der Shri R. N. Singh Deo as leader of Opposition in the Assembly. His 
name was proposed by Shri R. N. Singh Deo and seconded by Dr. H. 
K. Mahtab.

The party position in the Assembly as on February 8, 1973 was 
Congress 78, Pragati Party 50 (Swatantra 24, Utkal Congress 20, and 
Independent Congress Party 6), CPI 4, CPM 2, Jana Congress 1, and 
independents including Speaker S.*"

Punjab

No-confidence Motion against Ministry Rejected

The State Vidhan Sabha on December 12, 1972, rejected by a
vioce vote a noconfidence motion against the Zail Singh Ministry. 
The motion was moved by the Akali leader, Shri Ajit Singh Sandhu, 
and the party’s general secretary, Shri Surjit Singh Bamala.'*"

Rajasthan

Independent MLA Resigns from Assembly

Shri Kishan Singh, Independent Member of the Rajasthan Legisla 
live Assembly resigned from the State Assembly on January 2, 1973. 
Shri Singh was elected from the Asind constituency in the last Gene
ral Election.*̂

*nibid., February 9, 1973.

*«The Statesman Weekly, December 16, 1972.

*‘’Hindustan Times, and Indian Express, January 3, 1978.  ~

**Ibid., February 9, 1973.
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Ta il adu

Third Writ Petition against Prorogation of the Assembly

On November 22, 1972, ̂e Madras High Court adnjitted another 
ivrit petition filed by Shri K. T. K Thangamani CPI MLA, challenging 
the prorogation of the State Assembly by the Governor. Shri Thanga
mani submitted that the exercise of power by the Governor under 
Article 174 in this case was vitiated by lack of good faith as it had 
been admittedly done on the advice of the Ministry in ofiice against 
whom a noconfidence motion was pending.*®

Court Upholds Prorogation

By a unanimous judgement, delivered on December 11, 1972, a 
full bench of the Madras High Court dismissed three petitions challeng
ing the order of the Governor proroguing the State Legislature on 
November 14, and upheld the action of the Governor in proroguing the 
Legislature as “properly made and valid” and also "bona fide”.**

The Court said that when there was business to be transacted in
cluding the noconfidence motion against the Ministry and the notice 
for the removal of the Speaker which the Speaker himself wanted to 
be taken up for discussion on November 14, “it was strange the Assem
bly should have been adjourned on November 13, for the purpose of 
giving the Government time to consider whether it would be prepared 
to face the people for a fresh mandate.” The Court held that in the 
circumstances, the adjournment of the House “cannot be viewed as a 
nroper and bona fide exercise of the power of adjournment.” “A peru
pf the Assembly oroceedincs on November 13,” the Court said, 

‘leaves us with the impression that the adjournment puttins ihe 
Assembly out of action, in the circumstances and in this oarticuia' 
manner, smacks of ulterior nurooces.”*® The Court obsenred that the 
Governor prorogued the Assembly bona fide and duly in order to 
get rid of such an adjournment."*

**Hindttstan Times. November 23. 1972. 

'‘•Ibid., December 12. 1072.

BOJbtd.
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Dealing with the question whether the DMK Ministry continued 
to enjoy the confidence of the people, the Court observed that '‘the 
question of continued confidence of the people in a ruling party have* 
ing a majority in the Assembly can be and is normally tested on the 
floor of Ae Assembly itself’, and the Constitution and the Assembly 
Rules “do not contemplate of provide any other mode of testing it.“̂

Development in the Assembly on December 2; “Removal” of Speaker 
Notified in Gazette

The State Assembly met again on December 2, when in pursuance 
of the Governor’s summons. The Speaker Shri K. A. Mathialagan, 
and the Deputy Speaker, Shri P. Srinivasan, simultaneously presided 
over the House and conducted parallel poceedigs, each ordering the 
expunction of the proceedings, conducted by the oAer.“

This unprecedented situation arose when, at the end of the Ques
tion Hour, the Speaker, Shri Mathialagan informed the House that the 
CPI leader, Shri Thangamani and other Opposition members had given 
notice of a noconfidence motion against the DMK Ministry and asked 
whether the motion commanded the requisite support.  Members 
of the C.P.I., Anna DMK, Congress and Congress (O) rose in support 
of the motion. The Leader of the House, Shri V. ft. Nedunchezhian, 
demanded that the noconfidence motion against the Speaker (notice 
of which, he said, had been given by 184 members) should have prece
dence and till the matter was disposed of, the Deputy Speaker should 
preside, and not the Speaker. The Speaker said that he had already 
taken up the noconfidence motion against the Ministry after taking 
leave of the requisite number of members, and that Shri Nedunche 
zhian’s intervention was “irregular improper and obstructive.”®̂

In the midst of the din and confusion that followed, a DMK mem
ber, Shri N. Veeraswami was heard to read out a motion for the remo
val of the Speaker. Shri Veeraswami urged that the notice for the re
moval of the Speaker ought to be taken into consideration before any 
other business was taken up. Endorsing this view, Shri Nedunchezhian 
said that under Article 181 of the Constitution, the Speaker should not 
preside while a resolution for his removal was under consideration.

B2jbtd.

»»Hind«stan Times and Hindu, December 3, 1972. 

<i4Hindu and Hindustan Times, December 8, 1972.
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M̂oreover, the House had to consider all the matters required to be con
sidered as per the message from the Governor under Article 175(2). 
This, Shri Nedunchezhian said, was mandatory. He added that as the 
Speaker was not complying with the mandatory Constitutional require
ments, the House should resolve that the Deputy Speaker preside over 
it. Shri Nedunchezian then moved a resolution to this end, which was 
received with acclamation by the Members of the ruling party and its 
allies. The Deputy Speaker Shri P. Srinivasan, then took the chair 
specially placed for him in front of the Speaker’s rostrum. The Op
position members objected to this. The Deputy Speaker, however, 
went ahead with the proceedings and put Shri Nedunchezhian’s reso
lution to vote and declared it carried.*®

Shri Nedunchezhian moved another resolution suspending the rule 
requiring that the Assembly Secretary should circulate to all the Mem
bers the resolution for the removal of the Speaker, together with inti
mation about the date appointed for its discussion. The motion was 
put to vote by the Deputy Speaker and declared passed.*®

Shri Veeraswami (DMK) then moved the resolution for the ‘re
moval’ of the Speaker from oflBce. The Deputy Speaker said that leave 
was granted to the resolution, since more than 35 members had suppor
ted it. He put the motion to vote and declared it carried, amidst 
protest from the Opposition.®̂

The Chief Minister then presented the Supplementary Estimates. 
The next subject the Deputy Speaker took up was the Statement of 
Accounts of the Electricity Board.**

Even as several Members of the DMK and its allies participated in 
the debate, members of the ADMK and its allies were called upon by 
Shri Mathialagan to speak on the noconfldence motion against the 
Ministry. The two parallel sessions went on for 100 minutes when 
“Shri Mathialagan adjourned the House and left. The Members of the 
ADMK, CPI Congress (O) and Swatantra parties also left the House. 
The Members of the DMK, Forward Bloc, Muslim League and Tamil

»»Hindu, December 3, 1972. 

t«Ibid.

BTIbid.

»»rbid.
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Arasu Kazhagam, however, stayed on and continued the discussion on. 
the Electricity Board budget for another 40 minutes before the tiouse 
rose for the day.®*

A Gazette Extraordinary issued on the same night said, “Mr.. 
K. A. Mathialagan, Speaker, Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly, has 
been removed from the Ofl5ce of Speaker by a resolution of the Assem
bly passed by a majority of all the then Members of the Tamil Nadu 
Assembly on 2nd December, 1972 afternoon under Article 179(c) of 
the Constitution”. Another Gazette notification stated: “Consequen
tly, under Clause (1) of Article 180 of the Constitution while the 
QBBce of Speaker is vacant, the duties of the OfiRce shall be performed 
by the Deputy Speaker, Mr. P. Srinivasan.”*®

Speaking to newsmen on December 3, Shri Mathialagan said: “I
continue to be the Speaker.” He said that his socalled removal from 
office was illegal, unconstitutional and, therefore, invalid, and that 
he would move the Court about the legality of the proceedings in the 
Assembly on December 2.**

The State Assembly met again on December 4, with the Deputy 
Speaker, Shri P. Srinivasan, in the chair. The major Opposition par
ties, the Congress(O), the Anna DMK, the Swatantra, the CPI and the 
Congress, in accordance with their decision on the previous day**, 
boycotted the session. The absentee list also included Shri K. A. 
Mathialagan.**

Removal from Speakership Challenged

On December 5, Shri K. A. Mathialagan filed a writ petition in the 
Madras High Court challenging his removal from Speakership and 
seeking direction to restrain the respondents—̂the Deputy Speaker, the

fOHindu, December 3, 1972.

eoibtd.

«i Hindustan Times, December 4, 1972.

^̂îExplaining the boycott decision to newsmen after an emergency 
meeting of the Opposition leaders on December 8, Shri R. Ponnappa Nadar 
Congress (O), who presided over the meeting, said "there are two Speakers 
now and probably two Assemblies. We have to decide which, in legal."" 

Hindustan Times. December 5, 1972.'

•̂sfjindustan Times, December 5. 1972.
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Chief Minister, the Assembly Secretary and others—̂from interfering, 
in any manner, with the petitioner’s right to continue and discharge liis> 
duties as Speaker of the Assembly*̂.

In his petition Shri Mathialagan contended that the resolution pur
porting to remove him from the Office of the Speaker, which the 
Deputy Speaker claimed to have been passed, was null and void as 14 
days notice of the motion as mandatorily required under Article 179 
of the Constitution was not given. Shri Mathialagan made two points 
in this connection: (i) 14 days notice had to commence from Novem
ber 28, the date on which the Governor had summoned the Assembly; 
and (ii) the notice for the removal of the petitioner given by Shri 
Veeraswami of the DMK, which was left with the Secretary on Novem
ber 15, was void, as it could not be given when the Assembly was not 
in session.*®.

Shri Mathialagan also submitted that the “entire proceedings” in 
the House on December 2, “commencing from the speech of the Leader 
of the House, planting the Deputy Speaker in the Chair and purporting 
to have parallel Assembly proceedings, were not only void but viola
tive of the Constitution.” He contended that when the House was 
summoned and when he was functioning as Speaker validly and was 
actually managing the business of the House, the Deputy Speaker had 
no legal right or authority to conduct the proceedings or to commence 
parallel proceedings and purport to carry through any motion for the 
petitioner’s removal from Speakership. Shri Mathialagan also con
tended that the respondents had acted mala

The petition was admitted by the High Court on Deceniber 6. 
While doing so. the Court also granted an interim injunction restrain
ing the State of Tamil Nadu from disturbing the petitioner from his 
present residence and withdrawing the amenities available to him hither
to”. ■

The question of the removal of Shri Mathialagan from his office 
was also raised in the State Assembly on December 5. As soon as the 
Assembly met. Dr. H. V. Hande, the Swatantra leader raised a point 
of order questioning the validity of the removal of Shri Mathialagan

«*Hindu, December 6, 1972 and Hindustan Times, December 7, 1972. 

»f‘Hindu, December 6, 1972.

ôHindustan Times, December 7, 1972.
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from the office of the Speaker as also of the proceedings of the Assem
bly after 12 noon on December 2. Raising a similar point of order, 
the Congress(O) leader, Shri R. Ponnappa Nadar, said that the proce
edings of the Assembly after 12 noon on December 2, under the chair
manship of the Deputy Speaker, were ‘‘illegal and unconstitutional”. 
He wanted those proceedings to be declared cancelled, and the House 
to hold its session de novô.

After a discussion lastiAg nearly three hours, the Deputy Speaker, 
ruled that the proceedings conducted after 12 noon on December 2 were 
'Valid according to the Assembly rules, and also that the removal of 
Shri Mathialagan from the office of the Speaker was legal and constitu 
the session of the two major Opposition parties, the Congress (O) and 
Swatantra sought to question through points of order the propriety of 
“What they termed as the “illegal and unconstitutional removal of Spea
ker Mathialagan from office” and the “unconstitutional nature” of pro 
ceedings in the House®®.

Government Wins Confidence Vote

On December 7, the Chief Minister, Shri M. Karunanidhi, moved 
in the Assembly a motion seeking confidence of the House in his Mini
stry. The motion read: “This House expresses its confidence in the 
Council of Ministers of which Mr. Karunanidhi is the Chief Minister.” 
With the Anna DMK, CPI and Congress continuing their boycott of 
the session of the two major Opposition parties, the Congress (O) and 
Swatantra sought to question through points of order the property of 
such a motion by the Chief Minister. It was contended that there was 
no provision in the Constitution or the Assembly Rules for a motion of 
•confidence by the House in the State Ministry and that, in any case, 
4t would be improper to take up such a motion since a motion expres
sing lack of confidence in the Ministry had already been taken up when 
the Assemblv began its sitting on December 2, and had yet to be dis 
•posed of. The Members of the ruling party and its allies, however.

«»Hindu, December 6, 1972. The Congress (O) and Swatantra members 
who had stayed away from the House on December 4, later d&ided to 
attend the session on the 5th December to expose the “wrong Impression” 
that the ruling party and Its poll allies were giving to the people that the 
Assembly was functioning normally. The ADMK, CPI and Congress groups, 
ĥowever, continued to boycott the session according to their earlier decision.

••Hindu, and Hindustan Times, Deceml>er 6, 1972.
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expressed the view that the House was sovereign and it could decide on 
its own business. After some discussion, the Deputy Speaker ruled 
that the motion was in order. Later, on December 11, the motion was 
adopted by 172 votes with none against, after the Congress (O) and 
Swatantra Parties staged a walkout.''®.

Deputy Speaker Declines to Appear in Court

On December 13, the Deputy Speaker, Shri P. Srinivasan, told 
the Assembly that he had been served with a notice by the Madras 
High Court asking him to appear before the Court in the case (pertain
ing to a petition for a writ of mandamus) filed by Shri Mathialagan 
challenging his removal from the OflSce of the Speaker. Shri Srini
vasan said, “With due respect to the Judiciary I feel that in view of the 
provisions of Article 212, I cannot be and I do not propose to be 
subjected to the authority of any court in the exercise of my powers 
and in the performance of my functions”̂*.

Chief Minister places before the House copies of Memoranda and his 
Reply to the charges

On December 14, 1972, Chief Minister Shri M. Karunanidhi placed 
on the Table of the State Legislative assembly printed copies of Shri 
Ramachandran’s petition and of a similar petition submitted by the CPI 
leader, Shri Kalanasundram, M.P. The Chief Minister also placed 
on the Table of the House the printed copy of his reply to the char
ges’*.

Speaking on a point of order, the Chief Minister told the Assembly 
on December, 15. 1972 that in his letter to the Prime Minister he had 
pointed out that the constitution had not bestowed on the Centre the 
power to interfere with the powers coming under the State List. He 
said that though an Enquiry Commission had every right to go in
to charges and allegations, the question here was whether such a Com
mission could be appointed against a State Government under the exis
ting provisions of fhe Constitution. The State Minister for Law. 
Shri S. Madhavan said that ultimately only the court could decide the 
constitutional provisions with regard to this issue.’’

lofjindustan Times, December 8 and 12, 1972. 

TiJbid., December 14, 1972. 

iWeccan Herald, December 15, 1972. 

tsFree Press Jonmot, December 16, 1972.
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Speaking to newsmen in Madras on December 18, Shri Kalyanasun 
dram, M.P. said that the Tamikiadu CPI would shortly present a memo
randum to the Prime Minister “exposing the reply” of Chief Mini
ster, Shri Karunanidhi to the charges of corruption. Shri Karunanidhi’s 
reply was “an exercise in the art of suppressio veri suggestio falsi”, he 
added.̂*.

Another Writ Petition Challenging Speaker’s Removal Admitted

On December 20, 1972, the Madras High Court admitted a peti
tion for a writ of certiorari filed by Shri Mathialagan challenging the 
Gazette Aotification announcing his removal as Speaker of the Assem
bly"'.

Opposition Motion for Removal of Deputy Speaker Defeated

The State Assembly on February 5, 1973, rejected an Opposition; 
motion for the removal of the Deputy Speaker, Shri P. Sreenivasan. 
In a division pressed by the Muslim League, a ruling party ally, the 
motion was defeated by 160 votes to 24. The motion moved by the 
CPI leader, Shri K. T. Thangamani, sought the removal of Shri Sree
nivasan for his “undemocratic and unconstitutional acts” on December 
2, 1972.’“

Court Dismisses Writ Petitions Challenging Speaker’s Removal

The Madars High Court on February 27, 1973, dismissed the two 
writ petitions filed by Shri Mathialagan challenging his removal as: 
Speaker of the Assembly. The Court held that even if there had been 
any irregularity adopted by the House on December 2, it was beyond 
the purview of the Court under Article 226 of the Constitution. The 
Court observed that the two acts of the Assembly—taking up the mo
tion for the Speaker’s removal and nominating the Deputy Speaker as 
his substitute—̂were not “illegal or unconstitutional” and the House 
had the privilege to deal and decide upon them.'”

f* Deccan Herald, December 19, 1972.

IB Statesman (Calcutta), December 21, 1972. 

T«Thc Statesman Weekly, February 10, 1978. 

'JfTimes of India, February 28, 1973.
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The Court ruled that Shri Mathialagan’s attempt to continue to 
occupy the chair when a resolution for his removal was under consi
deration was a constitutional violation. His ignoring the motion for 
his removal by Shri N. Veeraswami and three other MLAs was a “self
serving act to buttress events and set up a convention which was prima 
facie unacceptable.” The Court added: “When a resolution for the 
Speaker’s removal is given and taken up for consideration, there is 
a deemed vacancy under the provisions of the Constitution and the 
Speaker, even though physically present, is said to be constitutionally 
absent ard therefore cannot be the presiding officer of the assembly 
from that moment.'̂'*

The Court also held that Shri Mathialagan ought not to have allo
wed the ADMK leaderf Shri M. G. Ramachandran, to move the mo
tion of noconfidence against the Ministry before transacting the busi
ness as set out in the Governor’s message. The Court did not accept 
there were parallel proceedings on December 2. It accepted the prin
ted version of the proceedings as submitted before.’**

ar Pradesh 

Formation of Hill State demanded

The demand for a separate hill state comprising the eight hill dis
tricts of Uttar Pradesh—̂Pauri, Tehri, Uttarkashi, Chamoli, Dehra Dun, 
Almora, Nainital and Pithoragarh was made at a conference held recê 
ntly at Tehri. Besides 500 delegates from all the hill districts, thou
sands of people from the farflung and interior most parts of Tehri 
Garhwal came to attend the conference. The conference inaugurated 
by Shri Pratap Singh Negi, M.P. unanimously passed a resolution say
ing that within six months a memorandum containing one million 
signatures would be submitted to the Speaker of the Lok Sabha, de
manding immediate formation of Uttaranchal Pradesh.’®

Congress MLA Joins BKD

Shri K. S. Moharia, a member of the State Assembly resigned 
from the Congress Part;/ on January 1, 1973 and joined the BKD. 
The BKD group now has 42 MLAs.®’

mbid.
imid.
fONatioml Herald, January 2, 1973. 
Statesman, January 3, 1973.



West Bengal 

RSP no longer a Constituent of CPI(M) Left Front

A joint statement issued on January 30, 1973 by the representa
tives of the CPI(M) led Left Front of West Bengal, said that by imple
menting its unilateral political decision to participate in the State Le
gislature “‘created by a rigged election”, the RSP had put itself outside 
the Left Front.®*

CPI to follow Independent Line in Assembly

The CPI told the Congress in West Bengal that it would pursue an 
“independent line” in the State Assembly, highlight popular demands 
and press for concrete timebound action to implement the 17point 
programme of the CongressCPI Progressive Democratic Alliance.̂*.

(C) Unkm Territories

Laccadive Minicoy and Amindivi Islands 

Bill to call Laccadives “Lakshdweep”

A Bill seeking to rename the Laccadive Minicoy and Amindivi 
group of islands as “Lakshdweep” was introduced in Lok Sabha on 
December 18, 1972.*** The suggestion for so renaming this group of 
islands came from the advisory council of the Administrator of this 
Union territory and was endorsed by the Home Minister’s Advisory 
Committee for this territory.*®
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PRESIDENTS, BUREAUCRATS AND FOREIGN POUCY : 
THE POLITICS OF ORGANISATIONAL REFORM by L M. Dest- 

ter, published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 
1972, 329p.

American foreign policy and the role of the President and the 
Bureaucracy in shaping and influencing it is today causing deep and 
bitter debate both in and outside the United States. The book under 
review has thus an intensive topical interest as it covers the whole 
gamut of American Govermnental Organisation involved in the formu
lation and operation of foreign policy. The American Council on 
Foreign Relation provided the author an International Affairs Fellow
ship which enabled him to spend a year at the Bookings Institution as a 
a research scholar. This book is the fruit of that scholary research.

In the last chapter of the book the author has indicated his quali
fications for undertaking research in such a vital field as the foreign 
policy organisation of the United States. He is modest in indicating 
that his official work kept him only at the periphery of the foreign 
policy mechanism. In fact as he was on the staff of the President’s 
Task Force on Government Organisation in 1967, he had made signi
ficant contribution in 1970 to the work of the Discussion Group 
attached to the Council on Foreign Relations. Indeed the author 
is eminently well qualified to illumine the potentials and limita
tions of tlie various organisational devices constituting the arena 
of Government operating in the sphere of foreign policy. The author 
has studiously avoided the substance of American foreign policy which 
is controversial. He has concentrated on the less spectacular, but no 
less vital, subject of the mechanics of foreign policy evolution in the 
United States giving his own constructive suggestions for the improve
ment of the Governmental apparatus involved in the process.

According to the letter of the American Constitution foreign policy 
is comprehended with the scope of Treaty Power and War Power. The 
Treaty Power resides in the President acting with the consent 
of the Senate. The Treaty of Varseillers was accepted by President 
Wilson but was rejected by the Senate. When the Senate approves 
a treaty subsequent Congressional legislation may no doubt override

49T



it. Subject to this and subject also to the Bill of Rights a&d express 
constitutional prohibitions, there is no limit to the questions 
which can be handled by the President touching any matter which 
properly is the subject of negotiations with a foreign country. The 
Presidents have further aggrandised their power by the practice of 
concluding executive agreements falling short of treaties thereby dis
pensing with the scrutiny of the Senate.

In the area of War Power also the President has an enormous res
ervoir of power and indeed the scope of his Power is so vast and amor
phous that it is sometimes referred to as the ‘Dark Continent’ of Ame
rican constitutional law. President Truman thought that under the 
cover of War Power he could seize factories threatened with 
closure by labour disputes. But the Supreme Court pointed 
out that it could not ‘with faithfulness to our constitutional 
system’ ‘uphold such Presidential action because what was done by the 
President was a job for the Nation’s lawmakers and not for military 
authorities’ acting under Presidential direction. Subject, no doubt, to 
the constitutional limitations the President is supreme in the field 
of foreign policy both in times of peace and war. Such being the 
theory of the American constitution the importance of the question 
as to how precisely this tremendous power is wielded and by whom it 
is operated becomes at once apparent. It is to this question that Mr. 
Destler addresses himself in this book with highly commendable 
frankness and thoroughness.

The point of view which the author sponsors in this book is that 
the President should, subject to certain overall structural modifications 
of the Stale Department suggested by the author, rely primarily upon 
the Secretary of the State Department rather than upon an adhoc 
appointee such as the National Security Adviser who is wholly outside 
the bureaucratic hierarchy. The author would have listed President 
Nixon to rely more upon Rogers than on Kissinger if the aim was to 
have a coherent; consistent, purposive and effective foreign policy. 
In making this suggestion, he is in good company for most of the 
major studies or proposals on foreign affairs organisation which had 
addressed themselves to the subject since World War II had suggested 
that foreign policy coordination should be built mainly around the 
Secretary and his Department and not around a “SuperStaff centred 
in the white House.”

It may be pointed out that not all Presidents are personally interes
ted in the shaping of foreign policy. Lyndon B. Johnson, for instance, 
regarded himself as more at home in domestic policy making than in

Journal of Parliamentary Information
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foreign policy making. Such a President might well rely mainly on the 
bureaucatic setup for the formulation and operation of his foreign 
policy. His predecessors, Truman and Eisenhower, similarly, leaned 
respectively on Acheson and Dulles. But President like Roosevelt and 
Kennedy who prided themselves on their deftness in the management 
of foreign relations naturally preferred to go round the bureaucratic 
system in order to strengthen their own hold over foreign policy. This 
tendency has reached its acme under President Nixon with his patholo
gical obsession with secrecy in order to retain as many options as the 
situation permits for maintaining an extremely flexible foreign policy. 
The result is that he projects an alter ego in the person of his confiden
tial adviser, Kissinger. The author is not exaggerating when he obser
ves that Richard Nixon’s charmed circle of those enjoying Presidential 
confidence is limited “to one man”, namely, Kissinger (p. 153), who 
“lacks a general hierarchy of the subordinates to whom to delegate 
authority and confidence” (p.l51). As a result of this, he points out, 
the President’s “flexibility is well preserved. And so is Kissinger’s 
influence since he is the man most important in formulating issues for 
Presidential decisions” (p. 126).

The NixonKissinger style in foreign affairs, in spite of the odium 
which it has attracted to itself owing to its secretiveness and ruthless
ness, has become a byword for shrewd and successful diplomacy and 
has given rise to what C. L. Sulzberger has termed the ‘Kissinger 
phenomenon’. No wonder that the system has found imitators. Thus 
Brezhnev has his Kissinger in A. M. Aleksandrov, the Assistant to the 
General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist 
Party. Aleksandrov plays a key role in all diplomatic negotiations 
invariably accompanying Brezhnev on his travels abroad. West Ger
many has its Kissinger in Egon Bahr, a close friend of the West Ger
man Chancellor Brandt, who conducted the delicate negotiations pre 
ceeding the treaty between the two Oermanys and the earlier Moscow 
Treaty which sent the Chancellor’s fame rocketting skyhigh. Simi
larly, Edward Heath has his Kissinger in Sir Burke St. John Trend 
believed to be the Prime Minister’s righthand man. The NixonKIi 
?!neer stvie is ttius a pacesetter and other countries will sooner than 
later have the Kissinger counterpart. In our country perhaps D. 
Dharseems to be out for a similar role in view of his key role in bring
ing about the IndoSoviet Treaty and the Simla Summit with Paki
stan. The Indian Prime Minister, however, is not a stickler for secret 
diplomacy and is a believer in open preminently fair and securely 
mass baŝ policy even in external relations so that exclusive reliance
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on any single instrument is ruled out. The various suggestions of the 
author in this research monograph are well calculated to further a 
longrange policy and are, therefore, bound to have a wider appeal 
though the work is primarily conceived in relation to the American 
Presidential system of Government.

The setup of the book needs nothing to be desired and the biblio
graphical notes provided in the book are very informative and cover a 
wide ground. In short, the book is well worth perusal by all those 
interested in a serious study of contemporary politics and foreign 
affairs organisation and their relation to foreign policymaking in the 
most powerful democracy of modern times.

B. S. M urthy, M.P.̂

INFANT MORTALITY, POPULATION GROWTH  AND 
FAMILY PLANNING IN INDIA by S. Chandrasekhar, London, 
George Allen and Unwin, 1972, 399 p. £.5,00.

This book deals with a subject of vital importance to India, and is 
the result of considerable scholarship and administrative experience 
on the part of the distinguished author. Dr. S. Chandrasekhar. India’s 
population problem, of which high infant mortality is perhaps the most 
depressing feature, has undoubtedly been his “major intellectual and 
professional concern” for a quarter of a century.

^ divMed broadly into two parts. The first deals 
with a historical survey of the Census in India, the paucity and inade

quacy of vital statistical data during the period 1901—1970,  the 

known facts on the magnitude of the infant mortality rate, its compon

ents as well as its causes, along with a discussion on methods of calcu
lating infant mortality rates.

The fint chapter gives an accurate and interesting account of the 
census and of the registration of births and deaths in India right from 
the days of Kautilya to the ftegistration of Births and Deaths Act pas
s  y the Parliament in 1969. l̂e long fight for better and more 
molete statistics lasting over a period of more than a century at last 

resulted in this relevant and much needed legislation. If property en
forced, it will provide reliable statistical data required for sophisticated 
studies in future. ^



This is followed by a study of the measurement of infant mortality 
which is defined as mortality among children of less than one year 
of age. The infant mortality rate is defined as the number of infant 
deaths that occur per thousand live births in any peculation in one 
calendar year. The importance of such a study can be seen from 
the fact that in many underdeveloped countries, one out of every 
five, some times even one out of every four infants, dies before com
pleting its first year of life. “Even in advanced countries where health 
conditions for infants are the best in the world the first year of life 
remains the most vulnerable period. Hence, the infant mortality rate 
may be taken as a reliable and sensitive index of the total health 
condition of a community of a country.” In India, where accurate 
and reliable statistics of births an ddeaths are not available, the 
difficulties in calculating the infant mortality rate are obviously great.

From the international data summarised in chapter 3, it is obvious 
that variations in mortality rates are very great. “They range from 
20 to 500 all the way from AustraliaNew Zealand to parts of Africa. 
They vary from country to country, class to class, and community to 
community. What is more, they vary between various ethnic, religious 
and cultural groups within the same country and also between rural 
and urban areas and between the different income and educational 
groups.”

If we compare the proportion of infant deaths during the four pe
riods of infant life i.e. below one week̂ one week to one month, one 
month to six months and six months to twelve months we find a 
remarkable consistency; that nearly half the deaths take place during 
the first four weeks—that is, the neonatal mortality is roughly half 
of the total infant mortality and further that of this, about 60 per cent 
occurs in the first week. From this, the author draws the inevitable 
conclusion that “This provides a! clue to the area of infantile morbi
dity which proves fatal and indicates the kind of measure to be taken 
to effectively reduce this abnormal rate.”

After reviewing the various causes of infant mortality in India 
such as those connected with food supply, public hygiene and sanita
tion and sexual mores, the author rightly points out that “the 
problems of infant mortality in India must  viewed broadly as the 
product of both the material and nonmaterial aspects of a total 
ancient society and not merely as the product of a group of infantile 
diseases which require onlv medical treatment and medically trained 
personnel for their prevention and curc **

Book Reviews
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The author makes a number of valuable recommendations based 
•on studies made by the WHO, the Committees on Child Care, 1961 
and others regarding nutrition of pregnant and nursing mothers, the 
supply of humanised milk, services of paediatricians, general phy
sicians and finally urges the Government “not to shirk their respon
sibility of embarking upon an effective programme of nutrition 
education of the population, particularly, of expectant and nursing 
mothers.”

The second part of the book is more optical in nature and deals 
with the interrelationships between population growth, infant morta
lity and family planning. After a careful study of the factors such as 
modem medicine, improvements in agricultural an dindustrial produc
tion, political stability, universality of the married state and a declining 
death rate which have contributed to the tremendous growth of popu
lation in India in the recent times, the author examines the economic 
and social implications of this phenomenon and forcefully brings home 
the lesson that popularising the small family norm is the only way out 
of the impending doom. Further, he rightly points out:

“While recognising the existence of an acute population pro
blem and conceding the imperative needs lor family planning, it 
is maintained that every possible effort must be made to reduce 
the infant mortality rate to promote family planning. In India 
and other developing countries where social security system and 
old age benefits are absent, old people expect to be supported in 
their old age by one or two sons as a matter of filial and familial 
obligation. In traditional and agrarian societies with high infant 
and child mortality rates, couples tend to have several children to 
ensure the survival of one or two sons to support parents in old 
age; therefore, an effective reduction in infant mortality will 
contribute to a lower birth rate through family planning.”

After careful appraisal of the pwogramme and difficulties that come 

in the way of its successful implementation, the author makes the cour
ageous and significant supnestion that the constitutional or legal rights 
to have unlimited number of childern must be questioned and should 

not be taken for granted.  In his view the fundamental biological 
nblipation of all married couples of the future should be to limit their 

familv size to two or three children, space the arrival of these children 

and not to produce unwanted children under any circumstances, either 

in response to political demands, religious injunctions or cultural com

pulsions.



The book is remarkable for its comprehensive and lucid treatment 
cf the subject, clarity of thought, depth of scholarship and analytical 
skill and insight on the part of the author. Dr. S. Chandrasekhar. The 
bold policy suggestions he has made arise out of his passionate 
study of this most fundamental of all social and economic problems 
of India and his experience as the architect of our family planning 
policy for some years. For all University scholars, administrators, 
politicians and social scientists the book is a must.

Y. S. Mahajan, M.P.

Book Reviews

POLITICAL PARTIES IN MODERN BRITAIN—AN ORGA
NISATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL GUIDE, edited by John D. Less
■ and Richard Kimber, 1972, Routeldge and Kegan Paul, London, 288 
pages.

"Political Parties in Modem Britain’ by Lees and Kimber makes an 
interesting reading about the evolution ard functioning of the political 
parties in the United Kingdom. In Britain, the political parties arc 
products of historical social and political environments. They become 
more influential, depending on party discipline and individual party 
loyalty. These parties help to maintain the predominance of parlia
mentary system in Britain.

This book traces the evolution and growth of the political parties 
in Britain. Two centuries ago, there was little evidence of any partv 
organisation, though they existed for some time before becoming res
pectable. After achieving respectability they started to potentially in
fluence the governmental process. Though some parties existed as 
Whig and Tory groups in the late 17th century, they were first acknow
ledged by Burke in 1769. Later Ostrogorski and Weber asserted 
that the origins of party lepitimacy were to be found in the effects of the 
1832 and 1867 Reforms Acts and the rise of extraparliamentary mass 
organisations of the political parties.

The growth of a more democratic political process helped further 
to legitimise and make necessary political parties as electoral organi
sations. This helped the creation of their extraparliamentarv oreani- 
sation to recruit support and maintain masŝlectoral base. The Lab
our Party began movements outside the Parliament. After having co" 
vinicingly won a general election in 1966, thev embarked on sub'st̂ntial 
efforts to strengthen the internal party organisation.



As regards party finances, there are two ways of raising moncŷ 
The funds could be raised by collecting large sums from a small number 
of wealthy supporters or by collecting small sums of money from many 
people. No political par̂ in Britain is obliged legally to publish its 
accounts, but the Companies Act of 1967 does require disclosure of 
company contributions to political funds and activities. The returns 
of election campaign expenses of the candidates are available for public 
inspection for 12 months. The deposit of ■£■150 is forfeited if the can
didate fails to get ̂ of the total votes polled. Broadcasting time is 
allotted in proportion to party membership in the House of Commons. 
Television is not used for election purposes.

Trade Unions have been the financial mainstay of the Labour Party. 
Business and financial organisations provide finances to the Conserva
tives. The parties have four types of funds: (i) Current running costs 
of national party organisation, (ii) reserve funds, (iii) election cam
paign costs and (iv) local constituency funds. The Liberal Party 
always suffers from financial difiiculty.

The book gives a clear picture on the activities of the parties in 
local governments and tells about national Party Conferences etc. It 
is educative and I commend the book to students of political science 
to get a clear picture of the functioning of the various political parties 
in Great Britain.

P. K. Deo, M.P.
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DILEMMAS IN PLANNING by G. L. Mehta [Vora and Co 
Bombay, 1972; 138 p.] ’

This volume consists of the article and speeches by the author 
on the subject from time to time. Having been intimately connec
ted with the planning and development process of the country since 
Independence, he examines some major aspects of planning such 
as investment, the use of resources, foreign aid, the strings attached 
to aid, foreign collaboration, the role of private enterprise and prob 
Jems of technology and management.

'Summaries of Books

.Pattern of India’s economy

Analysing the pattern of India’s economy the author observes 
that ours is a “mixed” one in more than one respect because there 
are governmental and private concerns in the same sphere as in steel, 
icoal, machine tools and fertilisers. Besides, there are “mixed” enter
prises in which both the sectors participate. Government have reser
ved oil for themselves and yet in oil, Government have also had 
participation of private foreign interests. The same is the case in 
the manufacture of commercial dynamites in collaboration with 
the Imperial Chemicals, while in Panvel, near Bombay, Government 
are setting up with the assistance and collaboration of three foreign 
Industrial concerns a plant for the manufacture of intermediate dye 
rstuffs. Similarly, the State Governments aite now participating in 
private industry. Some of the State Governments which were under 
Indian Princes used to do so—like Baroda, Mysore, Hyderabad and 
others. And now, some of the State Governments are participating 
in private industry either by subscribing to shares, giving loans direct
ly or assisting through the State Finance Corporations. All this 
shows how the pattern of the economy is changing. These govern 
mental concerns have to adopt commercial methods and follow audit 
rules. They have also to pay taxes. On their Boards of Directors 
there are active businessmen. In other words, there is in practice 
cooperation and collaboration between the two sectors and there is 
no watertight compartmentalisation which many people frequently 
speak of. ,

499
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Scope for Development

There is an immense scope for development in the country and 
there is so much leeway to make up that both types of enterprises 
have large avenues open to them. In so far as Government under
take major schemes which woull not otherwise have come up, Go
vernmental enterprises add to the total economic effort. This does 
not mean that there is complete coordination or that there can be 
no friction or competition between the two sectors. Such competi
tion does arise even today to some extent, and will arise increasingly 
in future. Indeed, it has been argued that when we had the exchange 
crisis in 195455, some of our resources, particularly, in regard to 
foreign exchange, were diverted to save what was called “the Core” of 
the Plan. And this, probably adversely affected to some extent 
private enterprise.

Competition and Coordination between the two sectors

But, there is no doubt that in course of time and as State en
terprises develop in different spheres, many questions wiD arise in 
regard to competition and coordination between the >two sectors. 
However, if there is sound planning in a mixed economy, if the tar* 
gets have been properly fixed as between public and private sectors, 
then, broadly there should be no diflSculty in allocation of resources.

It is essential to remember that several problems are common to 
public and private enterprises such as those relating to productivity 
and efficiency, costing, relationship between management, officers 
and staff and labour; both need experiment and innovation, both 
require initiative and team spirit and cooperation. All these are
as necessary in govenmiental enterprise as in private corporations— 
whether it be a railway, an industrial plant or a coal mine or state 
trading. One difficulty in governmental enterprise is lack of flexibility 
in administration because in Government Departments, decisions can
not be taken as quickly as they can usually be in a private concern. 
One has to go up and up in the hierarchy and finally, the Minister is 
responsible to Parliament. These difficulties are undoubtedly there, 
but if an administration is wellrun, such impediments are not in
superable.
The sphere of the public sector is bound to expand in future in 

the country. But it will not expand at such a pace or be of such 
a magnitude in the near future as to make the private sector feel 
“cramped, cabinned and confined.” In the ultimate analysis, the 
private sector will maintain and even improve its status and in- 
Quence in so far as it shows the capacity to do the job better.



It is the lack of integrity and sense of social responsibility that 
damages private entrprlse far more than ministerial speeches and 
oflacia] statements of policies.

Those who seek the elimination of the private sector or advocate 
it, do not fully appreciate the dynamics of growth in the economy 
Uke ours. On the other hand, those who advocate the abolition ol 
the public sector do not understand the essentials of social and 
economic developments in an emergent country like ours at the 
present day.

Technology and Development

Developing countries need technologies appropriate to their 
conditions, resources and needs. This may be called “intermediate 
technology” or “appropriate technology”. What is important are 
the approach and the content.

We should not indiscriminately adopt technologies from Western 
countries. “Intermediate technology” does not mean “inferior tech
nology” or the adoption of primitive methods. The problem is of 
finding a balance between machinery and men, between maximisation 
of employment and attainment of economic growth, because the two 
are not incompatible. We cannot reject machinery altogether.

Economic progress has to be judged from the viewpoint of cost 
and efficiency as well. Some of the industries have become inefficient 
by employing more men than they actually need. But since condi
tions obtaining in the develĉ)ed countries and in India are different, 
there should be no blind and indiscriminate borrowing of technology. 
There should be adaptation rather than adoption. Transplantation 
of techniques, methods and institutions from other countries is not 
free from the danger of copying the obvious and leaving out the 
essential.

Aspects of Social gains

In the industrial process, the question of social gains must be 
considered alongwith aspects of economic efficiency. For example, 
automation can render a large number of people jobless. Therefore, 
a selective approach in which the pace and decree of mechanisation 
should be determined in the light of our prevalent agricultural and 
industrial conditions would be preferable. If agriculture is going to 
be more mechanised and capitalintensive then it might flso create 
problems of unemployment in rural areas and generate new social 
tensions.

Summaries of Books <;01
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We should arrive at an oplimum size for different products in the 
small and large scale industries in view of the economies of producUon 
by taking into consideration the volume of employment, created, social 
cost to the community, the demand for the pr̂uct and the purchasing 
power of the people.

Intermediate technology

Intermediate technology would also have to take into account 
questions of exports and balance of payments. By adopting an inade
quate technology, our exports would suffer to such an extent that the 
balance of payments would get out of gear. The view that India 
should not think of exports since it has a very large domestic market 
cannot be entertained.

Western countries with their capital intensive technologies are not 
likely to undertake research to evolve a technology suitable to the 
developing countries. Large multinational concerns possess technolo
gies and other laboursaving devices which would be of little use to us. 
We have to see what is most suitable in our conditions.

Appropriate Technology

India is, in many respects, the best qualified country among the 
developing countries of Asia and Africa to evolve an “appropriate 
technology” since it has a technological base. We must try and think 
beyond the temporary period when subsidies, grants and ccncessions are 
required. With the consumer as the judge for all products, we should 
plan for the longterm with due consideration to the quality and cost 
of products.

In the final analysis, all development is for human dignity and 
.social welfare. We have to take a long view of the application of Tech
nology. Unless the productive system is geared to more equitable 
distribution, it leads to social tension and violent extracof't’tutional 
solutions. The efficiency of a system has to be judged not merely by 
its profitability but by its ability to serve human needs.

Investment and use of resources

This question is complex because it involves import of technoloey, 
capital goods as well as foreign currency which is scarce. Technoloey 
itself covers desien and encineerine and involves application of exis
ting knowledge to specific conditions and problems. It flatters us to
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«̂ak of national selfreliance in the economic sphere but no 
people isolated from others and thrown back entirely on 
their own resources can today progress. Although we have made soro®, 
technological advance through national laboratories and other research 
institutions and should make every endeavour to utilise indigenous tech
nology for agriculture, industry and transport, we should at the samf 
time recognise that it still falls short of current needs and imperative 
■demands. Let us not forget that technology is not static nor can it be 
merely repetitive. There are rapid and extraordinary technological 
changes even in established industries like steel and fertilisers; dhd prd 
vided we find the latest techniques suitable for our conditions and eco
nomical in cost, there is no reason why we should not borrow them. In 
several industries or products, where we have already attained self 
xeliance or near selfreliance, such as, for example, cotton textiles, sugar, 
cement or other consumer goods industries, we can dispense with foreign 
technology. Here, again, priorities should be determined and observed 
so that resources are concentrated on those areas where most beneficial 
results are obtained in the shortest possible time. This is essential also 
because of the balance of payments difficulties and our more urgent 
needs.

Cooperation between Industry and Resetirch

It is in respect of some aspects of basic research but particularly 
applied processes that we stand to benefit by close contacts with foreign 
technology. Design and engineering should have priority and here 
■we can, become fairly selfreliant in the near future, without loss of 
efficiency. Progressive use of engineering in projKts should be adhe
red to and insisted upon both in the public and private sectors though 
the Government which preaches the value of selfreliance to private 
industry in technological matters have acquitted themselves none too 
creditably as in the Bokaro project. We should also recognise that 
in industrial growth cost and efficiency by international standards arc 
relevant, particularly, in industries which have possibilities of export. 
The time factor is important in many cases while the element of risk 
in adopting an untried technology has to be considered in projects 
involving large investments. While broad categorisation mav be 
laid down about Industrie* where foreign technologv mav not be neces
sary, it would be essential, at least for some time to come, to consider 
each case on its merits rather than take up a rigid attitude which would 
only defeat the objectives we have in view. What is essential is to 
have much closer association and cooperation between industry and



research institutions, and co>operative research by industries them
selves. Industries should be induced to strengthen their technolo
gical capabilities through fisci;! incentive if necessary while confidence 
should be infused among scientists and technologists about the contri" 

bution they can make to economic development

of Foreign capital on Selective Basis

The Fourth Plan visualises rapid industrial advance on many fronts 
"Which would require advanced technology such as in petrochemicals, 
fertilisers, alloys, electronic and machine building. We shall, there
fore, need foreign capital for which provision of Rs. 137 crores per 
annum (or Rs. 685 crores for five years) has been made. We should 
however, have this on a selective basis keeping in view our priorities 
and the real cost and return involved. This demands a pragmatic ap
proach towards the problem of foreign collaboration rejecting undue 
dependence (such as “turnkey” jobs) on the one hand and a doctri
naire opposition or irrational xenophobia on the other.

Foreign aid

Over the years, aid has changed its form, and not only its content. 
Aid has acquired the broad concept of an instrumentality to develop
ment; it therefore, takes forms which are needed to further develop
ment in the context of the needs of a country. Many countries in 
Africa and South East Asia have obtained aid to build up health and 
education facilities; other countries have taken aid to develop their pro
duction facilities in agriculture and industry.

Similarly, aid is no longer confined to the provision of capital goods. 
It has taken the broad form of providing maintenance goods—raw 
materials and components, inputs to improve productivity—like fertili
sers and improved seeds and trained personnel to work the equipment 
and to impart training.
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Foreign aid makes possible an annual rise of 1 per cent of the na
tional income in India. In fact, given our population growth rate, al
most the entire growth in per capita income can be attributed to foreign 
aid. feven if foreign aid has not enabled India to become affluent, it 
has at least helped to prevent an increase in the pauperisation of the 
society.
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In f(̂u]ating and executing programmes of aid there should be a 
sense of equality in deliberation and organisation. The donor count
ries, on their part, are entitled to expect that the recipient countries 
themselves makes a rational effort for development through taxation, 
e£Bcient administration and popular participation for effectively im> 
plementing various programmes.

Such programmes should be for the benefit of the people and not 
for the advantage of a corrupt or unpopular regime or of a privileged 
group. There should be basic respect for human rights, where aid 
for some specific purpose is given it may be necessary to see that re
form of the structure of the economy is undertaken.

T/ie role of private enterprise in India

While the broad structure of economic policy has remained un
changed, its implementation has become more flexible and in many 
ways more favourable to the exercise of the private sector, both indi
genous and foreign.

The Government still has considerable power over economic policy 
decisions. The very scale of Government operations has increased 
considerably under the Plans. In many lines—to name a few, iron and 
steel, machine tools, antibiotics, fertilisers, coal, cement—the Govern
ment and the private sector cnerate side by side as competitors; in 
some of these, the relationship is that of buyerandseller.

Many fields of enterprise still remain closed to private enterprise. 
On the other hand. Government has shown greater flexibility in its 
attitude towards particination and expansion of private enterprise in 
some others, for example fertilisers and basic chemicals.

The milieu in which private enterprise functions today is far diffe
rent from that prevailing in the eighteenth and the nineteenth centu
ries. Private enterprise is no lonser taken for granted, and its justifica
tion is no longer sought to he measured only bv the profit rate it is 
able to earn. Private enterprise will be judged by—and its survival 
depend upon—its social utility to the economy. This casts a heavy 
responsibility upon those who sponsor, organise, finance, and operate 
private enterprise.

Responsibility always goes with power. The advantace of pri
vate enterprise has been to share this power and this responsibility—to
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bring about its wider distributioa. To every iodividual’s power— 
whether it be the power of ownership of means of production or emp
loyment of individuals—there exists under private enterprise the coun
tervailing power of another who is competitor or a customer, and ulti
mately, of the State which acts as arbiter in case of conflict of interests.

Private enterprise, in brief, cannot expect to be a vested interest 
in itself. Like any social institution, it must stand ready to be 
judged by Ae results it product. By its nature, it is dynamic and 
resilient as could be seen by phenomenal developments in the United 
Kingdom, in West Germany, and other countries. The author feels 
sure that it will not be found wanting in the challenge it faces in the 
emergent economies.

Private foreign investment

It is legitimate to ask how far foreign private investment has 
been beneficial for the growth of our economy. At the time of 
Independence, most of our industries were concerned with consu
mer goods, plantations and extractive products. Barring two steel 
mills, we had hardly any capital goods or intermediate goods indus
tries. Today, the industrial scene presents at a very different picture 
in which, apart from the petroleum refining industry, chemical and 
pharmaceutical industry, light and heavy engineering industries, 
manmade fibre manufacture and several other industries have been 
established, and are working on a profitable basis. It is difficult to 
assess in precise terms the contribution made by foreign capital and 
technology in this development. Many of these industries would 
not have come into existence or would have taken many years to 
expand but for the technical know how and skills we obtained from 
abroad. The gain is not merely in terms of physical output but in 
the training of our technicians and developing the skills of modern 
management. Beginning with medium scale industries in which 
foreign investors look interest in joint ventures in the initial stages, 
we now witness substantial investment in heavy and light engineer
ing as well as in chemical and petrochemical industries in which 
very large quantum of capital as well as technical knowledge and 
skills are needed.

Development and foreign collcboration

With this background of industrial development, there is legiti  
•ma e expectation that there should be growing import substitution and
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export promotion so that we might be able to narrow the gap in our 
balance of payments and thus live well within our means.
While we had planned to reduce our requirements of imports of 

capital goods and certain items of critical raw materials, experience 
has shown that as our industrialisation proceeded, imports have far 
exceeded the original estimates, thereby increasing the gap in our 
balance of payments. In the initial stages, this was bound to happen 
but adequate effort does not seem to be in evidence to develop import 
substitution by utilising fully the capacities that have been already in
stalled. More serious has been the position regarding exports of our 
goods .and services. The impact of foreign collaboration has not been 
of any marked significance in strengthening our competitive ability 
in regard to exports. This has been mainly due to the fact that the 
volume of production being on a small scale, the cost of production has 
been high resulting in prices much above those of the competitive 
volume of production being on a small scale, the cost of production has 
hitherto been so large that the entire supply was absorbed in the domes
tic market. There was, therefore, hardly any incentive for producers 
to export their goods. There was also at times an obstacle in the form 
of restrictive clauses in several collaboration agreements on exports of 
joint ventures. It may be concluded that the results of foreign collabo
ration in industrial enterprises in India have been beneficial, though 
there have been cases in which joint venture enterprises were not as 
successful as anticipated.

ADMINISTRATORS IN A CHANGING SOCIETY by C. P. 
Bhambhri [Published by National Publishing House, Delhi, 1972, 
260 p.]

This study concerns itself with the socioeconomic background, 
attitudes and role of the higher echelons of bureaucracy in India. The 
author describes the structure of bureaucracy and the organisation 
of the Central structure of bureaucracy and the organisation of the 
Central Secretariate in India devoting particular attention to the Indian 
Administrative Service. He has described in detail its socio economic 
background, its milieu, challenges and response, training programme, 
socialization etc., by means of a large number of tables and charts, A 
Chapter is also devoted to the Indian Foreign Service, in which the 
author points out what he consider to be its shortcomings.

Generalist Versus specialist
The “generalist” character of the higher echelons of bureau

cracy is viewed as a serious defect ot the administrative system of



India. It is argued that the genralist allrounder IAS is incapable 
of managing public sector undertakings; and performing policy 
formulations functions in Ministries/Departments of technical charac* 
ter like Heavy Industries, Steel and Mines, Petroleum and Chemicals. 
In an age of science and technology, specialists and not generalist are 
needed for managing public affairs.

The generalist civil service is considered incapable of meeting the 
challenges of the age of technology. Further, the Indian bueraucracy, 
with traditions and approach of law and order, is not considered 
suitable for managing developmental functions associated with econo
mic and social change. The question is: can the same bureaucracy 
be entrusted with the maintenance of law and order and bringing 
about social change? Serious doubts are expressed about the capa
city of the Indian bureaucracy to act as an instrument of moderniza
tion.

The 'Committed’ Bureaucracy

The debate regarding the capability of the Indian bureaucracy has 
been carried on in terms of generalist versus specialist civil service; 
and law order versus development bureaucracy. The government 
appointed Commissions and Committees to analyse and examine the 
"capability” issue in the context of the above mentioned debate. The 
Prime Minister expressed her doubts in this regard. Her charge was 
that the Indian bureaucracy lacks “commitment”, and one who has no 
‘̂commitment” to policies and programmes implements them in a 
routine manner or sabotages their implementation with the help of 
xlilatory practices and jungle of procedures. Viality and vigour in 
administration is conspicuous by its absence because those who are 
Involved in administration are not committed to the programmes 
which they are administering. Though the Prime Minister did not 
elaborate or operationalise the concept of “committed bureaucracy”, 
its one implication was clear that she doubted the capability of burea
ucracy to deliver the goods.

In spite of the fact that “capability of the bureaucracy” is a 
crucial issue, no government appointed Commission or Committee 
lias examined it in a comprehensive manner. No yardsticks or in
dices of measuring capability of bureaucracy were evolved. At best 
the Commissions and Committees argued in favour of changing 
procedures of work and took stand in favour of the supremacy of the 
seneralist or some concession for the specialists. This becomes clear 
from the opinion expressed by the various administrative reformers 
commissioned by the Government of India.
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It is difficult to reform any bureaucracy especially one which has 
lull control over leavers of power. The proposals of the ARC were 
examined and scrutinised by a SecietatTs’ Committee (themselves ICS 
Officials) and proposals limiting the role of the IAS were not accepted. 
One defect with the ARC proposals is that they are not in favour 
of a complete break with the past. The ARC wants to retain the IAS 
but with truncated role. This is not possible. Either the IAS shall 
continue to occupy its present hegemonic position in the administra 
,tion; or it should be totally abolished replaced by services trained for 
the various specific jobs. The failure of the ARC, besides the fact 
lhat reforming Bureaucracy is an impossible task, is partly inherent 
in its approach. The ARC attempted a patch work. It defined areas 
where IAS is needed, and areas where IAS is not needed. Delineating 
areas of work and jurisdiction is always a difficult job, especially when 
.some one is being asked to surrender his areas of jurisdiction. Those 
who are in power can always justify their indispensability for the 
various tasks they are performing.

Another defect in the approach of the ARC was that it did not 
present any framework or philosophy of administration as an altema 
native to the existing system. If it had advanced a totally alterna
tive framework and if found logical and scienitfic, public pressure could 
have been built in favour of the ARC proposals for reforming th« 
bureaucracy. The internal pressures of bureaucracy hindering reform 
■or reorganization could be counteracted with external pressures of the 
informed public and press for reforming the bureaucracy. The ARC 
could not build any independent supportbase in favour of its reform, 
■because it was indulging in patch work and not suggesting an alter 
tratlve to the present system.

All attempts, which have been partly successful in the past, have 
t>een in changing some procedures of work or establishing new orga
nizations like the Department of Personnel. Peripheral reforms have 
succeeded; basic structural changes in the system have neither been 
suggested nor implemented. Th irony is that even the Prime Minister 
feels that the bureaucracy lacks commitment and is not capable of meet 
ing the challenges of the present day conflicts in society; but even she 
finds herself helpless in doing anything concrete in changing the sys
tem.

Problems of Indian Bureaucracy

To make the issues clear, there can be only two stands regarding
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the problems of Indian bureaucracy. First, the system is sound i» 
essentials, and only needs a peripheral facelift to deliver the goods. 
Those who take this stand have to argue that criticism against bureau
cracy are exaggeratd and it does not suffer from the serious malaise of 
corruption and ineflBciency. A few institutional devices are needed to 
keep it in good health.

The second stand is that, on the basis of empirical studies and 
scientific evidence, it has been found that the present system of burea
ucracy is unsound in principle and defective in functioning. Macau
lay’s ideas of civil service are out of date and hence they should be 
rejected. A Ministry of Steel cannot be left to the charge of a Secre
tary who has absolutely no background knowledge about steel techno
logy. Further, commitment to a programme is essential for its effici
ent implementation. Since that commitment is missing and since 
knowledge of specialised kind is at a discount in the Indian bureauc
racy, the whole apparatus is defective and needs a total change.

No Twilght Zones

There are no twilight zones in the debate regarding reform of bre 
aucracy. Since the debate has been carried on within the premises 
of the existing system, the reform has been an attempt in futility. Ta 
«um up, either the policy makers should accept the system as it is, 
of wreck it and construct a new system based on new assumptions 
and fresh premises.

Need for determined Political Leadership

The history of reforming the Indian bureaucracy in the postinde
pendence period is full of halfhearted and weak attempts. Either the 
political elite should stop criticising the bureaucracy, or it should 
examine de nove the fundamental assumptions underlying it, and test 
their functionality or dysfunctionality on the basis of clear perception 
of roles expected of the bureaucracy in the new setting of economic 
planning and competitive party system. There are certain ecological 
imperatives which cannot be ignored while evaluating the performance 
of any institution. The system of bureaucracy which suited the British 
imperial interests has been entrusted with the tasks of nationbuilding 
hi a free and democratic country. While the environment in whicĥ 
bureaucracy is operating has changed fundamentally, the system of 
bureaucracy continues to rest on the same assumptions as developed 
more than a century ago. The framework of reforming bureaucracy



should be holistic and it must include questions regarding integrity, 
capability and accountiibility of the bureaucracy. Any approach which 
deals with the problem of reform in segments is bound to prove futile. 
fndiaA bureaucracy evades an attempt to refixm because sometimes 
partial reality has been analysed; and sometimes action has not follow
ed the thoût. The Prime Minister gave the thought that the Indian 
bureaucracy is incapable because it lacks commitment to the goals of 
the government. But she did not convert this thought into any action 
of programme. As she has brought an eminent committed economist 
in her Secretariat to advise her on matters of economic policy, she 
could have placed persons in every Ministry in between the Minister 
and the Secretary. This one structural change in the existing hierarchy 
would have led to series of changes in the system.

The argument is that if the political leadership is waiting for a 
movement of the reform to develop internally from the bureaucracy 
itself, then they can be accused of ignorance of history. Reforming 
of bureaucracy needs determined political leadership which knows the 
direction of reform and has the political competence to implement it.

Inadequacies of the Foreign Service

The Foreign Service has to perform specialised tasks in the fields of 
diplomacy, publicity and commercial activity. No doubt all these 
three activities are interrelated and form an integrated whole; that 
does not mean that any one officer is necessarily qualified to carry out 
each of these tasks. These are specialised jobs and need specialised 
skills and tools of work. It need not be emphasized that all the three 
functions to be performed by our missions abroad, should be under the 
overall charge of the head of the mission. But the present system of 
entrusting the same members of the Indian Foreign Service with all the 
three jobs from time to time, seems to be based on a fallacious under
standing of their nature. They are highly specialised and need to be 
performed by individual specialists.

Unified service a Legacy of the British

The present acceptance of the fact that one single unified service 
can be entn’sted with all sorts of tasks is a legacy from the British who 
have for so long believed in the superiority of the generalist adminis
trator. It is based on the assumt)tion that if a man has infellectual 
brilliance (which in India is tested In the competitive examinations.
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Jield by the UPSC) he can perform any kind of administrative job. It 
can be stated beyond doubt that the complexities of the late twentieth 
century demand specialisation.

Need for Specialised Cadets

Our contention is that diplomacy, publicity and commercial activi 
.ties require special knowledge and training and the present system of 
one cadre of persons performing all the tasks is no longer an adequate 
solution. It is suggested that the IFS should consist of three distinct 
.services instead of the present single unified service. There should be 
IFS (Diplomacy), IFS (information) and IFS (Commercial and 
Economic Affairs). These three services would be interrelated but 
would function as specialised cadres. Consequently the present defects 
of the generalist approach would cease to exist.

The role of the Foreign Service necessitates its total reorganization. 
The efficient working of the Ministry of External Affairs and India’s 
missions abroad must depend upon the personnel manning them. 
Further, coordination should be given prime attention by the Minister 
of External Affairs. In the present changing political context of the 
CentreState relations in India, the Ministry should develop a good 
internal organisation which should be fully posted with information 
regarding the economic potentialities of each State.

Foreign policy is the product of various forces operating in a coun
try and the world at large. How much influence the civil servant wields 
in the shaping of a foreign policy is a hidden phenomenon. The official 
foreign policy is that of the responsible Minister, and the real job of 
Ihe official in the Ministry and the foreign mission is to implement it in 
the best possible manner.

THE REFORM OF POWER: A PROPOSAL FOR AN INTER
NATIONAL SECURITY SYSTEM, by Leonard Beaton [Published 
by Chatto and Windus, London; 1972; 240 p.]

In this book, the author who was at one time Director in the Insti 
iute of Strategic Studies, London, presents bis ideas on the evolution 
of a new international security system. This can only be brought 
about by a reform of policy leading to a better understanding, especial* 
ly by the “Super Powers”, of the relationship between power for nation
al defence and power for global destruction; between the compulsion 
of interdependence and the pressures of independence. The author
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rejects as impossible and uadesirable the idea that any ioteraational 
structure should be based on world government or that sovereign states 
should be required to give up national responsibility for national 
defence. Instead, he suggests that this responsibility should be en
hanced so that states are enabled to make commitments and undertake 
assignments for international security after the NATO pattern. This 
would bring about a synthesis of national and international policy and 
supranational force in the interest of the kind of security which alone 
can ensure survival.

In seeking this, we must move forward from the present, step by 
step, using the international institutions we now have, while creating 
new oives for specific tasks as and when needed. To this end, govern
ments must identify and develop “a common security interest below 
the level of actual political dispute.” It is necessary that the new 
system must develop from existing international systems working 
through the United Nations.

The Working Principles

It is not the purpose of this study to say when the kind of conscious 
international security system it advocates might come into existence. 
It is a study of how certain elements of it could be constructed if fear 
of unintended war and fear of the spread of weapons of mass destruc
tion should combine to persuade a decisive group of countries that 
thev must find a safer wav to organize force. It is an attempt to find 
the working principles and the first steps in the reform of power.

The U.N. Security structure

The approach is conservative and gradualist. However, the central 
problems have already taken shape and some of the lines along which 
they might be solved have already been indicated. With the United 
Nations, one obviously important piece of machinery has been con
structed. Some elements in its design and experience may have render
ed it permanently unfit for the security responsibilities for which it was 
primarilv created: its voting pattern is divorced from the realities of 
power: there is a long history of resistance specialised military staffs; 
and where security issues are concerned there has been a constant 
effort to use the U.N. to promote national interests rather than to work 
within the limits of the common interest.  Nevertheless, the U.N. 
seems to have achieved one of the elements of strength in governments;
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the repûtion for being (in spite of almost fatal weaknesses) an inevit
able and eren possibly permanent fact of iife. K we create working 
security institutions in our time, they will no doubt  linked in some 
way to the U.N. security structure.

The N.A.T.O.

Other institutions are important for the lessons they teach. The 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization is an outstanding example of an 
attempt by significant powers to create an international security system. 
While this only exist because of a common European North American 
appreciation of a particular threat, its life has taught more general 
lessons. N.A.T.O. has established the classic cases of nuclear guaran
tees and, more generally, of the transmission of the security problems 
of certain countries into the security policy of others. Its sharing and 
planning arrangements, and its system of national forces committed to 
international commands, all indicate how a modern international 
security structure might evolve.

The Economic Institutions

The economic institutions of the West—mainly the General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade, the International Monetary Fund, the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the World 
Bank and its affiliates, and the Group of Ten—also teach important 
lessons. With them, as with any arrangements for international 
security, common interests must be found and then enforced through 
rules that enable those interests to be sustained against particular 
interests. There was no external stimulus, as with N.A.T.O.; yet they 
have handled issues which aroused political passions quite as great as 
those aroused by contemporary security problems among leading 
powers.

Need for an International Security Organisation

Few countries consider membership in the United Nations to be a 
political issue responsive to their international policies. With isolated 
exceptions, the existence of the United Nations is taken for granted in 
the way that the League of Nations was not. We have advanced to the 
point where its existence has passed out of international politics. There 
is similarly no reason why broad and important advances in internation
al security should not be made by the powers jointly in the presence of 
only a limited willingness to work in concert. This depends on achiev
ing a professional relationship which is deliberately kept outside poli
tics. A cwtral argument advanced here is that the way forward is to
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create a central professional military organisation to discover where ttie 
common security interest is and to administer it. Such an organiza
tion may eventually help to widen the area of concerted action but it 
should not depend for its creation on a preexistinj alliance relation
ship. A certain concert of the powers is needed, for example, to 
operate the International Civil Aviation Organization.. Without such 
a concert, world aviation would be impossible. Bet this mutually 
valuable technical objective does not depend on dedication to perfect 
amity; nor has it required governments to concede ultimate control 
over their own air space. There was a common interest to be served; 
it required specialized technical skills; and the necessary organization 
was created in common to solve the common problems.

Once such an organization had come into existence in the security 
field and governments knew its working and understood its character, 
its responsibilities would expand to the extent that governments identi
fied common security interests. In any one period that might be very 
much or very little, depending on the skill with which the institutioni 
were manaĝ aipid on the political climate in the world. No idoubt 
there would be periods when the system would do well to survive and 
continue to discharge its most pressing obligations. But as in federal 
states, there would be a natural tendency for power to accumulate at 
the point at which problems could most easily be solved. All the evi
dence is that on the great security issues this would be at the centre.

An international security system might be created over a period of 
time without dismantling the present one, as this is understood by 
governments, and without any particular change in the SovictAmerican 
political climate. It rests on the thesis that there is no irreconcilable 
element in the present system—an assumption which in turn depends 
on the belief that there is no group of powers which is ready to 
challenge the status quo by war.

Menace of Nuclear Arms

There is evidence of progress in the search for a common security 
interest in the nuclear arms talks on testing, nonproliferation and con
trol, in the growing awareness of the danger from the commitment of 
great powers to opposite sides in conflict between smaller powers, in 
the increase of functional cooperation in new fields where the inter
dependence is obvious. Any such evolution will require immense poli
tical wisdom and effort, cannot be based on any central monopoly of
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power and will be determined largely by relations between the super
powers and particularly on their success in dealing with the menace of 
nuclear arms.

SOVEREIGNTY AT BAY: THE MULTINATIONAL SPREAD 
OF U.S. ENTERPRISES by Raymond Vernon [Published by Basic 

Books Inc., New York, 1971, 326p.]

This book deals extensively with a major new economic power 
that has emerged on the world scene during the last few decades, 
namely, the large multinational U.S. enterprise. The author descri
bes in detail their different organizational forms, their varied adapta
tions to developments in technology, transport and communication and 
their high economic efficiency.

Multinational Enterprise

According to the author such an enterprise generally turns out to 
be a parent company that controls a large cluster of corporations of 
various nationalides. The corporations that make up each cluster 
appear to have access to a common pool of human and financial re
sources and seem responsive to the elements of a common strategy.

As a rule, multinational enterprises exude an aura of strength and 
flexibility. These attributes seem to come partly from the fact that 
the constituent parts of he multinational enterprise generally consist of 
corporations, that those corporations are of different nationalities, 
and that their assets are located in a number of national jurisdictions.

Though the corporations are endowed with some of the rights of 
natural persons, such as the right to own and owe and the right to 
sue and be sued, they are not constrained by the prescribed three score 
years and ten. Secondly corporations can create offspring without 
limit, generate siblings as needed, even experience death and reincar
nation. Though the parent of the multinational enterprise may be 
American, its offspring may take on many other nationalities.

Though multinational enterprises existed h<*»e and there for almost 
as long as the modern coloration itself, they have appeared in consi
derable numbers only during the past few decades. In terms of what 
they were created to do—̂to make and sell eoo'ds and service more 
effectively—there is not much doubt of their utility. At the same



time, however, they sit uncomtortably in the structure of longestab
lished political and social institutions. They sprawl across national' 
boundaries, linking the assets and activities of different national juris
dictions with an intimacy that seems to threaten the concept of the 
nation as an integral unit. Accordingly, thqr stir uneasy questions 
in the minds of men. Is the multinational enterprise undermining the* 
capacity of nations to work for the welfare of thefr people? Is the 
multinational enterprise being used by a dominant power as a means 
of penetrating and controlling the economies of other countries?' 
Whatever the answers to these questions may be, is the political and 
economic power of the multinational enterprise “excessive”?

Size and Capacity of the Ventures

There are about 187 companies in the U.S. which can be identi
fied as multinational corporations and these contain not only the best 
known manufacturing enterprises with major overseas interests but’ 
also practically all the major rawmaterial producers with such in
terests. They portray a group of enterprises of ties that involve the" 
relatively heavy use of skilled manpower and of advertising outlays— 
in short, a group of enterprises bearing the characteristics usually 
associated with oligopoly. Measured by sales or employees per firm, 
these enterprises are in a class by themselves. The profitability data 
suggest that the 187 have an edge in that respect. The emphasis 
among the 187 on relatively extensive use of skilled technical man
power and relatively heavy expenditures for advertising can be de
tected in various ways; partly inductively, from the characteristics of 
the industries in which they specialize and partly directly. Though 
the 187 enterprises tended to concentrate their activities in industries 
bearino the signs usually associated with oligopoly, they also displayed' 
a strong tendency to spread their activities across many industries. 
Their outstanding size, it was apparent, was owing i*h part to the un
usual spread of their activities.

Not only were the number of products of the 187 larger in relation 
to the rest, they were also less closely related to one another. Some 
kinds of items are generally producd togther in the same firm because 
of various production and marketing affinifties. such as steel rods an<f 
steel wire: and some are not, such as canned pineapple and aluminium 
siding.

The Industries in which the 187 are most prominent offer no sur
prises, in view of their heavy emphasis on skilled manpower and on 
advertising. At the low end of the scale are textiles and steel, af
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the  end motor vehicles, fabricated met̂, petroleum, drugs and 
other chemicals. Qrie might perhaps have expected the tobacco and 
the aircraft industries to appear higher on the list; but otherwise the 
picture that emerges is. very much according to e:(pectations.

The group holds a major position in the U.S. economy. There is 
no telling exactly how much of the sales reported by the 187 took 
place inside the United States because the consolidated statements of 
these large corporations generally Contain a considerable part of the 
sales of their overseas subsidiaries. Perhaps 32 or 33 per cent would 
be close to the mark, which is formidable enoû.

The dominant position of these enterprises, pronounced as it is in 
relation to the U.S. economy as a whole, is even more evident in 
transactions between the U.S. economy and foreign countries. Accord
ing to an analysis, the 187 enterprises tended to produce items that 
were heavily exportoriented.

.Power of MuUinaiional Enterprises

The multinational enterprise as an /economic institution sieems 
'Capable of adding to the world’s aggregate productivity and economic 
growth, as compared with the visible alternatives. In some kinds 
of industries, its contribution to productivity and growth seems less 
than in others. Tliere may even be industries in which the existence 
of multinational enterprise is stifling the growth, though these situ
ations are probably exceptional.

Conclusions regarding the distribution of the benefits of that 
\erowth are more uncertain. However the idea that the “lending” 
country captures all the benefits while the yield to the “borrowing” 
country is zero or negative seems altogether improbable.

As for the distribution of benefits within the countries, it is 
diflicult to say how the operations of multinational enterprises are 
effecting the outcome. For instance, the question as to whether ex
isting inequalities of income are enlarged or reduced in host countries 
by the o])erations of multinational enterprises depends partly on the 
aitemative economic system one has in mind. There is no evidence 
that economies which retain elements of a decentralised enterprise 
system, such as the Japanese, the Mexican, and the Yugoslav econo
mies, have managed to develop more egalitarian income distributions 
by placing special limitations on ths scope of multinational enter
prises.



Although it is hard to say just what effect multinational enter 
]>rises have had on national incomc distribution, some other effects 
of the multinational enterprise, have Tjeen clear. As a rûe, the 
j)resence of muhinational enterprises has generated tensions iri the 
(foreign countries where they appear: not much in some countries, 
%ut a great deal in others. When such enterprises are headed by 
'U.S. Parents, that fact generally tends to increase the level of tension 
associated with their presence.

tProblems of multinational Enterprise

Different value systems lead to different definitions of the problems 
•of the multinational enterprise. The problem contains several ele
ments. Sovereign states have legitimate goals towards which they 
try to direct the resources under their command. Any unit of a 
'multinational enterprise, when operating in the territory of a sove 
xeign state, is alsc responsive to a flow of commands from outside, 
•including the commands of the parent and the commands of other 
sovereigns. Moreover, the multinational enterprises as a unit, 
though capable of wielding substantial economic power, is not 
accountable to any public authority that matches it in geographical 
reach and that represents the aggregate interests of all the countries 
•which the enterprise affects. As long as these two issues remain 
unsolved, the constructive economic role of the enterprise will be 
:accotnpanied by destructive political tensions.

Vis Role and Future in lessdeveloped countries

The fact that many lessdeveloped countries associate themselves 
•with some form of socialism needs no detailed documenting. The 
'number may even have increased somewhat in the course of time. 
It is not clear, however, just what that espousal means for the role 
of the multinational entei prise. During recent years, several genuine
ly socialist countries have been exercising enormous ingenuity to 
■find a way of assigning a role to foreignowned enterprises in their 
•economies. The Yugoslavs, of course, have moved farthest in this 
<lirection; by 1970, foreignowned enterprises were in a position to 
negotiate for rights that were the dc facto equivalent of those avail
able in such nonsocialist states as Mexico or Brazil.

Many other less developed countries—for example, Pakist.in, 
Tunisia and Iraq—though committed to socialism of some sort, have 
nevertheless cultivated a certain deliberate ambiguity over the future
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position of multinational enterprises in their economies. As India 
edges hec way towards national identification with socialism, it is 
not at all clear that the country’s policies towards foreign investors 
will grow any more restrictive. Besides, the actual shift of less deve
loped countries towards state ownership of the means of production 
has not been irrevocable—witness the cases of Indonesia and China 
Neither is it clear that the countries that do not yet see the future 
in these terms will eventually make the shift. Mexico, with 'her 
abiding coalition of local big business, bureaucracy, and a stnĝ 
party of ambiguous ideology, seems as likely a model as Guinea. 
Yugoslavia, with her bent for improvisation and pragmatism, seem's 
no less likely a mode! of the futuie than Cuba.

There is one characteristic of the lessdeveloped world, however, 
that it does seem safe to predict. This is an endemic condition of 
political instability.

If political instability is to be anticipated as the normal state of 
being in the lessdeveloped world, however, there is a corollary that 
does bear on the future of the multinational enterprise. There is 
generally a learning period toJlowing any coup, in which the new 
leaders confront the question of conflicting national objective. Is 
independence, for instance, to take a place ahead of growth? Is 
longterm growth to be subordinated to short term recovery? And 
by what means are the chosen priorities to be achieved? Whatever 
the trend of ideology may be in the lessdeveloped world, therefore, 
uncertainty v;ill be the lot of the foreign investor.

There is another corollary that goes with the prospect of insta
bility. Situations will be frequent in which one side or another in 
a local i>oHtical struggle will need some issue on which to rally local 
support. One of the most reliable issues for that purpose in less 
developed countries is a show of firmness toward the foreign investor. 
This phenomenon, so conunon in the life of multinational enterprisesy 
is overwhelmingly likely to endure.

CHINA AS A NVCLEAR POWER IN WORLD POLITICS 
by Leo YuehYun Liu [Published by Macmillan; 1972; 125 p]

This book examines China’s basic foreign policy objectives from 
both the historical and the contemporary points of view and China’s 
present and future nuclear strategies. Besides analysing China’s view 
towards the military and political implicaions of its nuclear weapons
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and their impact upon the present nuclear deterrence, the study 
discusses the possible world order in the future as a result of these 
developments.

Emergence of China as a Nuclear Power

In recent years, Conununist China has been emergmg as another 
nuclear power in the international political system. Since 1964, it has 
conducted eleven nuclear tests. They ranged from the first enriched 
uranium bomb in 1964 to a nuclear warhead carried by a guided mis
sile in 1966, a multimegaton Hbomb in late 1968 and an underground 
test in late 1969. Further, in 1970 and 1971 respectively. Commu
nist China successfully launched two space satellites. Thus it has con
ducted a very impressive variety of tests and at the same time demon
strated rapid progress in nuclear weapons development. It is, there 
fore, imperative to determine whether Communist China will become 
a major nuclear power; and, if so, whether that would affect the pre
sent international system.

China as a Major Nuclear Power

At the present rate, China will become a major nuclear power, pos
sibly, within the next fifteen years. As regards its attitude towards 
world nuclear proliferation, although Communist China has advo
cated nuclear proliferation, it appears that its more direct and true in
tention is to fined aretionale for the development of its own uuclear wea
pons. It appears that in the Chinese view, the most effective way to 
break the ‘nuclear monopoly, and world codomination’ by the super
powers is by China’s becoming a strong and powerful nuclear country 
itself. In fact, this is its most important alternative and Communist 
China apparently has pursued it most vigorously.

Effects on International Political System

In the near future, communist China will become a major nuclear 
power, with a stockpile of I.C.B.M.s and a certain degree of invulne
rability of its nuclear force. As a result there will be three major na
tional actors, namely the United States, the Soviet Union and the Com
munist China, in the international system. Of course the simple fact 
that a third major national actor will be added to the international sys
tem does not necessarily mean that there will be drastic major change 
in the structure as well as in the characteristics of the system. However, 
in the event of Communist China becoming the third major national
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actor, because of its foreign policy objectives and its relations with 
other national actors in the system, the international system will face 
many serious stresses.

When Communist China becomes a major nuclear power, unless 
there is a drastic change in Chinese foreign policy objectives, it is very 
likely that it would pursue these objectives more directly and aggressi
vely, For example, it might use its conventional force directly or 
use nuclear blackmail to force or induce many national actors to sup 
p5rt China as the leader of a new power centre in the international 
system. Communist China might first try to establish its hegemony 
among countries in SouthEast Asia. Afterwards, Communist China 
ttiinght try to establish its influence through revolutionary wars or sub
versions in countries in Africa and Latin America.

•The emergence of Communist China as a major nuclear power, 
because of its foreign policy objectives could virtually force the Asian 
countries, notably India and Japan, to develop their own nuclear wea
pons. Consequently, a chain reaction of nuclear proliferation would 
become inevitable in the international system.

Development of Nuclear Weapons

It is true that there are still many distincentives, such as cost, to 
nuclear weapons development. However, it is important to note that 
the cost of nuclear weapons development for countries with small nu
clear facilities is by no means prohibitive. As to international con
trol, the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and the Nuclear nonproli
feration Treaty are not universally accepted; nor is there any agency to 
enforce them. Besides, as far as the Nonproliferation Treaty is con
cerned, parties to the Treaty can withdraw from it by giving three 
months’ notice.  Therefore, these distinceivtives’ are by no means 
quite so effctive as they may seem. Should a country get involved in 
a tense local conflict, the nuclear weapons programme, of its adver
saries would provide it with very strong security and prestige incentives 
to initiate its own nuclear weapons programme. At present, many 
countries already possess the necessary resources and technology to 
start a nuclear weapons programme.

Therefore the development of nuclear weapons by many Asian 
countries in response to the development of operational or major nu
clear weapons by Communist China may well lead to a chain rection 
of nuclear proliferation in the entire international system. As a result.
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the international system would face the following additional stresses 
which could erode the nuclear deterrence and stalemate in the present 
international system.

As the number of countries possessing nuclear weapons increasas, 
the probability of their being used would also increase. Since the new 
nuclear countries would not possess an invulnerable secondstrike nu
clear force some of them might be tempted to launch a preemptive 
nuclear attack on their adversaries or at least their nuclear facilities 
to eliminate the threats or potential threats from their adversaries once 
and for all.

Threat of Nuclear Attack

So far, there has been no threat of anonymous nuclear attack. At 
present, a nuclear attack on the United States would inevitably be 
attributed to the Soviet Union and viceversa. It is unlikely that 
France and Britain would launch such an attack. Since the attacker 
could be identified quickly and easily, an immediate retaliatory attack 
could be launched by the victim. Therefore, neither superpower 
could expect to attack its adversary and remain undetected and un
scathed. However, as the number of small indepeqdent nuclear coun 
thies increases, the source would become very diflScult to identify. 
Some nuclear countries might, therefore, be tempted to launch a nu
clear attack on its enemies, hoping to escape detecticm.

In a world of nuclear power, adequate communication among 
countries would also become much more difficult to maintain. So 
far, between the superpowers, channels such as the ‘hot line’ have 
been able to help facilitate communication in time of crisis. However, 
‘as the number of nuclear powers increases, the amount of attention 
each country can pay to one rival declines’.

The new complexity would appear in the relations between various 
new nuclear powers, between the superpowers and those countries, 
and between the superpowers themselves. Consequently, chances of 
miscalculation and simescalation would become much greater. Such 
a situation could be exteremely dangerous in the nuclear era in which 
decisions have to be made in split seconds.

Effectiveness of Nonaligned Countries

When Communist China becomes a major nuclear power, many 
countries, espedally those in Asia, migHt decide or be forced to join 
the Chinese Camp, or become constant supporters of the Chinese
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foreign policy. Consequently, the size, strength and eSectiveoess of 
the noci>aligaed actors in the international sŷ m would be greatly 
reduced.

The reduction in size and significance of the nonaligned actors 
would also seriously affect the functioning of the United Nations as 
a ‘preventive diplomacy’ or ‘preventive security’ agency in the 
international system. Furthermore, these countries, have so far 
regarded the United Nations not only as a significant organisation for 
the maintenance of world peace, but as the protector of their in
tegrity and independence. However, when these nonaligned countries 
become nuclear countries in response to Chinese nuclear development, 
they would feel that since they have nuclear weapons, they do not 
have to depend on the Organisation for the maintenance of their 
independence and sovereignty. !%ould they get involved in a local 
conflict, they would think that nuclear weapons could be used as a 
last resort for final victory or for a showdown with their adversaries. 
Consequently, their willingness to accept the U.N. mediation would 
significantly decrease.

Stability of the International Political System

When Communist China emerges as a major nuclear power, the 
international political system, i.e. the ‘loose bipolar system’ will 
become very unstable. While the addition of a third major nuclear 
power would inevitably change the basic structural pattern of̂the 
international system, with communist China as the third major 
national actor, there will be more than simply minor structural 
changes.

The stability of the system would significantly diminish, if not 
disappear. Several serious changes in the characteristics of the 
system e.g. the decreasing restraining power of the superpower over 
other national actors; the diminishing effectiveness of the present 
nuclear stalemate and nuclear deterrence; the reduction in the func
tions and significance of the universal actor, i.e the United Nations, 
and of the nonaligned actors in the international systnn would take 
place.
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Statement Shotaing the work transacted by Lok Sahha during the period 
1st November, 1972 to 31st jfantiory, 1973

N. B.— The Seventh Session of Lok Sabha commenced on Febnitiy 199 1973. The 
details about its activities during the session will be published in  July, 1979 
issue of xheyoumal. The information relating to the sittings etc. of Committ4 
of Lok Sabha during the period 1st November, 1972 to 31st January, 1973 it 
given below :

APPENDIX I

Name of the Committee Meetings held

Business Advisory Committee................................ 7

Committee on Absence of Members from the Sittings of
the House........................................................ i

Committee on Pcritions............................................. 5

Conmiittee on Private Members Bills and Resolutions . 4

Committee on Privileges .  . 3

Committee on Public Undertakings . 24

Conmiittee on Subordinate Legislation . . . .  3

Committee on the Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes................................................................  7

Estimates Committee 29

House Committee . . .  i

Railway Convention Committee 13

Rules Committee 2

Joint Committees

(i) Joint Committee  on Salaries and Allowances of
Members of Parliament........................................ 2

(ii) Joint Conmiittee on Offices of Profit  . . .   2

(iii) Joint Committee on the Mines (Amendment) Bill,
1972..................................................................... 5

(iv) Joint Committee on the Untouchability  (Offences)
Amendment and Miscellaneous Provisions Bill, 1972 . 5

(v) Joint Committee on the Companies (Amendment)
Bill, 1972.......................................................  10

(vi) Joint Committee on the Disturbed Areas (Special
Courts) Bill, 1972............................................... 3
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Name of the Committee Meetings held

(vii)  Joint Committee on the Foreign Exchange Bill, 1972 . 5

(viii)  Joint Committee on the Presidential and Vice-Presi
dential Elections (Amendment) Bill, 1972 . . .  5

(ix) Joint Committee on the Delhi School  Education Bill,
19 72.............................................................................................. II

(x) Joint Committee on the National Library Bill, 1972 . i

(xi) Joint Committee of Chairmen, House Committees of
both Houses of Parliament............................... 4



Statement shotuing thg work transacted by the Rajya Sabha during the period ist N ov- 
ember 1972 to ẑttjamtarŷ 1973

APPENDIX II

N. B.—The Eighty-third session of Rajya Sabht commenced on Fetniary 19,1973.  The- 
details about its activities during the session will be published in the Jdy 1973̂. 
issue of iht Journal, The information relating to the sittings etc. of Committees, 
of  Rajya Sabha during the period ist November, 197a to 31st January, 1975 
is given below ;

Name of the Committee Meetings held

Business Advisory Committee........................................

Committee on Government Assurances . . . .

Conunittee on Petitions.................................  .

Committee on Subordinate Legislation  .  .  .

Joint Committees

Joint Comminee on the Adoption of Children Bill> 1972  .

Joint Committee on the Code of Criminal Procedure  Bill,
19 7   0 .............................................................................................................................................................................

Joint Committee on Homoeopathy Central Council  Bill̂
1971 .  •  •  ............................................

Joim Committee on the Indian Penal Code (Amendment) 
Bill, 197a ......................................

3

2
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LUt of BiUs passed by the Houses of Parliament and assented to by the President 
during the period 1st November, 1972 to ̂ist January, 1973

APPENDIX IV

S.No. Title of Bill Date of Assent by 
the  President

1.  The  Khadi and other Handloom Industries Development (Addi
tional Excise Duty on Qoth) Amendment Bill, 1972.  .  . 26-1172

2.  The Central Sales Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1972  •  •  •  • 30-1172

3.  The Limestone and Dolomite Mines Labour Welfare  Fund  Bill,
1972........................................................................ 2-1272

4. The Appropriation (Railways) No. 4 Bill, 1972 . . . .  3-1272

5. The Appropriation (Railways) No. 5 Bill, 1972 . . . .  3-1272

6.  The Appropriation (No. 5) Bill, 19 72.........................................8-1272

7.  The Appropriation (No. 6) Bill, 1972...........................................8-1272

8.  The Food Corporations (Amendment) Bill, 1972 .  •  .  . 15-1272

9.  The Payment of Bonus (Amendment) Bill, 1972 •  •  .  • 19-1272

10.  The Carriage by Air Bill, 1972..............................................................19-1272

11.  The Coal Mines Labour Welfare Fund (Amendment) Bill, 1972 • 22-1272

12. The Indian Railways (Amendment) Bill, 1972 . . . .  22-1272

13.  The Sick Textile Undertakings (Taking Over of Management) Bill,
19 72.............................................................................................23-1272

14.  The Indian Tariff (Amendment)  Bill, 1972.  •  •  •  . 24-1272

15. The Industrial Finance Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 1972. . 24-1272

16.  The Industrial Development Bank of India (Amendment) Bill,
1972.......................................................................................................24-1272

17.  The DelimiUtion Bill, 1972............................................................30-1272

18.  The Sute Financial Corporations (Amendment) Bill, 1972  *  * 30-1272

19.  The Richardson and Cruddas Limited (Acquision and Transfer of
Undertaking) Bill, 1972.............................................................30-1272

20.  The Mulki Rules Bill, 1972............................................................30-1272
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List of Bill passed by the State  Legislatures  during  the  period 1st 
October, 1972 to 31st December, 1972.

Appendix V

Andhra Pradesh Legislative Conncii*

1. The Andhra Pradesh Agricultural Lands (Prohibition of Aliena
tion) Bill, 1972.

2. The Andhra Pradesh Vacant Lands in Urban Areas (Prohibition
of Alienation) Bill, 1972.

3. The Andhra Pradesh Paytnetit of Salaries and Removal of  Dis
qualifications (Second Amendment) Bill, 1972.

4. The Andhra Pradesh Appropriation (No. 3) Bill. 1972.

5. The Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University (Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

6. The Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Area) Tenants and Ryots Protection
(Amendment) Bill, 1972.

7. The Indian Treasure Trove (Andhra Pradesh Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

8. The Visak*hapatnam Steel Project (Acquisition of Lands)  Bill,
1972.

9. The Andhra Pradesh Civil Courts Bill, 1972.

10. Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats and Panchayat Saonithis and
Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

11. The Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Bill, X'972.

•12. The Andhra Pradesh Land Reforms Ceiling on Agricultural Hold
ings) Bill, 1972.

Assam Legislative Assembly*

1. The  Assam Agricultural Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The  Assam Amusement and Betting Tax (Amendment) Bill,  1972.

3. The  Assam Appropriation (No, II) Bill, 1972.

4. The  Assam Appropriation (No. Ill) Bill, 1972.

•Relates to the period July 1. to September 30, 1972. 

••Assent awaited.
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5. The Court Fees Assam (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

6. The Assam Electricity Duty (Amendment) Bill 1972.

7. The Assam Contingency Fund (Augmentation of Corpus) Bill, 1972.

8. The Assam Finance (Sales Tax) (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

9. The Assam Fixation of Ceiling on Land Holdings (Amendment)
Bill, 1972.

10. The Assam Panchayati Raj Bill, 1972.

11. The Assam Professions, Trades, Callings and Emplo3rment Taxa
tion (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

12. The Assam Sales Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

13. The Assam Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

Bihar Legislatiye Assembly*

Bihar Appropriation (No. 3) Bill, 1972.

Delhi Metropolitan Coancil

1. The Delhi Delegation of Powers (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The Central and other Societies (Regulation) Bill, 1972.

3. Delhi Land Holdings Ceiling (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

4. The Electricity supply Amendment Bill, 1972.

5. The Extension of Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act, 1972 to the Union
Territory of Delhi.

6. The Delhi Private Coaching Institutions (Regulation) Bill, 1972.

7. The Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Bill, 1972.

Goa, Daman and Diu Legîtlve AsMmbly

1. The Goa, Daman and Diu Mamlatdar's Court (First Amendment)
Bill 1972.

2. The Goa, Daman and Diu Prevention of Begging Bill, 1972.

3. The Goa, Daman and Diu Live-Stock Improvement Bill, 1972.

4. The Goa, Daman and Diu Appropriation (Excess  Expenditure),
Bill, 1972.

5. The Goa, Daman and Diu Supplementary  Appropriation  Bill,
1972.

6. The Goa, Daman and Diu Contingency Fund (First Amendment)
Bill, 1972.

♦Original in Hindi. Relates to the period July 1, 1972 to September 30, 
1972.
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7. Legislative Diploma No. 1984 dated 14-4-1960 (Amendment), Bill 
1972.

Gujarat Legislative Assembly

1. The Child Marriage Restraint (Gujarat Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The Gujarat Contingency Fund (Temporary Increase) Bill, 1972.

3. The Bombay Land Revenue and the Gujarat Panchayats and Edu
cation cess (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

'  4. The Bombay Police Gujarat (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

6. The Bombay Land Requisition (Gujarat Extension of Duration> 
Bill, 1972.

6. The Gujarat (Third supplementary) Appropriation Bill, 1972.

7. The Gujarat Housing Board (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

8. The Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural Lands (Gujarat Amend
ment) Bill, 1972.

9. The Gujarat Essential Services Maintenance Bill, 1972.

10. The Bombay Provincial Municipal Corporations (Gujarat Amaod-
ment) Bill, 1972.

11. The Gujarat Civil Services Tribunal Bill, 1972.

Haryana Vidhan Sabha

' 1. The Haryana Ceiling on Land Holdings Bill, 1972.

2. The Punjab Cooperative Societies Harayana  (Amendment) Bill,
1972.

3. The Punjab Agricultural Produce  Markets  (Haryana  Second'
Amendment) Bill, 1972.

4. The Punjab Khadi and Village Industries Board (Haryana Amend
ment) Bill, 1972.

5. The Punjab General Sales Tax (Haryana Amendment and Valida
tion) Bill, 1972.

6. The Punjab Anatomy (Haryana Amendment) Bill, 1972.

7. The Haryana Municipal Common Lands (Regulation) Bill, 1971.*

Himachal Pndetdi Vidhan Sabha

1. Himachal Pradesh Essential Services (Maintenance) Bill, 1972.

2. The Himachal Pradesh Tolls'(Repealing) Bill, 1972.

•This Bill which was passed by the Vidhan Sabha on 2nd August, 1971 
was received back from the Governor and was reconsidered by the House- 
and passed again with amendments on the 6th October, 1972.
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3. The Himachal Pradesh (Transfer Tenancy) Tenants (Protection of
Rights) (Amendments), Bill, 1972.

4. The Himachal Pradesh Requisitioning and Acquisitioning of Im
movable Property Bill, 1972.

5. The Himachal Pradesh Panchat Raj (Amendment), Bill, 1972.

6. The Himachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly Members Pension
Bill. 1972.

7. The Himachal Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Bill, 1972.

8. The Himachal Pradesh CeiUng and Land Holding Bill, 1972,

9. The Himachal Pradesh Tenancy and Land Reform Bill, 1972,

10. The Himachal Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1972.

Jammu and Kadimir LeglslatlTe Conncil

1. A Bill to Provide for Comprehensive Legislation relating to Land
Reforms in the State of Jammu and Kashmir.

2. A Bill to amend the Jammu and Kashmir Forest Act, 1987.

Madhya Pradesh Legislative Assembly*

1. Madhya Pradesh Official Language (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. Madhya Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation  (Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

3. Motor Vehicles (Madhya Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1972.

4. Madhya Pradesh Cultivation by Tractors (Recovery of Charges)
Bill, 1972.

5. Madhya Pradesh Reclamation Duty in lands tilled by  Tractors
BUI, 1972.

6. Indian Partnership (Madhya Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1972.

7. Madhya Pradesh Secondary  Wucation  (Special  Provisions)
Amendment Bill, 1972.

8. Madhya Pradesh University Law (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

9. Acquisition of Land (Madhya Pradeŝi Amendment) Bill, 1972.

10. Madhya Pradesh Weedicides and Insecticides Bill, 1972.

11. Madhya Pradesh Khadi and VUlage Industries (Second Amend
ment) Bill, 1972.

12. Madhya Pradesh Housing Board Bill, 1072.

13. Madhya Pradesh Appropriation (No. 5) Bill, 1972.

Appendices
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14. Madhya Pradesh Agricultural Produce Marketing Bill, 1972.

15. Madhya Pradesh Agricultural Loan regulation and Miscellaneous
Provisions (Bank) Bill, 1972.

16. Madlhya Pradesh Vidhan Sabha Members* Salaries and Allowances
Bill, 1972.

17. Madhya Pradesh Members of Legislature Prevention of Disquali
fication (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

18. Madhya Pradesh Ceiling oti Land Holdings  (Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

Mysore Legislative Assembly

1. The Mysore  Homoeopathic  Practitioners  (Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

2. The Mysore Ayurvedic and Unani Practitioners Registration and
Medical Practitioners Miscellaneous  Provisions  (Amendment) 
BiU, 1972.

3. The Mysore Tenants (Relief in Payment of arrears of Rent) Bill,
1972.

4. The Government Grants (Mysore Extension) Bill, 1972.

5. The Mysore Stamp (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

6. The Mysore Court Fees and Suits valuation (Amendment)  Bill,
1972.

7. The Mysore* Appropriation (No. 3) Bill, 1972.

8. The Mysore Contingency fund (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

Nagaland Legislative Assembly

1. The Nagaland Forest (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

' Pmijab Vidhan Sabba

1. The Talwara Township (Periphery) Control  Amendment  Bill,
1972.

2. The Punjab Cinemas (Regulation) Amendment Bill, 1972.

3. The Punjab Cattle Fairs (Regulation) Amendment Bill, 1972.

4. The Patiala State Ijlas-i-khas Order of 1919  (Repealing)  Bill.
1972.

5. The Punjab Land Reforms Bill, 1972 (Bill No. 31-PLA of 1972).

6. The Punjab Appropriation (No. 5) Bill, 1972.

7. The Punjab Entertainments Duty (Amendment) Bill, 1972.
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8. The Punjab Khadi and Village Industries Board  (Amendment) 
Bill, 1972.

9. The Punjab General Sales Tax  (Amendment and Validation) 
Bill, 1972.

Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly

1. The Tamil Nadu Land Reforms of (Ceiling on Land) Sixth Amend
ment Bill, 1972.

2. The Tamil Nadu Public Trusts (Regulation of Administration cl
Agricultural Lands) Amendment Bill, 1972.

3. The Indian Stamp (Tamil Nadu Amendment) Bill, 1972.

4. The Tamil Nadu Levy of Ryotwari Assessment on Free-hold Lands
Bill, 1972.

6. The TamU Nadu District Municipalities (Amendment) Bill. 1972.

6. The Madras City Municipal Corporation atid the Madurai  City
Municipal Corporation Amendment Bill, 1972.

7. The Mettur Township, Courtallam Township and  Bhavanisagar
Township (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

8. The Tamil Nadu Belting Tax (Second Amendment) Bill, 1972.

9. The Tamil Nadu Urban Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

10. The Tamil Nadu District police (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

11. The Tamil Nadu Appropriation (No. 4) Bill, 1972.

12. The Tamil Nadu Societies Registration Bill. 1972.

Tamil Nadu Legislative Council

1. The Tamil Nadu Agricultural Income-tax (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The Tamil Nadu Land Reforms (Fixation of Ceiling on  Land)
Sixth Amendment Bill, 1972.

3. The Tamil Nadu Public Trusts (Regulation of Administration of
Agricultural Lands) Amendment Bill, 1972.

4. The Indian Stamps (Tamil Nadu Amendment) Bill, 1972.

5. The Tamil Nadu Levy of Ryotwari Assessment of Freehold Lands
Bill, 1972.

6. The Tamil Nadu Betting Tax (Second Amendment) Bill, 1972.

7. The Tamil Nadu District Municipalities (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

8. The Madras City Municipal Corporation and Madurai City Muni
cipal Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 1972.
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9. The Mettur Township, Courtallam Township and  Bhavanisagar 
Township (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

10. The Tamil Nadu District PoUce (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

11. The Tamil Nadu Appropriation (No. 4) Bill, 1972.

Tripnra LeirislatiTe Assembly

1. The Bengal Municipal (Tripura Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The Tripura (Courts) Order Amendment Bill, 1972.

3. The Tripura Appropriation (No. 2) Bill, 1972.

Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assiembly

1. The Uttar Pradesh Ceiling on Property (Temporary Restriction on
Transfer) (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

2. The Uttar Prades*h State Legislature (Officers Salaries and Allow
ances) (Amendment) Bill, 1972.

3. The Uttar Pradesh Appropriation (Regularization of Excess Ex-
pettiditure, 19e6-67) Bill, 1972.

4. The Uttar Pradesh Appropriation (Regularization of Excess Ex
penditure, 1967-68) Bill, 1972.

5. The Uttar Pradesh Appropriation (Supplementary, 1972-73) Bill,
1972.

6. The Uttar Pradesh Imposition of  ceiling  on  Land  Holdings
(Amendment) Bill, 1972.

7. The Uttar Pradesh Legislative Chambers (Members Emoluments)
(Amendment) Bill, 1972.



Ordinances issuid by the Central and Stau Governments during the period 
1st October, 1972 to 3111 December̂ 1972

APPENDIX VI

Date of 
Promul
gation

Date on 
which laid 
before the 
House

Date of 
Cessation

Remarks

I 2 3 4 5 6

Central*

1. The Sick Textile Under
taking (Taking Over 
of Management) Or
dinance, 1972 *  * 31-10-72 13-1172

2. The Coal Mines (Taking 
Over of Management) 
Ordinance, 1973  • 30-1-73

Andhra Pradesh

1. The Hydertbad Munid-  24-10-72  ..  ..  The ABtembly
pal Corporation (Am- has not  met
endmcnt)  Ordinancê so  far  after
1972. it  was  ad

journed  sint 
die on 6-9-72.

2. The Andhra  Pradesh
(Andhra  Area) Es
tates  (Abolition and 
Conversion  into
Ryotwari) Amendment
Ordinance, 1972  *  21-12-72  ..  ..

3. The Criminal Law Am
endment  (Andhra 
Pradesh  Extension 
and  Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972  *  23-12-72 ..

4. The  Andhra Univer
sity  (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972  * 30-12-72 ..  ..

R̂elates to the period 1-10-72 to 31-1-73
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T.  The Assam Contingency 
Fund  (Augmentation 
of Corpus)  Ordi
nancê 1972.

2. The Assam Appropri- 
‘ ation Ordinance, 1972.

3.  The  Indian  Electricity
(Assam  Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972.

4.  The Tinsukia  and  Di
brugarh  Electric sup
ply  Under  takings 
(Aquisition)  OrcD 
nance, 1972.

1.  Bihar  Salaries  and
Allowances of Minis
ters (Fourth Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

2.  Bihar Salaries  and
Allowances  of  Dy. 
Ministers (4th Amend
ment) Ordinance 1972.

3.  Bihar Legislature (Sa
laries and Allowances 
of  Officers)  (3rd 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .

4.  Indian  Stamp (Bihar
Second  Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972.  .

5.  Bihar  Entertainment
Tax Court Fees and 
Stamp  (Jurisdiction 
Amendment) Second 
Amendment  Ordi
nance, 1972*  •  •

6.  Bihar  Entertainment
Tax  (3rd  Amend
ment)  Ordinance

1972.  •  •  •

7.  Bihar  Sales  Tax
(Second Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972  •

Assam*

128-72  l9‘972

Do.

279-72

219-72

Bihar**

Do.

259-72

Do.

Feplucf Vy 
Legislation.

Do.

17.1972  i4̂l5S-72  iiic-72

♦•Original in Hindi—The information relates to the period ist July 1972 to 3oth 
September, 1972.

Relates to the period ist July, 1972 to 30th September, 1972.
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8, Bihar Motor  Spirit
(Taxation  on  Sale)
(3rd  Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972  • 17-72

9.  Bihar  District  Boards
and  I ocal  Boards 
Control and  Ma
nagement (:̂rd Amend
ment)  Ordinance,
1972.  .  .  M

10. Bihar Panchayat  Raj
' (2nd  Amendment 
and  Vali ation) Or
dinance, 1972* •  »

11. Bihar  Panchayat
Samitis  and  Zila 
Parishads  (3rd
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  „

12. Bihar Medical  Educa
tion  Dissemination 
(Regulation  and 
Control) 2nd Amend
ment  Ordinance,
1972. .  .  „

13.  Bihar  Health  Race
Second  Ordinance,
1972.  . . .   „

14.  Bihar  Exciseduty (2nd
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  >,

15.  Bihar Khadi and Vill
age  Industries  (Se
cond  Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972.  •  3773

16.  Bihar  subsidy  to In
dustries  (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  „

17.  Bihar Motor  Vehicles
Taxation  (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  „

14/158-72  II10-72

18.  Motor Vehicles (Bihar
3rd  Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972.  .

19.  Patna  Municipal Cor
poration  (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .
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20. Bihar  Municipalities
(Second Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972.  . 3-472 14/15-872  n-io72

21. Mithila  University
(Second Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972.  .  „  ,,  „

22. Anugrah  Narayan
Sinha Institute  of
Social  Studies
(Second Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972.  •  „  „  «

23. Bihar Primary Education
(Second Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972.  .  „  „  „

24. Bihar State University
(Patna, Bihar, Bhagal- 
pur, Ranchi and Ma- 
gadh  Universities)
Control and Manage
ment) Second Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  „  „  „

25. Bihar School Exami
nation Board (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .  „  „

26. Bihar  State Univer
sity  Law (Second 
Amendment)  and 
Repeal  Ordinance,
1972*  .  .  „  „ „

27. Bihar Ancient Monu
ments and Archaeo
logical sites  and 
Remains  Third Or
dinance, 1972. .  . 5-772  „  „

28. Bihar Sugarcane  (Re
gulation of Supply and 
Procurement) Second
Ordinance, 1972.  .  „  „  „

29. Bihar Carriage by Pub
lic  Transport Pas
sengers  and Goods 
Taxation  (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972. .  •  „  „  „

30. Patliputra  Medical
College  (Taking
over of Management)
Second  Ordinance,
1972.  .  .  .  „ „
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31.

32.

33-

Bihar Industrials Area 
Development Autho
rity Second  Ordi
nance, 1972.  .  .

Bihar Government So
cieties (Second Ame
ndment)  Ordinance,
1972  .  .  .

Bihar Public 
Recovery 
Amendment) 
nance, 1972

Debt.
(Third
Ordi-

34. Chhou Nagpur and
Santhal  Piagana.
Autonomous  Deve
lopment  Authority 
(Second Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972  .

35. Bihar Land Revenue
(Exemption  from 
Payment)  (Second
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972  .  .

Bihar Kendu  Leaves 
(Trade Control) Third 
Ordinance, 1972  .

36.

37.

38.

39.

40. Bahar Land  Reforms 
Validation and Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972  *  *

41.

Bihar Tenancy (Second 
Amendment)  Ordi
nance, 1972  .  .

Chhota Nagpur Tenancy 
Ŝecond Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972.

Bihar Agricultural Pro
duce Marketing (Third 
Amendment)  Ordi-

1972.  •

Bihar  House  ,
Rent and  Eviction 
(Control)  Second 
Amendment Ordinance
1972.  •  •  •

42. Bihar Contingency Le
gislation  (Second 
Amendment) Ordinance, 
1972.  •  •  •

5-772 14/15-872 11-1072
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43-

44

45

46.

47#

4̂.

49.

50.

X.

Bihar  Hindu  Religious 
Trusts (Second Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972.

Bihar Shops and Estab ' 
lishments  (Third
Amendment) Ordinance,

1972.  •  •  •

Bihar Child  (Second
Ordinance) 1972.  *

Bihar Gramdan (Third 
Amendment) Ordinance 
1972 •  .  .  .

Bihar Soil Water Con
servation and  land 
Development  (Second 
Ordinance) 1972 *

Bihar  Contingency 
Legislation  (Third 
Amendment) Ordinance. 
1972  .  •  •

Bihar  State  Housing 
Board (Second Ordi
nance) 1972  •

Bihar  Irrigation  and 
lift Irrigation( Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

57-72 14/158-72 1110-72

Gujarat  contingency 
Fund (Temporary In
crease) Ordinance, 1972.

Gujarat

2510-72 1311-72

Himachal  Pradesh

I The Himachal Pradesh 
Tolls Repealing Ordi
nance, 1972.

2.  The H.P. Motor Vehi
cles Taxation Ordinance, 
1972.

3.  The H.P. Panchayat Raj 
(Amendment)Ordinance, 
1972.

4.  The H.P. (Transfered 
Territory) Tenants 
(Protection of Rights) 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 
1972.

276-72 812-72

1512-72  Replaced by the 
Gujarat contin
gency  Fund 
(Temporary in
crease)  Bill,
1972.

1912̂72 Replaced by 
legislation

306-72  81272 1912-72  —do—

249-72

31172

812-72

81272

1912.72

191272
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5. The H.P. Requisitioning 22-1172 8*1272 19-1272
and Acqusition of Immo
vable Property Ordincnce,
1972.

Jammu and Kashmir

I. The Jammu and Kashmir 30-1072 30-1072
Forest CAmendent) Ordi
nance, 1972

I Madhya Pradesh University
Law (Amendment) Or- i-1072 
dinance, 1972

Madhya Pradesh* 

11-1272

2 Madhya Pradesh Housing 21-1172 
Board Ordinance, 1972

11-1272

Mysore

I The Mysore Contingency 11-1072 27-ii-72t
fund (Temporary Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972.

2 The Mysore Homoeopathic 11-1072
pracutioners (Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1972

3 The Mysore Tenants (Re- 28-1072
lief in payment of Arrears 
Rent) Ordinance, 1972

do.

do

I The Orissa Contingency 20-1272 
Fund (Second Amend- 

Ordinment) linance, 1972

Orissa

Punjab

I The Punjab General Sales 10 11 72  12 12 72
Tax (Amendment) and 
Validation) Ordinance,
1972

Rajasthan

I The Rajasthan Urban Im- 2-1272 
provement (Amendment 
and Validation) Ordinace,
1972

Replaced by 
legislation

Was replaced 
by the Legisla
tion namely **A 
Bill to amend ‘ 
the Jammu and 
Kashmir Forest 
(Amendment) 
Bill, 1972*’

Madhya Pradesh 
Umversity Law 
(Amendment) 
Bill, 1972

Madhya Pradesh 
Housing Board 
Bill, 1972.

Replaced b; 
legislation.

do.

do.

Replaced by le
gislation.

• Original in Hindi.
fLaid on the uble of the Legilotive Council on 4-12-72.
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Tama Nadu

1 The Tamil Nadu Am- 21-1172 24-11-72*
cultural Income Tax 
(Amendment) Oridi< 
nance, 1972

2  The Tamil Nadu Betting 21-1172 24-11-72*
Tax (Second Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

Uttar Pradesh

I The Uttar Pradesh Ceiling 10-1072 12-1272 31-1272  Replaced by
on Property (Temporary 
Restriction on Transfer 
(Amemndment) Ordi
nance, 1972

2 The Uttor Pradesh Sales 10-1072 12-1272 21-173
Tax (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972

3 The  Uttor  Pradesh 11-1172  -do- 22-173
Tendu Patto (Vyapar 
Viniyaman) Sanshodhan 
Adhyadesh, 1972

4 U  ̂P̂esh Unauthor- 24-1172 12-1272 22-173
ised Medical Educational 
Institutions (Prevention)
Ordinance, 1972

5 The Uttar Pradesh Rural 24-1172 12-1272 22-173
Local Self Government 
Laws (Amendment) Ordi
nance, 1972

6 The Uttar Pradesh Contin 24-1172 12-1272 22-173
gency  Fund  (Am- 
etidment) Oridinance,
197a

7 The Uttar Pradesh Muni- 24-1172 12-1272 22-173
cipalities (Second Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

Replaced by 
legislation.

do.

legislation

do.

do

do

do

do

do

West Bengal

I The West Benwl Estates 20-1072  Will be laid 
Acquisition (Amend- during the
ment) Ordinance, 1972 ensuing
(West Bengal Ordinance Budget
XV of 1972) Session.

*Laid on the Table of the Lepslative Council on 2-12-72.
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The Calcutta Metro- 26-1072
politan Water and Sani- 
Ution Authority (Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

The Sri Aurobindo  Me- 4-111972 
morial (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972

The'Bengal Wakf (Amend- 13-1172 
ment) Ordinance, 1972

The Murshidabad Estate 14-1172 
(Tnwt) (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972

The west Bengal Land 17-1172 
(Requisition and Acqui
sition) Second Amend
ment) Ordinance, 1972

The Motor Vehicles C West 11-1272 
Ben̂ Amendment)
Ordinance, 1972

will be laid 
durh|« the 
ensuing 
Budget session



appendix VII 

A. PARTY POSmON IN LOK

(1) St*tewUe

(As on March i, 1973)

Name of the State Seats Cong. CPI(M) CPI J. S. Other
Parties

Unattached  Total

z 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10

Andhra Pradesh 41 37 X I 2(a) 41

Assam  . 14 14 «. 14

Bihar 

Gujarat .

Haryana . . .  

53

9

37

12

7

5 2

I

7(b)

9(c) 2

I

51
(2 vacant)
23

(I vacant) 
9

Himachal Pradesh  . 4 4 .. 4

Jammu and Kashmir 6 5 X 6

Kerala  .  . 19 6 2 3 7(d) I 19

Madhya Pradesh . 37 21 10 5(c) •• 36
(x vacant)

Maharashtra  . 45 40 2(f) I
(2 Vaaim)

Manipur 2 2 • • 2

Meghalaya 2 2 2

Mysore . 21 27

Nagaland I 1(g) I

Orissa  . 14 I 5(h) 20

Punjab  . 13 9 2 .. I 12*

Rajasthan 23 15 3 4(1) I 33

Tamil Nadu  . 9 4 20 5(i) 38
(i vacant)

Tripura .  . 2 2 .. .. 2

Uttar Pradesh . 85 73 5 4 2 84
(x vacant)

West Bengal  .  . .  40 *5 20 3 2(k) .. 40

Union Terrltoriea .  .

Andaman & Nicobar Islands. X 1 • • .. X

Arunachal Pradesh  . I I T(l)

Chandigarh  .  . I I 1

Dadra and Nagar Haveli. . I 1 X

Delhi.................................. 7 7 7

2 1 i(m) 2

Laccadive, Minicoy and Amindivi Islands  . 1 X .. 1

Mizoram  .  •  . . . I 1 X

Pondicherry  .  . .  . I I X

AngloIndian . .  . 2 •• •• 2(k) 2(1)

o t a l 524 361 25 24 20 20 52 515*

(excluding 
Speaker and 
8 vacancies)

*Exdudes the Speaker, who is not a member of any Party.

(a) TelenganaPraJaSamiii  .

(b)  Socialiit Party 

Congre«8(0) .

UIPG .  .

(c)  Swatanira  .
Congrcts (O)

(d)  Muslim League  .  .
Revolutionary Socialist Party 
Kerala Congress  .  .

(e)  Socialist Party  .  .
UIPG . . . .

(f) Socialist Party 
Forward Bloc.

(g) UIPG .  .

2

2

3

2

2

7

2
'2
3
1

4

I

I

(h) Swatantra 
UIPG  .

(i) Swtttntru  .
UIPG  .

(j) Muslim League 
ForwtnJ Bloc 
Congress (O)
Ann. D. M. K.

(k) SocUUtt Party.  .  .

RcvohitionarySocialisi Party

G) NomlniHtl by the President

(m) UIPG .

(n) UIPG  .

677



Appendix vrr (comd.)

A. PARTY POSITION IN LOK SABHA

(11)  Putywlte 

(As on Much i, 1973)

Nam of th» Party Strtngth

Gongrets Party

C.P.1. (M)

CP.I. .

Jao Sangh

D.M.K.

Otlm Parties

U.I.P.G.

Congress (O)

Switantn 

Socialist Party  .  .

Muslim League  .  .

Revolutionary Socialist Party 

Kerala Congress  .  .

Forward Bloc.  •  .

Telengana Praja Samiti .

Anna D. M. K.

Unattached .

Vacancies  .

To al

361

»5

34

20

30

•  • 523
(excluding Speaker)

379



Appendix VU {ContL)

B. PARTY POSITION IN RAJYA SABHA 

(1)  SUte-wiie

(As on March i, 1973)

States O

8 Q 6 I 6 s

A. P.

Assam

Bihar

Gujarat

Haryana

Himachal Pradesh 

J. & K.

Kerala

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Manipur

Meghalaya

Mysore

Nagaland

Orissa

Punjab

Rajasthan

TamU Nadu

Tripura

U. P.  .  .

W, Bengal 

Arunachal Pradesh 

Delhi 

Mizoram 

Pondicherry 

Nominated .

18  14 

7 6

22  II 

II  7

5  4

3 3

4  4 

9  —

16 II

19  13

I  —

I

12

I

10

7

10

18

I

I  I  — 3 2

I  I —.  — — .

I  —  1

—  —  I

-----------------3 — 2 2 ---------------I

I 4 ---------— -------------------------------

34 14

16 7

I  —

3  I

I  —

1 — 

12  2

7  5  — I -----------------I 3

3  — 4 ------------------

243  120  15  15  II  II  9 7 5 I 14 II



Appendix VIJ. (Contd.)

C. PARTY POSITION IN STATE LEGISLATIVE ASSfiMBLIBS

States Setts Cong. Cong(o) Swat. JS CPI CW  SP  PSP Other Ind. Nom. DMK Total
(M) Parties

15

Andhra Pradesh (as on i*i>73)  .

Assam (as on 41272)

Bihar (as on 22-1-73)

Gujarat (as on 311272)

Haryana (as on 5273)  .

Himachal Pradesh (as on 2273) 

Kerala (as on 31172)  •

Madhya Pradesh (as on 2 273) 

Manipur (as on 26 1072)  .

MeghiUaya (as on 1 972)  .

Mysore (as on 2 273)  •  •

Nagaland (as on 29X73) •

Orissa (as on 23 173)

Punjab (as on 29173)  •

Rajasthan (as on 24173) .

Tamil Nadu (as on 71172) 

Tripura (as on 20173)  •  •

Uttar Pradesh (as on 1173) •

West Bengal (as on 27 173)  .

•Delhi (as on 31173)  .  •

Goa, Daman & Diu (as on 25872) 

Mizoram (as on 9 173)  .  .

Pondicherry (as on 311272)

288  216

114 94

319 172 

168  139

81

68

134

52

53 

33

27

16

6

297 226

60  20

60  9

217 165

52
140

104

83

68

184  144

235  6

60  41

426  278

281  216

61 49

30 I

33  ..

30 7

I

13

36

2

2

24

3

2

5

44

35

1

16

5

5

4

34

I

30

26

II

6

38

4

10

4

8

I

4

35

3

39(a)

15(c)

9(c)

19

14

14(h)

8(i)

36(i)

8

20

16

1

*4

17

Refers to Delhi Metropolitan Council.

(a) SwatantraTelengana Praja Samiti Front—3;
Socialist Democractic Front 11 ; Andhra Progressive Democrats 8; 
Progressive Front 7 i Peoples’ Democrats 6 ; Majlis Ittehadul 
Muslimeen 3 ; RPI —i.

(b) Vacant—4.
(c) Unitd Legislature Party 10 ; United Front —5,
(d) Vacant—1.

7

I 

I

..  12

20(m)  12

43(n)

1(0)

52(q)  ..

21(8) 3

25(u)  ..

..  II

i4(w)  3

..  2(y)

48(z)  3

8(aa) 4(bb)

i(dd) I

28(ee) I

33(gg)  ..

..  2

..  288(b)

..  114(d)

•. 319(0

..  168(g)

..  81

.. 68

..  I34(k)

•• 397(1)

..  60

60

..  2l7(p)

.. 52(r)

..  I40(t)

..  104

..  i84(v)

183 235(x)

..  60

..  426

.. 28i(cc) 

..  61

.. 30(ff)

•• 33

15  30

(e)Inchides AU  _
hul Jharkhandi; Jharkand 
SoshitDal2.

India Jharkhand 3; Hul Jharkand2 ; Progressive 
....................(N.H. Horo Group>i; Hindustani

(f) Vacant1; Includes Hon. Speaker,

(g) Vacanti.

(h) Includes Vishal Haryana Party3i Progressive Indpendent Party11.

(i) Progressive Front.

0) Includes Kerala Congress13; Muslim League11, Revolutionary
Socialist Part̂6; Kerala  Socialist Party2; Congress Socialist 
Party2; Karshak Tozhiali Party2,

(p) Includes Hon. Speaker.

(q) Includes Nagaland Nationalist Organisation—30:
United Parliamentary Group—22.

(r) Includes Hou. S|)eBker.

(B) Jharkand— Jam Congressi; Utkal Congress18.

(t) Includes Hon. Speaker ; Vacant1.

(u) Shiromani Al<ali DBl25.

(v) Vacam 2*

(w) TamU Arasu Kazhagami; Forward Bloc7j Muslim Ltî  6. 

(x) Inchiding Km, Speaker.

(y) Supported by CP(M).

(k) Vacant2; Includes Hon. Speaker.

0) Vacant2 ; excludes Hon. Speaker.

(m) Inchjdes M.P.P. 17; U.N.I.C.3.

(n) InchidesA.P.H.L.C.35iH.SJ»X>.P 8. 

(o) Janau Pakaha.

(bb) Includes Speaker.

(cc) Vacanti.

(dd) Muslim League.

(ee) Includes Maluirashirawadi Gomantak Partyi8; United Goansio, 
Cff) Include. Hon. Speaker. ^
(gg) Ml2oUnion27jA.LCC.6.

585
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